Strengthening Community Through Workforce Housing

AGENDA
REGULAR MEETING OF THE APCHA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2018
The Meeting will be held in the Ajax Community Room
Police Station – 540 E. Main Street, 2nd Floor, Aspen, Colorado
5:00 p.m.
5:00

Call to Order

Rules of Decorum -

APCHA Board meetings shall be conducted in a fair and impartial manner that allows the business of APCHA to be
effectively undertaken. Citizens, APCHA staff and APCHA Board members alike must be allowed to state their positions in a courteous atmosphere
that is free of intimidation, profanity, personal affronts, threats of violence, or the use of APCHA as a forum for politics. All remarks shall be directed
to the APCHA Board as a whole, not to APCHA staff or to the public in attendance. Members of the public shall not approach the dais without first
seeking and obtaining the permission of the Chairperson or presiding officer. Warnings may be given by the Chair at any time that a speaker does
not conduct himself or herself in a professional and respectful manner and anyone whose loud, defiant, threatening, personal, vulgar, uncivil or
abusive language or behavior impedes the orderly conduct of an APCHA Board meeting shall, at the discretion of the presiding officer, be barred
from speaking further and may be ejected from the meeting.

5:01 – 5:10

Public Comment

5:10 – 5:15

Executive Director’s Comments

5:15 – 5:25

Director’s Comments

5:25 – 5:30

Consent Calendar (these matters may be adopted together by a single motion)
• Minutes of the November 28, 2018 Regular Meeting
• Resolution No. 9 (Series of 2018), Denying the Appeal of Randy Placeres of the Notice of
Violation dated August 28, 2018
• Resolution No. 10 (Series of 2018), Denying the Appeal of Eric Baldwin of the Notice of
Violation dated August 28, 2018
• Resolution No. 11 (Series of 2018), Approving the 2019 Budgets for Aspen/Pitkin County
Housing Authority, Smuggler Mountain Apartments Affordable Housing Fund, Truscott
Place Phase II, LLLP Affordable Housing Fund, ACI Affordable 1, LLLP Affordable Housing
Fund, and APCHA Development Fund

5:30 – 6:00

Updates
• Owner Survey update on satisfaction of APCHA and APCHA Governance
• HOA Survey update and results re: governance, assessments and capital reserves

6:00 – 7:00

Policy Discussions
• Deferred Maintenance
Adjournment

NEXT SPECIAL MEETING: JANUARY 2, 2019
NOTE: All times are approximate; agenda items may be heard prior or after the estimated times shown.
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MINUTES OF THE NOVEMBER 28, 2018
REGULAR MEETING OF THE
ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY
CALL TO ORDER: Rick Head, Vice Chairperson, called the Regular Meeting to order at 5:00 p.m. The
November 28, 2018 meeting was held in the Ajax Community Room, Police Station, 540 E. Main
Street.
ROLL CALL: Rick Head, Dallas Blaney, Chris Council, Becky Gilbert, Carson Schmitz, Valerie Forbes
were present. Ron Erickson and John Ward were absent. Thomas F. Smith, Legal Counsel, was also
present.
Staff Members in Attendance: Mike Kosdrosky, Executive Director; Bethany Spitz, Compliance
Manager; and Cindy Christensen, Deputy Director.
Rules of Decorum: The Rules of Decorum for APCHA Board Meetings were read by Valerie Forbes.
PUBLIC COMMENT: Head opened the meeting to Public Comment for anything not part of the
agenda.
• Ward Hauenstein, City Council, stated that he read the letter from the Board relating to
employee housing mitigation for the Lift 1 corridor and Gorsuch Haus. Appreciated the
comments made by the Board and for all the energy that the Board members put in. Stated
that the letter is being taken very seriously. Forbes thanked Hauenstein for his comments.
• Kelly McNicholas-Kury addressed the Board as the newest member of the Board of County
Commissioners. McNicholas-Kury stated that her term begins on January 1, 2019.
McNicholas-Kury stated that her plans are to shepherd more engagement with the APCHA
Board and plans on coming to the APCHA Board meetings as well.
• Lee Mulcahy addressed the Board and stated that he just got back from an art exhibit in
China. Mulcahy stated that our country was born out of an act of treason and he will defend
his property with whatever it takes.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR COMMENTS:
• The Community Development staff was unable to attend on the discussion of 517 E. Hopkins,
but he will enter into the record comments provided by Jessica Garrow, Community
Development Department Director.
• Prior to the governance discussion at the Joint Meeting on December 11, a summary of the
survey that was e-mailed out to over 1800 owners on their satisfaction of the program will
be reviewed with the Board at the next meeting. Demographic information was requested
as well. Staff has received approximately 550 responses, along with 260 comments.

•

The Request for Proposal on the Housing Information Management System (HIMS) has
closed and they are now going through the review process.

DIRECTOR COMMENTS:
• Council stated that he saw in the paper that the required educational courses to purchase
have been removed. Christensen stated that staff is reviewing the different options to be
sure that an applicant has the ability to obtain a certificate in a short period of time as well
as try and provide a program that is more APCHA-oriented as well.
• Blaney stated that he spoke to a company that did not reply to the HIMS RFP and they stated
how well done they thought the document was.
• Forbes stated that she was impressed with the owner survey. Forbes stated that she had
also read an article on affordable housing in Bozeman in that they are trying to learn from
what is happening in APCHA’s program.
CONSENT CALENDAR: Head made a motion to approve the Minutes of the November 7, 2018
Regular; Blaney seconded the motion. All were in favor. Motion passed.
COMPLIANCE HEARINGS:
• Compliance Hearing Request from Randy Placeres, 124 Forge Road #101: Randy Placeres
was present. Spitz addressed the Board on the compliance issue. A Notice of Investigation
(NOI) was sent on August 28, 2018, due to an anonymous complaint. APCHA also noticed a
foreclosure action had begun on the unit, a violation of the deed restriction and Guidelines.
The foreclosure was the second one in the past 12 months. Placeres called Spitz and stated
he was working and residing in his home and would provide paperwork. The only
documentation provided by Placeres was a sales tax report from the City of Aspen. The
document did not show the hours worked nor from whom. Spitz stated that a self-employed
individual proving hours worked is more difficult, however, it can be done with a log of hours
worked and invoices or bids to provide backup documentation.
Spitz stated that Christensen and she met with Placeres the day before. He did not provide
any additional documentation; however, Placeres did state he had completed his 2017 and
would go back home and get it and bring it back. He did not. Spitz stated that other
documents had been provided to Placeres requesting documentation by October 10, 2018,
as his originally scheduled hearing date was set for October 17, 2018. Spitz met with Placeres
in September where she presented him with a calendar to complete and return for work
done in the prior eight months. An additional Notice of Violation was sent on November 12,
2018 for failure to pay HOA dues, which was still listed in foreclosure. Spitz stated that the
APCHA staff is recommending that the Board uphold the staff determination that Placeres
violated the work and residency requirement and should list the home for sale in accordance
with the Guidelines and his deed restriction.
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Placeres addressed the Board. Placeres stated that he moved to the valley in 1999 and has
lived here since. He moved here with his family as a private chef but was able to start his
own business in 2004. Placeres stated he has given to a lot of community non-profits and
benefits and has raised his daughters in Aspen. Placeres stated that his work is seasonal, and
it is difficult for him during certain parts of the year. Placeres stated that he has rented four
different kitchens for his business and now feels unappreciated and unwelcome. Placeres
stated that he might not have the “1200” hours to show but does work constantly. Asked
for additional time to figure this out. If he had known that, he would have been documenting
the hours on his business. He is asking to be able to keep his home.
Smith stated that he does have a current foreclosure sale that is scheduled for December
19, 2018. Placeres stated that he has readjusted a payment schedule. Council asked if the
sales tax report was the only document provided to APCHA. Placeres stated yes. Council
stated his concern that based on the sales tax report, he could not see Placeres paying the
debt that is being required for him to keep his home. Council stated that even setting the
hours aside and looking at the financial perspective, cannot see how Placeres can make the
payments required by him.
Blaney asked Placeres to put himself in the position of be Board and being sure that the
system is fair to all. What would Placeres recommend the Board do. Placeres stated that the
Board should have compassion to the people and move forward to help them. Forbes stated
that these cases are tough, and the Board continues to share with the community how
important it is to abide by one’s deed restriction. It is a very public system and there are so
many others willing to abide by the requirements that are trying to get a unit.
Head asked Placeres if he was in violation of the residency requirement. Placeres stated that
he is not. He did take a vacation but has been in his unit 9 months.
Kosdrosky stated that these are tough cases, but that this case has been pending for four
months without any response from Placeres. The recent survey that was distributed to over
1800 people, one of the major comments was to prevent fraud and abuse in the system and
to be sure that APCHA is being consistent. Every two years an owner is asked to sign an
affidavit stating that they are working full-time and living in their unit.
Head opened the floor to public comment. Maria Peterson, chef, stated that she rents in
Snowmass and understands Placeres plight. You sometimes must travel for work as a
subcontractor in the slow season. Need to go where the work is, but you come back to your
home. Hard to get a part-time position in a restaurant.
Head closed Public Comment.
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After a short deliberation, Blaney made a motion that based on the evidence provided by
APCHA, Mr. Placeres violated the work requirement and residency requirement,
therefore, must list 124 Forge Road #101, Aspen. Colorado, for sale in accordance with the
Guidelines and his deed restriction; Council seconded the motion. ROLL CALL VOTE:
Forbes, Head, Blaney and Council voted yes; Gilbert and Schmitz abstained. Motion
passed.
•

Compliance Hearing Request from Eric Baldwin, 12 Aspen Village: Eric Baldwin was present.
Spitz addressed the Board on the compliance issue. Spitz stated this hearing was rescheduled
due to a request by Baldwin at the October 17 meeting so that he could seek legal advice. A
Notice of Investigation was sent on August 6 for Baldwin not meeting the work or residency
requirements required by the Aspen Village deed restriction. The investigation discovered
that Baldwin’s vehicles, business and voter registration were all registered to the home he
owns in Edwards, Colorado, a clear violation of the deed restriction for Aspen Village. No
response was provided by Baldwin, so a Notice of Violation was issued. On September 21
Baldwin e-mailed and indicated he had updated his car registration, business registration
and voter registration to his Aspen Village address. This occurred after the Notice of
Investigation and Notice of Violation. On October 7, Baldwin provided to APCHA a daily log
that included invoicing, bidding and tree work. However, the documentation did not include
the invoices or the bids showing the work being done in the Roaring Fork Valley, a
requirement by the Aspen Village deed restriction.
Spitz stated that on October 9, Baldwin provided APCHA with login information to access his
hours with the Aspen Skiing Company. The report showed 115.25 hours for last winter.
APCHA has no way of confirming the 1500 hours a year working in the Roaring Fork Valley.
Spitz stated that on October 7, an e-mail was provided by Baldwin that stated he resides in
the Aspen Village home every Friday, Saturday and Sunday and part of the day Monday.
Along with most weeks Wednesday’s getting office work done. The statement provided by
Baldwin leads APCHA to believe he is spending the rest of his week at his home he owns in
Edwards. Baldwin did present his 2017 income tax returns to APCHA on October 17, 2018,
that had been filed on October 15, 2018. Again, the address listed on the tax returns, his
business and personal, was for his P.O. Box in Edwards, Colorado.
Spitz stated that APCHA staff recommends that the Board uphold the staff determination
that Baldwin violated the work requirement and residency requirement and should list 12
Aspen Village for sale in accordance with the Guidelines and his deed restriction.
Baldwin addressed the Board. Baldwin stated he bought the place 2-1/2 years ago and the
place was a wreck. Baldwin stated that he tore it apart and rebuilt it, mostly by himself. He
was trying to work as much as possible as a skier and had applied for 24 different jobs.
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Seemed that he needed more certification. He continued to run over to Edwards to keep his
tree service business going, since he couldn’t wait around for the phone to ring for work.
Baldwin stated that he has never lived in a place where the neighbors are so controversial.
Stated that he has been a good neighbor in trimming trees. He is in his home nine months
out of the year, but travels to where the work is June, July and August.
Head asked the Board if there were any questions to staff or Baldwin. There were none.
Council stated that the public needs to know that everyone who sits on the Board is
compassionate and are members of the community as well. Each Board member takes very
seriously what the applicant is saying, but the facts need to back that up. If someone doesn’t
work or can’t find work, then maybe they need to go somewhere else.
After a short deliberation, Blaney made a motion that based on the evidence provided by
APCHA, Mr. Baldwin violated the work requirement and residency requirement,
therefore, must list 12 Aspen Village, Aspen. Colorado, for sale in accordance with the
Guidelines and his deed restriction; Schmitz seconded the motion. ROLL CALL VOTE:
Schmitz, Council, Gilbert, Blaney, Head and Forbes voted yes; All voted in favor. Motion
passed.
NEW BUSINESS:
• Land Use Review on 517 East Hopkins: Chris Bendon, applicant’s representative, and Mark
Hunt, the applicant, were present. Kosdrosky stated that Jessica Garrow, Community
Development Department Director, was unable to make it to the meeting due to a conflict,
but wanted to provide some information relating to the project. They are stated below:
•
•

•

•

•

The application is an amendment to an approval that includes on-site housing replacement. The
applicant desires to convert the on-site units to commercial space.
The applicable land use code review for the request to demolish the existing deed-restricted units
is the multi-family replacement section, because there are currently on-site affordable housing
units. The unit number and configuration can change, but the code requires 100% replacement of
the FTEs housed.
The P&Z (or HPC when it’s a historic project) completes all growth management reviews, including
the multi-family replacement review. APCHA is asked to provide a recommendation regarding the
replacement units, because APCHA is in the position to understand what types of unit
configurations and categories are needed. P&Z/HPC then use that recommendation in their final
decision.
The land use code very clearly states that replacement units should be developed on the same
parcel in which they currently exist, unless the owner can demonstrate that the units are in conflict
with the parcel’s zoning or are inappropriate given the site’s physical constraints. This is a very
high threshold and is the main criteria that ComDev staff use in making our recommendations to
P&Z/HPC. In this case, given the existing building, existing approval, and the allowance for
affordable housing in the zone district, staff does not believe this criterion is met.
If the APCHA Board believes that on-site housing is inappropriate, ComDev would be interested in
some discussion and detail, so that recommendation can be clearly conveyed to HPC during their
review of the project.
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•

P&Z/HPC, as well as ComDev staff, really value the APCHA Board’s discussions and
recommendations, and they are a critical part of the deliberation and review completed by
P&Z/HPC.

Bendon, as the applicant’s representative, addressed the Board. The original request was for
a 100% commercial project with housing mitigation to be provided off site. This was approved.
The development changed when the City entertained developing office space in the building.
The approval at that point was to allow the City to mitigate using their credit base of FTE’s.
Due to the vote in approving the development of Galena Plaza, the request is to go back to
the 100% commercial space. The previous approval was for the use of off-site housing or the
use of the credit program.
Head asked what the mitigation requirement was for a 100% commercial building. Bendon
stated that 10.81 FTE’s at Category 4, with 5 FTE’s at Category 1, which are the replacement
for the existing 4 studio Category 1 units. Bendon stated that the current plan had a sky light
going up the middle, and the applicant would like to reconfigure the project without the sky
light, adding additional square footage realizing that additional mitigation would be required.
Council asked if the four rental units are currently occupied. Bendon stated that they are.
Council asked if the applicant already had the credits or needed to buy them. Bendon stated
that the applicant is probably the holder of the most credits at this time. Hunt stated that he
is also looking at more opportunities to build employee housing.
Kosdrosky stated that the applicant would like to use credits, or off-site housing, to mitigate
for this redevelopment. Head stated that he does not think this is an appropriate place for
affordable housing – inside the commercial core.
Bendon stated that living downtown seems to be more for transitional housing and that the
City has evolved the Housing Credit Program to be an innovative and viable way to mitigate
for employees. Blaney stated that this is making an exception since the priority is onsite
housing. Bendon stated that it is not an exception, but a preference. Gilbert stated that it
seems like there is a lot of empty commercial space in the work over the last 3 to 4 years. The
essence of Aspen is lost.
Hunt stated that his properties downtown are mostly in use. Hunt stated that he has a project
in mind that will provide more than 4 deed-restricted units and would like to set up a time to
meet with the Board to discuss.
Schmitz stated if additional square footage is going to be added with the removal of the sky
light, maybe this could be used for onsite housing. Bendon stated that this would require
additional work as there is another set of building codes that must be adhered to for
residential property.
Blaney made a recommendation that the applicant provide on-site housing for the existing
5 FTE’s Category 1, with the balance of the employee housing mitigation provided at the
time of building permit approval provided by either off-site Category 4 or below housing or
use of the credit program. Forbes seconded the motion. ROLL CALL VOTE: Forbes, Head,
Blaney, Gilbert, Council and Schmitz voted in favor. Motion passed.
Meeting held November 28, 2018
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•

Land Use Review on Aspen Mountain SKI-REC Master Plan, Rezoning, Growth Management:
David Corbin, Senior Vice President of Planning and Development for the Aspen Skiing
Company (ASC), was present representing the applicant. Christensen stated that the issue
the Board needs to address is the methodology used for employee housing mitigation.
Christensen stated that the ASC and the APCHA developed a methodology in calculating and
reviewing employee generation while reviewing the 1997 Aspen Highlands AF-SKI Master
Plan and the 1997 Aspen Mountain AF-SKI Master Plan. This methodology has been applied
for ASC mountains and ski operations since employee generation is rarely tied to building
are or from revisions to building area, the primary employee generation analysis used by the
County and APCHA for more typical commercial applications. The methodology takes the
total number of hours worked by all employees of the ASC (full-time, part-time and seasonal)
and divides the total by 2,080 hours. This provides the actual FTE generation for the current
operation. A baseline was established a few years ago of 164.4 FTE’s. Anything over the
baseline would require additional mitigation.
Corbin reiterated that the audit method of actual hours was instituted in 1997 and has been
used since. Using the square footage method did not make sense for these types of
development. The ASC is fine with conducting two audits based on receiving the certificate
of occupancies.
After further discussion, Council made a recommendation to approve APCHA’s
recommendation as follows:
1. Based on the documentation provided by ASC, the baseline of 164.4 is the established number
of FTE’s to base any future employee audits.
2. Two employee audits shall be required. One within two years of the date of issuance of a
Certificate of Occupancy or Letter of Completion for the expansion of the Sundeck, renovation
and reopening of Ruthie’s Restaurant, and Pandora terrain; and one within five years. The ASC
shall retain an auditor to conduct an employee audit of all employee hours – full-time, parttime, and seasonal – for a total number to be divided by 2,080 to establish the current number
at that time of FTE’s. Any additional mitigation requirement shall be reviewed and approved
by the APCHA Board based on the current code at the time of the audit.
Gilbert seconded the motion. ROLL CALL VOTE: Forbes, Head, Blaney, Gilbert, Council and
Schmitz voted in favor. Motion passed.

The meeting was adjourned at 7:00 p.m.
THE ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY
______
Rick Head, Vice Chairperson
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

APCHA Board of Directors
Cindy Christensen, APCHA Deputy Director
December 5, 2018
Approval of Resolution No. 09 (Series 2018), Denying the Appeal of Randy
Placeres of the Notice of Violation dated August 28, 2018

ISSUE:
Consideration of a resolution denying the appeal requested by Randy Placeres requiring the sale of his
home at 124 Forge Road, #101, Aspen, Colorado.
BACKGROUND
The Board held a hearing at their Regular Meeting held November 28, 2018 to consider an appeal of a
Notice of Violation requiring Mr. Placeres to sell his property at 124 Forge Road, #101, Aspen, Colorado.
The Board upheld Staff’s decision and is considering approval of Resolution No. 9 (Series of 2018) requiring
Mr. Placeres to list said property within 14 days of the Order stipulated in the Resolution.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board make a motion as follows:
“The Board approves Resolution No. 09 (Series of 2018), Denying the Appeal of Randy Placeres of the
Notice of Violation dated August 28, 2018.”

1

Resolution No. 09
(Series of 2018)
A RESOLUTION OF THE ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY BOARD
DENYING THE APPEAL OF RANDY PLACERES
OF THE NOTICE OF VIOLATION DATED AUGUST 28, 2018
RECITALS
WHEREAS, on August 28, 2018, the Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority
(“APCHA”) staff issued a Notice of Violation (“NOV”) to Randy Placeres, asserting that he is in
violation of the Deed Restriction and the APCHA Guidelines in connection with his ownership of
deed restricted property located at 124 Forge Road, #101, Aspen, CO 81611, “the Property,” by
failing to be a full-time employee working in Pitkin County and by failing to meet the residency
requirements.
WHEREAS, in accordance with the NOV, the Deed Restriction, and the APCHA
Guidelines, Mr. Placeres requested an appeal hearing before the APCHA Board in order to contest
the NOV and the requirement that he list the Property for sale.
WHEREAS, on November 28, 2018, the APCHA Board conducted a quasi-judicial
hearing at which Mr. Placeres was present. The APCHA Board considered written evidence,
testimony and arguments at the hearing from APCHA staff and Mr. Placeres. At that time, the
APCHA Board denied the appeal and directed its staff and attorney to prepare a resolution
containing its decision. Accordingly, the APCHA Board enters the following findings of fact,
conclusions of law and order.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. APCHA is multi-jurisdictional housing authority established by intergovernmental
agreement between the City of Aspen and Pitkin County (“the IGA”) in accordance with CRS 291-204.5. The IGA authorizes APCHA to administer and enforce the affordable housing program,

1

including deed restrictions, and to adopt guidelines for the administrative and enforcement of the
deed restrictions (“the Guidelines”).
2. The Property is encumbered by a Master Deed Restriction Agreement for the Occupancy
and Resale of Burlingame Ranch 0123 and 0124 Forge Road, recorded on January 9, 2007, at
Reception No. 533148 of the records of Pitkin County, Colorado (“the Deed Restriction”).
3. The Deed Restriction and the applicable APCHA Guidelines require that owners must be
full-time employees working in Pitkin County for a minimum of 1500 hours per year and must
occupy the Property as a primary residence and for a minimum of nine months a year.
4. On August 6, 2018, APCHA issued a Notice of Investigation to Mr. Placeres requesting
information necessary to determine his compliance with the employment and residency
requirements. Mr. Placeres did not produce the necessary information.
5. On August 28, 2018, APCHA staff issued a Notice of Violation to Mr. Placeres, providing
him with a further opportunity to demonstrate compliance. He did not do so and he requested a
hearing before the APCHA Board. Mr. Placeres did not produce evidence of compliance at the
hearing.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The Deed Restriction and the APCHA Guidelines require that the owner of the Property
must be a full-time employee working in Pitkin County a minimum of 1500 hours per year.
2. The evidence demonstrates that Mr. Placeres does not meet the full-time employment
requirement.
3. The Deed Restriction and the APCHA Guidelines require that the owner of the Property
must occupy it as a primary residence and for at least nine months per year.
4. Mr. Placeres has not produced any evidence to demonstrate that he meets the residency
requirement.
5. The APCHA Program is for eligible households who work full-time in Pitkin County and
occupy their deed restricted property as their sole and exclusive place of residence, living in their
home a minimum of nine months out of the year.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY AS FOLLOWS:
ORDER
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the APCHA Board of
Directors denies the appeal and approves the recommendation of APCHA staff, that Mr. Placeres
has violated the applicable employment and residency requirements, and he is required to list for

2

sale 124 Forge Road #101, Aspen, CO 81611, within 15 days of the date of this Resolution in
accordance with the Deed Restriction and the APCHA Guidelines.
ADOPTED AND APPROVED THIS 5TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2018 at the
Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority’s Regular Meeting.

____________________________________________

Rick Head, Vice-Chairperson
APCHA Board of Directors
ATTEST:

Michael Kosdrosky, Secretary
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

APCHA Board of Directors
Cindy Christensen, APCHA Deputy Director
December 5, 2018
Approval of Resolution No. 10 (Series 2018), Denying the Appeal of Eric
Baldwin of the Notice of Violation dated August 28, 2018

ISSUE:
Consideration of a resolution denying the appeal requested by Eric Baldwin requiring the sale of his home
at 12 Aspen Village, Aspen, Colorado.
BACKGROUND
The Board held a hearing at their Regular Meeting held November 28, 2018 to consider an appeal of a
Notice of Violation requiring Mr. Baldwin to sell his property at 12 Aspen Village, Aspen, Colorado. The
Board upheld Staff’s decision and is considering approval of Resolution No. 10 (Series of 2018) requiring
Mr. Baldwin to list said property within 14 days of the Order stipulated in the Resolution.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board make a motion as follows:
“The Board approves Resolution No. 10 (Series of 2018), Denying the Appeal of Eric Baldwin of the
Notice of Violation dated August 28, 2018.”

1

Resolution No. 10
(Series of 2018)
A RESOLUTION OF THE ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY BOARD
DENYING THE APPEAL OF ERIC BALDWIN
OF THE NOTICE OF VIOLATION DATED AUGUST 28, 2018
RECITALS
WHEREAS, on August 28, 2018, the Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority
(“APCHA”) staff issued a Notice of Violation (“NOV”) to Mr. Eric Baldwin asserting that he is
in violation of the Deed Restriction and the APCHA Guidelines in connection with his ownership
of deed restricted property located at 12 Aspen Village, Aspen, CO 81611, “the Property.”
WHEREAS, in accordance with the NOV and the APCHA Guidelines, Mr. Baldwin
requested an appeal hearing before the APCHA Board in order to contest the NOV and the
requirement that he list the Property for sale.
WHEREAS, on October 17, 2018 and November 28, 2018, the APCHA Board conducted
a quasi-judicial hearing at which Mr. Baldwin appeared in person. The APCHA Board considered
written evidence, testimony and arguments at the hearing from APCHA staff and Mr. Baldwin. At
that time, the APCHA Board denied the appeal and directed its staff and attorney to prepare a
resolution containing its decision. Accordingly, the APCHA Board enters the following findings
of fact, conclusions of law and order.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. APCHA is multi-jurisdictional housing authority established by intergovernmental
agreement between the City of Aspen and Pitkin County (“the IGA”) in accordance with CRS 291-204.5. The IGA authorizes APCHA to administer and enforce the affordable housing program,
including deed restrictions, and to adopt guidelines for the administrative and enforcement of the
deed restrictions (“the Guidelines”).
2. The Property is encumbered by an Amended Deed Restriction, Occupancy and Resale
Agreement, Aspen Village Subdivision, recorded on September 9, 2001, at Reception No. 458925
of the records of Pitkin County, Colorado (“the Deed Restriction”).
1

3. The Deed Restriction requires that owners such as Mr. Baldwin must use their Lot as their
principal place of residence and must remain employed within or earn income by working at least
1500 hours per year within the Roaring Fork Valley.
4. On August 6, 2018, APCHA staff issued a Notice of Investigation to Mr. Baldwin requiring
that he provide evidence of compliance with the residency and employment requirements of the
Deed Restriction. He did not do so.
5. On August 28, 2018, APCHA staff issued a Notice of Violation to Mr. Baldwin requiring
that he cure the violations, list the Property for sale, or request a hearing before the APCHA Board
to dispute the Notice of Violation. Mr. Baldwin requested a hearing.
6. At the hearing, APCHA staff presented evidence, including Exhibits A through L attached
to the staff Enforcement Hearing Memorandum, demonstrating that Mr. Baldwin is not in
compliance with the residency and employment requirements of the Deed Restriction.
7. Mr. Baldwin did not produce any evidence at the hearing to refute the evidence contained
in the staff Enforcement Memorandum.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. An Owner of the Property is required to occupy the Property as a principal/primary
residence, i.e., at least nine months per year.
2. The evidence demonstrates that Mr. Baldwin has not occupied the Property as his
principal/primary place of residence. Rather, the evidence demonstrates that Mr. Baldwin owns
and occupies property in Eagle County as his principal/primary place of residence.
3. An Owner of the Property is required to work full-time in Pitkin County, i.e., 1500 hours
per calendar year.
4. The evidence demonstrates that Mr. Baldwin does not work the required number of hours
in Pitkin County. Therefore, he does not meet the employment requirement of the Deed
Restriction.
5. Mr. Baldwin did not request or obtain a leave of absence in order to gain an exception to
the residency and employment requirements referred to above.
6. The Deed Restriction is enforceable by APCHA, which may require the sale of the Property
by an owner who is in violation of the Deed Restriction.
7. The APCHA program is for eligible households who work full-time in Pitkin County and
occupy their deed restricted property as their sole and exclusive place of residence, living in their
home a minimum of nine months out of the year.

2

8. Mr. Baldwin has failed, deliberately or not, to maintain or substantiate that he has been a
full-time worker in Pitkin County or a full-time resident. Full-time work and full-time residency
are two of the three primary eligibility criteria for qualifying and remaining in the APCHA housing
program.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY AS FOLLOWS:
ORDER
Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the APCHA Board of
Directors denies Mr. Baldwin’s appeal. The APCHA Board approves the recommendation of
APCHA staff that Mr. Baldwin violated the work and residency requirements, and therefore he is
required to list the Property for sale in accordance with the APCHA Guidelines and the Deed
Restriction within 15 days of the date of this Resolution.
ADOPTED AND APPROVED THIS 5TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2018 at the
Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority’s Regular Meeting.
____________________________________________

Rick Head, Vice-Chairperson
APCHA Board of Directors
ATTEST:

Michael Kosdrosky, Secretary
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
THRU:
DATE:
RE:

APCHA Board of Directors
Cindy Christensen, Deputy Director
Mike Kosdrosky, Executive Director
December 5, 2018
Approval of Resolution No. 11 (Series 2018), Approving the 2019 Budgets
for Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority, Smuggler Mountain
Apartments, Truscott Place Phase II, LLLP, ACI Affordable 1, LLLP and APCHA
Development Fund

REQUEST OF BOARD: Staff is requesting of the APCHA Board approval of the Aspen/Pitkin County Housing
Authority (APCHA), Smuggler Mountain Apartments Affordable Housing Fund, Truscott Place Phase II,
LLLP Affordable Housing Fund, ACI Affordable 1, LLLP Affordable Housing Fund, and APCHA Development
Fund.
PREVIOUS ACTION: The APCHA Board has not taken any previous action; however, City Council and Pitkin
County have reviewed the budgets. The City Council has formally approved the 2019 budget and Pitkin
County has informally approved the 2019 budget.
BACKGROUND: Previous to the 2016 Budget, the City of Aspen had incorporated financial for APCHA and
Smuggler into its annual expenditure authority. Following a discussion with the City’s financial auditor in
September 2015, it was determined that APCHA’s annual budget authority should not be included within
the Coty of Aspen’s budget, as APCHA was a separate entity from the City. Similarly, Smuggler, Truscott II
and ACI – which are component units of APCHA and/or the City of Aspen – were also determined to be
excludable. As the City has specific interests in these operations, separate resolutions were approved by
City Council giving its formal approval of these funds. The subsidy to be provided by Pitkin County is also
being approved by separate resolution.
DISCUSSION: The 2019 Proposed Budget for APCHA reflects continued financial support from both the
City of Aspen and Pitkin County. A base operating subsidy of $326,800 is being requested for both entities
(approximately a 2% increase from 2018).
Additionally, the budgets for two affordable housing developments Smuggler (wholly owned by APCHA)
and Truscott II (owned by separate LLCs in which the City is currently a minority partner) reflect
operational and capital costs associated with these two rental properties. Smuggler does not receive any
financial assistance from the City, nor is it perceived to require a City subsidy in the future at this time.
Below are the proposed 2019 budgets:
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APCHA ADMINISTRATION, SMUGGLER MOUNTAIN APARTMENTS
TRUSCOTT PLACE PHASE II, LLLP AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUNDS
Fund
Housing Admin
Smuggler
Truscott II
Total

2019 Opening
Balance
$1,021,921
$361,528
$1,280,672
$1,280,672

2019
Revenues
$2,305,930
$79,430
$5,990,830
$8,376,190

2019
Expenditures
$3,018,930
$73,000
$5,536,890
$8,628,820

2019 Ending
Balance
$308,921
$367,958
$1,734,612
$2,411,491

$ Change to
Balance
($713,000)
$6,430
$453,940
($252,630)

% Change to
Balance
(70%)
2%
35%
(9%)

ACI Affordable 1, LLLP Affordable Housing Fund
2019 Opening
2019
2019
2019 Ending
$ Change to
% Change to
Balance*
Revenues
Expenditures
Balance
Balance
Balance
($49,009)
$417,180
$365,150
$3,021
$52,030
106%
* Note, the 2019 opening balance is negative as the developer fee owed to the City was fully
expensed. As the actual payment was deferred, the adjusted opening balance is equal to
$136,190 - which balances to the operating and replacement reserve balance, as required.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the Board make a motion as follows:
“The Board approves Resolution No. 11 (Series of 2018), approving the 2019 Budgets for Aspen/Pitkin
County Housing Authority, Smuggler Mountain Apartments, Truscott Place Phase II, LLLP, ACI
Affordable 1, LLLP and APCHA Development Fund.
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Resolution No. 11
(Series of 2018)
A RESOLUTION OF THE ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY BOARD
APPROVING THE 2019 BUDGETS FOR
ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY,
SMUGGLER MOUNTAIN APARTMENTS AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUND,
TRUSCOTT PLACE PHASE II, LLLP AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUND,
ACI AFFORDABLE 1, LLLP AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUND, AND
APCHA DEVELOPMENT FUND

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority (hereinafter referred to as
“APCHA”) is a multi-jurisdictional housing authority established pursuant to the FIFTH
AMENDED AND RESTATED INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT recorded on January
15, 2014 at Reception No. 607311 of the records of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder's Office;
WHEREAS, the APCHA is a standalone entity, uniquely separate from the City of
Aspen and Pitkin County;
WHEREAS, pursuant to the current intergovernmental agreement, the APCHA
Executive Director must prepare the present annual budgets and make recommendations to the
City and County for their adoption; and
WHEREAS, the budget as submitted in Exhibit A sets forth the amount anticipated to be
appropriated by APCHA for expenditure, and estimate revenues, for each accounting fund for
the calendar year of 2019.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE APCHA BOARD OF
DIRECTORS:
That the budgets for Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority, Smuggler Mountain
Apartments, Truscott Place Phase II LLLP, ACI Affordable 1 LLLP, and the APCHA

Resolution No. 11 (Series 2018)
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Development Fund, for the fiscal year 2019, attached hereto as Exhibit A, and incorporated herein
by this reference, is hereby approved. All constituted appropriations amounting to $8,993,970, and
estimated revenues amounting to $8,793,370 are hereby declared to be sufficient and necessary to
pay the expenses and certain indebtedness and provide for a reasonable fund balance at the close of
the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2019 and ending December 31, 2019 as required pursuant to
29-1-103(2), CRS. The appropriations include a proposed management software system of
$455,000 to be covered by an existing fund balance.
That the APCHA Board hereby authorizes and directs the Executive Director to enter into
such contracts and execute such documents on behalf of the APCHA as may be necessary and
customary to expend the funds appropriated for all acquisitions within its budget.
INTRODUCED, READ, AND ADOPTED by the Aspen/Pitkin County Housing
Authority Board of Directors, Pitkin County, Colorado, at their regular meeting held December 5,
2018.
ASPEN/PITKIN COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY

______________________________________
Rick Head, Vice Chairperson
ATTEST:

________________________________
Michael A. Kosdrosky, Secretary
Adopted, passed and approved this 5th day of December 2018 by the APCHA Board of
Directors.

______________________________________
Rick Head, Vice Chairperson
ATTEST:

________________________________
Michael A. Kosdrosky, Secretary

Resolution No. 11 (Series 2018)
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EXHIBIT A
Fund
Housing Admin
Smuggler
Truscott II
Total

2019 Opening
Balance
$1,021,921
$361,528
$1,280,672
$1,280,672

2019
Revenues
$2,305,930
$79,430
$5,990,830
$8,376,190

2019
Expenditures
$3,018,930
$73,000
$5,536,890
$8,628,820

2019 Ending
Balance
$308,921
$367,958
$1,734,612
$2,411,491

$ Change to
Balance
($713,000)
$6,430
$453,940
($252,630)

% Change to
Balance
(70%)
2%
35%
(9%)

ACI AFFORDABLE 1 LLLP
2019 Opening
Balance*
($49,009)

2019
Revenues
$417,180

2019
Expenditures
$365,150

2019 Ending
Balance
$3,021

$ Change to
Balance
$52,030

% Change to
Balance
106%

* Note, the 2019 opening balance is negative as the developer fee owed to the City was fully
expensed. As the actual payment was deferred, the adjusted opening balance is equal to
$136,190 - which balances to the operating and replacement reserve balance, as required.

Resolution No. 11 (Series 2018)
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POLICY MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

APCHA Board of Directors
Mike Kosdrosky, Executive Director
December 5, 2018
APCHA Owner Survey Results
RE: Customer Satisfaction, Governance/Policy, & Demographics

TOPIC
APCHA conducted an anonymous survey of deed restricted homeowners from Friday, November 16, 2018,
through Monday, December 3, 2018, through the online survey platform, SurveyMonkey. Staff twice
emailed 1,800 invitations to APCHA homeowners to complete the survey via an online link. The goal was
to obtain 300 responses regarding three broad topics – customer satisfaction, customer opinions about
APCHA policy priorities and governance structure, along with basic demographic information.
BACKGROUND
In response to Aspen City Council’s and the Pitkin County Board of Commissioners’ request back in August
to conduct public outreach about APCHA governance (Intergovernmental Agreement), the APCHA
conducted a targeted survey of its 1,658 deed restricted households in preparation for the Joint Meeting
on APCHA Governance scheduled for December 11, 2018. To encourage participation, staff came up with
fourteen different questions ranging from governance to customer satisfaction to demographics. The
survey was designed to collect both quantitative and qualitative data for policy makers.
The APCHA Survey collected 576 total responses and 535 complete responses for a 93% completion rate.
In addition, the survey produced a wealth of qualitative data from 265 open-ended responses. It should
be noted, however, that this research was not conducted through random sampling and therefore is not
statistically representative of the entire APCHA ownership population; nor does it represent the opinions
of other deed restricted populations like renters or applicants, nor is it a sampling of the opinions of the
broader Aspen and Pitkin County communities.
DISCUSSION
Below (and attached) is a summary of quantitative and qualitative survey datato it for key findings and
themes. Percentages have been rounded to the nearest whole number.
Q1 - Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the APCHA housing program?
575 Answered:
• 61% of owner-respondents said that they are either “satisfied” (37%) or “very satisfied” (24%)
with the APCHA housing program;
• 24% of owner-respondents said they are “somewhat satisfied” with the APCHA housing
program; and
• 15% of owner-respondents said they are either “somewhat dissatisfied” (10%) or “very
dissatisfied” (5%) with the APCHA housing program.
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Q2: How well does the APCHA housing meet your needs?
573 Answered:
• 60% of owner-respondents said that APCHA housing meets their needs either “very well”
(36%) or “extremely well” (24%);
• 28% of owner-respondents said that APCHA housing meets their needs “somewhat well”; and
• 12% of owner-respondents said that APCHA housing meets their needs either “not so well”
(8%) or “not at all” (4%).
Q3: How would you rate the quality of your APCHA housing?
571 Answered:
• 57% of owner-respondents said they would rate the quality of their APCHA housing as either
“good quality” (37%) or “very high quality” (20%);
• 27% of owner-respondents said they would rate the quality of their APCHA housing as
“average quality”; and
• 16% of owner-respondents said they would rate the quality of their APCHA housing as either
“low quality” (11%) or “very low quality” (5%).
Q4: How would you rate the affordability of your APCHA housing?
573 Answered:
• 69% of owner-respondents said they would rate the affordability of their APCHA housing as
either “affordable” (43%) or “very affordable” (26%);
• 22% of owner-respondents said they would rate the affordability of their APCHA housing as
“somewhat affordable”; and
• 10% of owner-respondents said they would rate the affordability of their APCHA housing as
either “somewhat unaffordable” (6%) or “unaffordable” (4%).
Q5: Which type of affordable housing should APCHA provide? (Select one or as many as you’d like)
552 Answered:
• 76% of owner-respondents chose “workforce housing”;
• 65% of owner-respondents chose “community housing”;
• 27% of owner-respondents chose “supportive housing”; and
• 9% of owner-respondents chose “other”.
Q6: Which of the following policy issues do you think are most important for APCHA to focus its attention
on? (Make up to five choices)
548 Answered. Ranked by preference:
1. Address deferred maintenance of units
(45%)
2. Prevent fraud, abuse, and non-compliance
(45%)
3. Increase for-sale housing opportunities
(44%)
4. Provide options for senior or retiree housing
(39%)
5. Improve housing quality
(37%)
6. Provide more options for downsizing or rightsizing (36%)
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Address insufficient HOA capital reserve funds
Reduce politics in program
Simplify housing guidelines and rules
Increase rental housing opportunities
Improve affordability
Address deferred maintenance of HOA common areas
Create a new governance structure
Other (open-ended comments)

(29%)
(29%)
(27%)
(27%)
(23%)
(21%)
(7%)
(20%)

Q7: Which ONE of the following options do you think would provide the best governance and
administrative structure for APCHA? (Choose only one)
550 Answered. Ranked by preference:
1. I don’t know (39%)
2. Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Aspen and Pitkin County, administered under
APCHA (15%)
3. Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Roaring Fork Valley, administered under
partnering local governments (similar to Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA)
structure) (14%)
4. Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Aspen and Pitkin County, administered under
City of Aspen (current structure) (11%)
5. Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Aspen and Pitkin County, administered under
Pitkin County (9%)
6. Become a Housing Department under Pitkin County (6%)
7. Become a Housing Department under the City of Aspen (5%)
Q8: What APCHA income category is your home?
533 Answered. Total percent of survey owner-respondents:
• Category 1 (low income limit)
(3%)
• Category 2 (low-moderate income limit)
(16%)
• Category 3 (upper-moderate income limit)
(23%)
• Category 4 (middle income limit)
(28%)
• Category 5 (upper-middle income limit)
(4%)
• Category 6 (upper-middle income limit)
(2%)
• Category 7 (upper-middle income limit)
(1%)
• Resident Occupied (RO) (No income limit)
(16%)
• I don't know
(8%)
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Q9: Where do you live?
532 Answered:
• In the City of Aspen (64%)
• In Pitkin County, but outside the City of Aspen city limits (34%)
• Other (please specify) (2%)
Q10: Which of the following best describes your household?
533 Answered:
• Adult living alone (24%)
• Single parent with child(ren) (8%)
• Couple, no child(ren) (23%)
• Couple with child(ren) (37%)
• Unrelated roommates (3%)
• Family members and unrelated roommates (1%)
• Immediate and extended family members (2%)
• Other (please specify) (2%)
Q11: Which age group below includes your age?
532 Answered:
• Under 18 (1%)
• 18-24
(1%)
• 25-34
(10%)
• 35-44
(24%)
• 45-54
(29%)
• 55-64
(19%)
• 65+
(16%)
Q12: Which of the following options best describes your employment status?
532 Answered:
• Employed, working full-time
(86%)
• Employed, working part-time
(7%)
• Not employed, looking for work
(0%)
• Not employed, NOT looking for work
(0%)
• Retired
(6%)
• Disabled, not able to work
(0%)
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Q13: How much total combined money did all members of your HOUSEHOLD earn last year?
534 Answered:
• $0 to $9,999
(1%)
• $10,000 to $24,999
(4%)
• $25,000 to $49,999
(15%)
• $50,000 to $74,999
(21%)
• $75,000 to $99,999
(19%)
• $100,000 to $124,999
(14%)
• $125,000 to $149,999
(9%)
• $150,000 to $174,999
(5%)
• $175,000 to $199,999
(2%)
• $200,000 and up
(2%)
• Prefer not to answer
(9%)
Q14: Do you have any final comments or opinions you would like to share with APCHA?
265 Answered. Open-ended comments were sorted into the most frequently recurring themes
and coded as either positive (green), negative (red), or neutral (gray).
Major Themes:
• HOA
• Maintenance
• Capital Improvements
• Downsizing/Retiring in Unit
• Unit size/capacity
• Buy/sale process
• Compliance/enforcement
• APCHA Operations
• APCHA Staff
• Miscellaneous
RECOMMENDATION
Summary data for discussion purposes only. Cross tabulation of data is recommended to assist future
Board policy discussions.
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Q1 Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the APCHA housing
program?
Answered: 575

Skipped: 1

24%
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24%
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Very satisfied
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Satisfied
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Somewhat satisfied
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Very dissatisfied

5%

29

TOTAL

575
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Q2 How well does the APCHA housing meet your needs?
Answered: 573

Skipped: 3
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TOTAL

573
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Q3 How would you rate the quality of your APCHA housing?
Answered: 571

Very high
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Skipped: 5
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TOTAL

571
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Q4 How would you rate the affordability of your APCHA housing?
Answered: 573

Skipped: 3
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573
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Q5 Which type of affordable housing should APCHA provide? (Select
one or as many as you'd like)
Answered: 552

Skipped: 24
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Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Workforce housing (i.e. housing for full-time permanent and seasonal employee households)

76%

419

Community housing (i.e. housing for permanent residents regardless of employment status; e.g. qualified APCHA retirees,
low/moderate income households, and disabled persons)

65%

358

Supportive housing (i.e. housing for homeless, social services, senior-specific housing, etc.)

27%

150

Other (please specify)

9%

Total Respondents: 552
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Q6 Which of the following policy issues do you think are most important
for APCHA to focus its attention on? (Make up to five choices)
Answered: 548
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deferred...

Skipped: 28
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148
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Increase for-sale housing opportunities

44%

241

Provide more options for downsizing or rightsizing

36%

199

Reduce politics in program

29%

158

Simplify housing guidelines and rules

27%

149

Address deferred maintenance of HOA common areas

21%

117

Provide options for senior or retiree housing

39%

216

Create a new governance structure

7%

Address insufficient HOA capital reserve funds

29%

160

Prevent fraud, abuse and noncompliance

45%

246

Other (please specify)

20%

108

Total Respondents: 548
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Q7 Which ONE of the following options do you think would provide the
best governance and administrative structure for APCHA? (Choose only
one)
Answered: 550

Multi-Jurisdict
ional Housin...

Skipped: 26
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Aspen and Pitkin County, administered under City of Aspen (current structure)

11%

59

Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Aspen and Pitkin County, administered under Pitkin County

9%

52

Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Aspen and Pitkin County, administered under APCHA

15%

84

Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority serving Roaring Fork Valley, administered under partnering local governments (similar
to Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA) structure)

14%

79

Become a Housing Department under the City of Aspen

5%

30

Become a Housing Department under Pitkin County

6%

33

I don't know

39%

TOTAL

213
550
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Q8 What APCHA income category is your home?
Answered: 533
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533
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Q9 Where do you live?
Answered: 532

Skipped: 44
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Q10 Which of the following best describes your household?
Answered: 533
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Q11 Which age group below includes your age?
Answered: 532

Under 18

1%

18-24

1%
1%

Skipped: 44

1%
10%

25-34

10%
24%

35-44

24%
29%

45-54

29%
19%

55-64

19%
16%

65+
0%

10%

16%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 18

1%

6

18-24

1%

4

25-34

10%

51

35-44

24%

130

45-54

29%

155

55-64

19%

100

65+

16%

86

TOTAL

532
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Q12 Which of the following options best describes your employment
status?
Answered: 532

Skipped: 44

Employed,
working...

86%
86%

Employed,
working...

7%
7%

Not employed,
looking for...

0%
0%

Not employed,
NOT looking ...

0%
0%
6%

Retired

6%
Disabled, not
able to work

0%
0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Employed, working full-time

86%

Employed, working part-time

7%

38

Not employed, looking for work

0%

2

Not employed, NOT looking for work

0%

1

Retired

6%

33

Disabled, not able to work

0%

1

TOTAL

457

532
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Q13 How much total combined money did all members of your
HOUSEHOLD earn last year?
Answered: 534

$0 to $9,999

$10,000 to
$24,999

Skipped: 42

1%
1%
4%
4%

$25,000 to
$49,999

15%
15%

$50,000 to
$74,999

21%
21%

$75,000 to
$99,999

19%
19%

$100,000 to
$124,999

14%
14%

$125,000 to
$149,999

9%
9%

$150,000 to
$174,999

5%
5%

$175,000 to
$199,999

2%
2%
2%

$200,000 and up

2%

Prefer not to
answer

9%
0%

9%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

$0 to $9,999

1%

3

$10,000 to $24,999

4%

21

$25,000 to $49,999

15%

79

$50,000 to $74,999

21%

112

$75,000 to $99,999

19%

104

$100,000 to $124,999

14%

74

$125,000 to $149,999

9%

48

$150,000 to $174,999

5%

25

$175,000 to $199,999

2%

10
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$200,000 and up

2%

12

Prefer not to answer

9%

46

TOTAL

534
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Q14 Do you have any final comments or opinions you would like to share
with APCHA?
Answered: 265

Skipped: 311

16 / 16

HOA

Maintenance

Capital
Improvements

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
42 Comments: 1 positive / 9
neutral / 34 negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
48 Comments: 0 positive / 16
neutral / 32 negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
43 Comments: 0 positive / 12
neutral / 31 negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
29 Comments: 0 positive / 18 neutral / 11
negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
40 Comments: 1 positive / 27
neutral / 12 negative

Affordability needs to be considered along
I am extremely grateful for my employee
APCHA has an opportunity to set up some
Have more control over Hoa board
I would recommend not expanding your
More control over hoa management is
Woody creek metro board is a mess. No
All of our lives in Aspen depend on liveable
New units should be a priority...not
My HOAS are ridiculously high - half my
APCHA needs to grow a spine and call out
There needs to be continued support from
HOA reserves and deferred maintenance
I would like to see capital improvement
Dog policies should be relaxed
Please complete Burlingame Phase III.
HOA fees are a real concern, they are
Get real about allowing pets in homes that
Understanding that the affordable housing
I was very disappointed with the quality of
Decision making by APCHA is sclerotic.
Retirees should be valued and retained in
Are there policies in place regarding
Get control of HOA's. Ours keeps raising
Kick mulchahy out of employee housing
APCHA should participate in ensuring that
APCHA SEEMS TO HAVE NO HELP
were Currently repairing our 2 bedroom at
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a
1. Build better quality, basic housing. The
I feel fortunate to have won a unit. It’s a bit
Our HOA hasn’t had a meeting in three
Be more helpful with hoa boards when it
Please enforce or scrap the dog policy at
I'm disappointed in our HOA and the city of
some of the unfairness/infractions of
Stop people scamming the housing system.
I love and I am thankful for the program but
We'd like to see less crap stored in people's
Basically, you are totally out of touch with
I’m all for dissolving APCHA as it stands
We were going to purchase a unit a few
Apcha needs to stop trying to control
APCHA needs to be more involved in the

1. There are far more people in employee
APCHA has been generally amazing.
Protect the buyers and don’t let the sellers
It is silly that all units have max $ amount
Deed restricted HOA's must pay free market
from what I see in the papers there are
APCHA should own up to the mistakes
Apcha is a fantastic program, and is why I
I’ve been an owner in employee housing for
All properties should be sold in an, "up to
What has APCHA done to find a solution for
Centennial needs your help, you have
I wish we could address the mold and
More control over hoa management is
All of our lives in Aspen depend on liveable
New units should be a priority...not
There are problems with Radon that needs
APCHA has to create a component to the
There needs to be continued support from
Spend more time on improvements to
HOA reserves and deferred maintenance
Our biggest problems with emplyee housing
The deferment of maintenance and inability
I love my apartment, I live at Centennial.
Focus on more units and preserving and
Certain complexes the program should NOT
When I purchased my 1983 mobile home
I was very disappointed with the quality of
Very challenging topic. Thanks for all the
I agree that APCHA gives affordable
APCHA should participate in ensuring that
APCHA has a very difficult job; The
Our metro does not enforce any rules. I
Don't bailout owners of their housing for
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a
I feel fortunate to have won a unit. It’s a bit
I think there should be stricter rules for
Add houses to Aspen Village in the 10 lots
I think there should be a 3rd party rating
I'm disappointed in our HOA and the city of
There should be better structure when it
Thanks for working hard on our behalf? My
They're rightfully should be radon
We were going to purchase a unit a few
It would be possible to incentivize owners to
Maintenance requirements!!!
APCHA needs to be more involved in the
APCHA should assist in paying for issues

Currently there are no regulations for
Increase the home improvement alllcation
It is silly that all units have max $ amount
Deed restricted HOA's must pay free market
APCHA should own up to the mistakes
Apcha is a fantastic program, and is why I
-Build more housing -Require units to be
I’ve been an owner in employee housing for
Please allow us to buy homes that need
APCHA has to create a component to the
The incentives to get people to upgrade
Many of the rules are ridiculous and out of
HOA reserves and deferred maintenance
I would like to see capital improvement
Our biggest problems with emplyee housing
How about if you guys make capital
It is imperative to either provide more 3 BR
Overall great job. I would like to see easier
I have upgraded my unit as it is 28 years old
Our unit is 40 years old and requires more
Certain complexes the program should NOT
When I purchased my 1983 mobile home
Retirees should be valued and retained in
Thanks for hiring the Compliance officer, it's
I agree that APCHA gives affordable
APCHA has a very difficult job; The
were Currently repairing our 2 bedroom at
RO housing gets no help financially so
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a
Biggest suggestion is to find a better way to
I feel fortunate to have won a unit. It’s a bit
The cap allowed for improvements on our
Change rules to include
I think there should be stricter rules for
There should be better structure when it
Implement incentive program for owners to
I can’t believe how many units that were
Reduce substantially the city permit fees on
Basically, you are totally out of touch with

Retirees should be allowed to stay in their units, if they
from what I see in the papers there are issues with
i dont believe that you can have planned for retirement
we do not want to be force out when we are old,
You must address the retirement affordable units. Offer
Allowing preference for downsizing would free up many
Retirees contribute to our community. Please retain
Need retirement Housing.
Please complete Burlingame Phase III. APCHA should
A few specifics: 1. I don't understand how 1 million
I am very concerned about being able to keep our
I am not in a position to consider downsizing for a while.
Retirees should be valued and retained in employee
APCHA should participate in ensuring that properties
We bought a 1967 trailer in Aspen Village at a
Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback. This is
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a detriment to
When an APCHA owner retires, there was some talk
The cap allowed for improvements on our single family
Some ideas that would be nice : - more family-type units
Build more affordable housing for sale or rent. There’s
Downsizes. Better job. For retired long time locals at a
It would be possible to incentivize owners to better
Simply put, more units are needed. The senior problem
I think an overall raise in the number of APCHA units is
There's been talk in the past of an incentive payment to
I do believe that people should be able to retire in
Allowing more time for seniors to travel and be away
My residence has worked out well for me but without

Thank you for cracking down on people
Yes, you need to change the way you place
Please construct catagory 3 and 4 single
-Build more housing -Require units to be
need more housing with good access to bus
New units should be a priority...not
Spend more time on improvements to
We need more inventory Aspen caractère is
It is imperative to either provide more 3 BR
Please complete Burlingame Phase III.
Focus on more units and preserving and
A few specifics: 1. I don't understand how 1
Build some 3BRs! I have two kids in a 2 BR
APCHA should participate in ensuring that
We need more buildings in Aspen. Build
With the number of families bidding on 3
Don't bailout owners of their housing for
1. Build better quality, basic housing. The
Add houses to Aspen Village in the 10 lots
I realize housing is becoming harder to find
APCHA is a program with an impossible
Build employee housing on the top of the
More housing options are necessary.
It’s a real shame that there aren’t more
Spend some money and build more housing
Some ideas that would be nice : - more
Build build build.
I love you guys. You made it possible for
Employee housing is family-disincentive. If
APCHA has given us nothing but hassles.
I don't have any answers however having 2
More housing is needed. Lookat the traffic
I see a need for affordable housing that are
We were going to purchase a unit a few
Simply put, more units are needed. The
Our growing family (with 2 full-time, working
I think an overall raise in the number of
There's been talk in the past of an incentive
Housing units with 3 bedrooms should have
Need better housing accommodations for

Residents are not going to keep their units
They're rightfully should be radon
Apcha needs to stop trying to control

Downsizing / Retiring Unit Size /
in Unit
Capacity

Compliance /
Buy / Sell Process Enforcement

APCHA
Operations

APCHA Staff

Miscellaneous

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
19 Comments: 0 positive / 3
neutral / 16 negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
40 Comments: 8 positive / 12
neutral / 20 negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
83 Comments: 8 positive / 22
neutral / 53 negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
25 Comments: 10 positive / 0
neutral / 15 negative

Summary and full comments on
additional pages
64 Comments: positive 42 / 11
neutral / 11 negative

1. There are far more people in employee housing who are
responsible,
rule-abiding
membersfor
of current
the community
than
not.
Currently there
are no regulations
owners to
uphold
their properties.
Then
someone
the lottery
People
with higher
incomes
thanwins
the upper
limitsforfora aplace
unit that
are
to purchase
the unit.
Why
is lotteries
that? and go through
Iallowed
have been
lucky enough
to win
two
the
purchase
process.
Both
times
the
absolute
disregard
Protect the buyers and don’t let the sellers
get away
with the
making
3% does
on a home
that theylottery
didn’tand
takerefuses,
care of.they
It leaves
the
If
someone
sight unseen
should
be
banned
from
future
lotteries
for
1y
The incentives to get people to upgrade their homes need to
improve.
We have lived
in ourselling
home less
2 years
had
More
accountability
for those
unitsthan
to honor
the and
sellers
contract
that they sign.
To clean
thehome
unit etc.
APCHARun),
does not
When
I purchased
my 1983
mobile
(Smuggler
I
did
it
because
my
daughter
and
I
were
in
jeopardy
of
losing
our
I agree that APCHA gives affordable housing, but market
upkeep. Ihas
have
no problem
forprogram
market upkeep,
APCHA
a very
difficult paying
job; The
has beenbut you
amazing
but needs
re-visioned
next 40
years.
Don't
bailout
ownerstoofbe
their
housing for
for the
deferred
maintenance;
no
one
bails
out
free
market
owners.
Don't
provide
anymore
The stringent category system coupled with the inability to get a
loan is ridiculous
. For example
, someone
too , is
Proposition
to increase
,buying and
selling who
fees,makes
up to 3%
inacceptable!!
A
$3,000
fees
was
more
than
enough,
knowing
I think there should be a 3rd party rating system to rate the
condition
of units
that are
being sold
& itsellers
should
be And
There
should
be better
structure
when
comes
to rentals.
not have
management
and Right
chosenow
whoyou
theycan
Make
ROproperty
units a lottery
system just
like pick
the rest.
only
buy
one
if
you
know
someone
who
is
selling,
never
listed
I love and I am thankful for the program but it is about to be
stressed beyond
proven
Basically,
you aregovernance.
totally out ofCentennial
touch with has
reality.
Limit on $$
one can make, the crappy properties that are build lousy and

I am extremely grateful for my employee housing unit and the
APCHA
I've
been
veryteeth
impressed
withminimum
the recent
Give the program.
program &
staff
some
to enforce
standards.
Getcracking
politics out
of the
process.
Stop responding
Thank
you for
down
on people
breaking
the rules. to
Focus
on low
incomeabuse
housing
not Northby40
mansion
It
is Worth
stopping
of program
the
few. projects.

1. There are far more people in employee housing who are
responsible,
rule-abiding
membersfor
of current
the community
than
not.
Currently there
are no regulations
owners to
uphold
their properties.
someone
wins to
theenforce
lottery for
a place that
Give
the programThen
& staff
some teeth
minimum
standards.
politics
out ofamazing.
the process.
Stop responding
APCHA
hasGet
been
generally
Centennial
original to
construction
sucked
noise
and
leaks.
It
ain't
the
Other communities still continue to look to Aspen to model their With the size of the current inventory, APCHA andwall
other
programs
The new'ish
of housing
taking
steps Igoverning
to focus
ownership
issues
Thank
youafter.
for cracking
downdirector
on people
breakingisthe
rules.
have beenbodies
lucky need
enough
to winon
twolong-term
lotteries and
go through
Focus
on
low
income
housing
not
North
40
mansion
projects.
the
purchase
process.
Both
times
the
absolute
disregard
I, although I’m a huge supporter of the affordable housing
from what I see in the papers there are issues with peoplethe
program,
that thereI.e.
hasa been
a somewhat
hostile and
winning
andway
finding
unitemployees
in bad shape.
be
open tofeel
exceptions.
resident
that has significant
Yes,
youAPCHA
need to lotteries
change the
youthe
place
in
illness, ortofamily
members
out of area
needthat
assistance.
categories.
I know
soup
many
wealthy
trustmade
funders
living
low
continue
beef up
enforcement.
also that
it seems
rules
APCHA
should
own
to the
mistakes
during
theininitial
evolve
and/or
change
based
on
who
you
speak
to
at
the
stages
of
the
program.
APCHA
should
take
responsibility
forlive
I would recommend not expanding your control valley wide. You Thankful to Housing Authority for our family’s opportunity to
can
barely control
the abuses
Aspen
and Pitkin
county in Apcha
and work
make here
our home.
It
is massive
undertaking,
but Iofdo
feel there
is unevenness
is aand
fantastic
program,
and is why I am able to live in
the way
things
go.be
Some
people break
rules all the
time,upand
Pitkin thehas
bulk
myjob.
adult
life.need
I know
that people
would sell
New
units
should
a priority...not
compliance.
Come
with APCHA
a of
hard
It will
continual
refinement
as the
a
plan
for
HOA
maintenance
for
all
properties
in
system.
program
matures,
and
from
what
I
hear,
APCHA
is
tweaking
its
APCHA needs to grow a spine and call out owners who are
Always
city does
& assistant
mgr scapegoating
program.they
I have
been
If
someone
sight unseen
lottery and refuses,
should
cheating
the system
their "service"
animals. Tooand
many
in this
program
I watch
and see contradictory
be
banned
fromsince
future1980.
lotteries
for 1y
Spend more
time on with
improvements
to infrastructure
building
more
rental
units.
Stop
the
enforcement
emphasis
that
seek out people who are using their housing for personal
More Respect for Home Owners! Do not treat us like Renters!
financial
renting
to people
don't qualify
asislegal
recognized
established
Fair Housing
Stop
the gain
fraud.byTrust
funders
with who
employee
housing
bullshit. ISTOP
wouldviolating
recommend
not expanding
your Federal
control valley
wide. You
Taxes returns
should besample
receivedofon
yearly
basis.
Proof of
can barely
control the
abuses
and
county Why
Recent
non-compliance
20aby
Bethany
Spitz
What
has APCHA
done
to findofaAspen
solution
forPitkin
Centennial?
included
us.
Handled
very
poorly
and
in
a
very
threatening
isn't
APCHA
taking
the
lead
on
the
single
biggest
issue
GET RID OF THE DISHONEST ABUSERS
More control over hoa management is needed in some housing
complexes.
Rules
are
selectively
enforced
and everyday
Enforce employment regulations
Woody
creek
metro
board
is a mess.
No oversight,
no tasks
structure,
if
there
was
An
option
for
our
family
with
pets
to in
Compliance enforcement is key. I am constantly amazed at the It is massive undertaking, but I do feel there is unevenness
number
ownersinwho
areregarding
in non compliance
with APCHA
waysee
things
go. Some
people
the time,
Are
thereofpolicies
place
APCHA ownership
and
Ithe
don't
the listings
in the
Dailybreak
Newsrules
any all
more.
I thinkand
it's
disciplinary
actions
forCompliance
perpetuallyofficer,
offending
My up
important
to rules
publicize
those, either
theofnewspaper
the is
Thanks
for hiring
the
it's owners?
time to clean
Many
of the
are ridiculous
andinout
date. Our or
house
the
program
and
make
it
true
and
fair
for
all.
Additionally,
I'd
30+
years
old
and
it
would
be
cheaper
to
tear
it
down
and
Kick mulchahy out of employee housing already. He is making Dog policies should be relaxed
a mockery
ofgood
the program,
and emboldening others to also
Keep
up the
work on compliance
Overall great job. I would like to see easier and more flexible
optionshas
for to
upgrades
ownerway
units.
For
example,
cabinets,
Every day I am very grateful for my affordable housing. With
There
be sometobetter
then
pulling
names
out of a
that
said
I
have
repeatedly
notified
Julie
Kieffer
on
a
few
people
hat
for
the
housing
lottery.
Even
if
you've
been
hear
for
12 to
APCHA should work harder to qualify employees rather than
I love my apartment, I live at Centennial. APCHA really has
work
hard
disqualify
andthe
exclude
locals issues
who have
worked
the Maintenance
done yearly
and not
for ityears
If
the so
rules
aretoeasily
written,
compliance
should
be Imake
thinksure
APCHA
is moving in aispositive
direction
andleft
while
will
easier
thus
costing
less
money
to
operate
the
association.
take
some
time
to
improve,
it
will
happen.
1. Build better quality, basic housing. The money the City and Treat your Pitkin County partners with the respect due "equal"
my HOA
spent
bad construction
in my
is a We
partners.
They started
the whole
Thetocity
is an
a bully.
Our
HOAhas
hasn’t
hadtoafix
meeting
in three years
andcomplex
they refuse
are immensely
grateful
for theprogram.
opportunity
buy
to comply.
My neighbor
always rents
her APHCA
condo and
nowcity
only& Stop
APCHA
we would
not be
here,
able tohousing
raise ourisfamily,
The
impression
in the community
is that
favors
the home;
fraud. Trust
funders
with
employee
bullshit.
county
employees
and
is
not
even
handed.
I
know
of
city
&
Taxes
returns
should
be
received
on
a
yearly
basis.
Proof
of
Please enforce or scrap the dog policy at Burlingame, everyone More accountability for those selling units to honor the sellers
has
a dog. Itenforcement
is so easy toisget
a support
animal
certificate
contract
that they1.sign.
Tounderstand
clean the unit
etc.
APCHA
doesplus
not
Inow
think
increased
critical.
There
are too
many
A
few specifics:
I don't
how
1 million
dollar
units
not
being
used
according
to
the
rules.
homes
in
Burlingame
best
serves
our
community.
I
understand
Stop people scamming the housing system. Abuse is taking
Get real about allowing pets in homes that are owned (not
of property
managangments
companies
rented).I purchased
Times havemy
changed,
let's not
use(Smuggler
the emotional
Iplace
love and Iabuse
am thankful
for the
program but it is
about to be
When
1983 mobile
home
Run), I
stressed
beyond
governance.
hasAbuse
provenof our
did it because my
and I were
in jeopardy
losing
our
Thank
you
for starting
to policeCentennial
the housing.
Understanding
thatdaughter
the affordable
housing
programofand
all of
system
by
a
some
folks
was
getting
A
little
out
of
hand.
As
its
various
designations
is
a
complicated
and
at
times
difficult
enforcement agents emit the wrong tone for Aspen, especially I am not in a position to consider downsizing for a while. but
when APCHA
is over
budget fraud. 2 owners in my complex Iwhen
that comes,
it would
bethe
great
to create
Allow
more funds
to investigate
was very
disappointed
with
quality
of mysome
unit. Iincentive
bought itto
not work,
orAPCHA
do not work
the minimum
hours
to own Decision
brand new
but it came
with several
defects.
Ido
know
the the
is trying
to deal with
non needed
compliance
making
by APCHA
is sclerotic.
TheThe
City"warranty"
Council
issues.
However
valid
those
issues
may
be,
it
appears
that
they
needs
to
be
more
engaged
with
the
problems
with
affordable
Need better housing accommodations for the Adult
This survey is a farce. Under the new executive director,
professionals
here.cheaters
That means even those making in Get
APCHA
hasofstopped
the community
adopted
Keep
working that
hardlive
finding
control
HOA's.serving
Ours keeps
raising theand
feeshas
in what
feelsa
like
a
nonsustainable
way.
They
also
have
no
governance.
APCHA for
should
participate to
in ensuring
that properties
Thanks
the opportunity
provide feedback.
This isare
the As
firsta
maintained.
Owners
should
be penalized
keeping up
time
we’ve been
asked
to contribute,
and for
it isnot
refreshing.
We
RO housing gets no help financially so should not have any of
your
Or you
help pay fortoinfra-structure!
It is almost
Workrules!
with the
towncan
of Snowmass
create fairness.
Snowmass
forfor
APCHA
housing
however
Don't
bailoutemployees
owners of are
theireligible
housing
deferred
maintenance;
no
one
bails
out
free
market
owners.
Don't
provide
anymore
When an APCHA owner retires, there was some talk about
allowing
that owner
to leave
forthere
6 months
per rather
year
thus
APCHA
acts
more
like
weallow
are
for home
them
than
they a
think it would
be great
to
APCHA
owners
tofreeing
allow
are
helping
us. rental. Many locals have seasonal jobs and
1
week
vacation
APCHA should work harder to qualify employees rather than
work
hard
disqualify
andthe
exclude
locals issues
who have
worked
If
the so
rules
aretoeasily
written,
compliance
should
be
easieropportunities
thus costing to
less
money
to operate
theextended
association.
More
rent
out while
away for
time for
seniors.
Biggest suggestion is to find a better way to communicate with
owners
effectively.
I've sent
many
emailswith
in the
withto get a
The
stringent
category
system
coupled
thepast
inability
loan
is
ridiculous
.
For
example
,
someone
who
makes
too
APCHA is an excellent program which, unfortunately, was
never
reviewed
by elected
or paid
Be
more
helpfulcomprehensively
with hoa boards when
it comes
to how to run
their units. No
one at Apcha
offers
is no
one, to
Proposition
to increase
,buying
andadvice.
selling There
fees, up
to 3%
is
inacceptable!!
A
$3,000
fees
was
more
than
enough,
knowing
The impression in the community is that APHCA favors city &
is not even
handed.
know
of city
& on
Icounty
realizeemployees
housing isand
becoming
harder
to findIand
a big
impact
that
is
the
VRBO
and
airBNB
properties
as
well
as
older
homes
I think
program is important and has great intentions. It is
becomingis overly
administrative.
Smart regulations
are fine,
APCHA
a program
with an impossible
task--to make
the but
unaffordable,
affordable. APCHA'softask
has become
eventhose
more
some
of the unfairness/infractions
purchase
lies within
working
for
apcha
itself;
getting
a
larger
unit
because
of
There should be better structure when it comes to rentals. And
not have
management
and Right
chosenow
whoyou
theycan
Make
ROproperty
units a lottery
system just
like pick
the rest.
if you
knowfor
someone
who is
selling,
nevertolisted
Ionly
lovebuy
andone
I am
thankful
the program
but
it is about
be
stressed
beyond
governance.
Centennial
has
proven
Stop being used as a pawn of our govts elected officials and
staff in some
order to
makeand
them
feelmore
morally
superior
Spend
money
build
housing
like while
Anniethey
Mitchell.
Quit
waiting
for
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HOA
Summary: Majority of comments around enforcing HOA policies. Many homeowners want APCHA to be a part
of their HOA process/decision making. Homeowners are not pleased with general HOA governance.
Affordability needs to be considered along with the HOA dues people pay monthly. These are extremely high
where we live and are getting closer to what we pay for our mortgage.
I am extremely grateful for my employee housing unit and the APCHA program. I've been very impressed with
the recent focus on compliance & people scamming the system and think that is so important and should
continue. I do really think that the HOA issue has major room for improvement though. Capital Reserve Funds
in HOA's is the only way to hold all owners somewhat accountable towards necessary improvements and
maintaining units and it's a little crazy that APCHA doesn't even know if all the units have an HOA. I realize this
would be a major undertaking and could not happen quickly but my opinion is APCHA should manage all
HOA's.
I would recommend not expanding your control valley wide. You can barely control the abuses of Aspen and
Pitkin county housing. I live in RO housing. Two units have been sold at AABC Rowhouses with the owners not
living here during the first two years. Also the owners have over the $900k of assents allowed. The HOA also
doesn't have exterior structure insurance and very low reserve funds. If and when we sell our unit, we will have
to lie to the buyers as we were lied to when we bought the structure. I feel, instead of patting yourselves on the
back and considering expanding your reach, you should concentrate on controlling the corruption that already
exists in your system.
More control over hoa management is needed in some housing complexes. Rules are selectively enforced and
everyday tasks are overlooked and ignored (i.e. snow removal, parking, common area light timers off schedule,
etc.) Walkthrough procedures with housing sale inconsistant. When we moved into current location, house was
a disaster, food still in fridge and cupboards, carpet nasty, cat hair everywhere (no pets allowed). When I
contacted apcha about said issues I was told "well if you don't want the place we can put it back on the market
or give it to the next person."
Woody creek metro board is a mess. No oversight, no structure, if there was An option for our family with pets
to move to suitable housing we would in a second. This metro district has been a nightmare for the 14 years we
have lived here with no end in sight. Some kind of oversight from a governmental body would be awesome.
All of our lives in Aspen depend on liveable and sustainable housing. If our housing was built incorrectly, has
lack of maintenance due to funding from HOAs, and with volunteer HOA boards that can’t help fix their
buildings due to being under law suit, the City and APCHA need to step up to the plate and help their owners.
Many of our owner housing options are under law suite for poor construction, maintenance, and know
problems. This issues aren’t being addressed and managed on a practical timeline. I was denied by every bank
in town due Centennial being under law suit. Finally got a ARM loan which will only goes up and up every year
because our Centennial Housing is under law suit. We need help fixing the buildings that APCHA and the city
of aspen provide for us. Employee housing is the best! Please help keep employees in Aspen and help fix their
homes. Otherwise there won’t be anymore employees to work/life in the valley. I’ve been here for 12 years and
95% of my friend have left due to high housing costs. If we don’t have quality employee housing we won’t have
a work force to sustain this great Ski town!
New units should be a priority...not compliance. Come up with a plan for HOA maintenance for all properties in
system.
My HOAS are ridiculously high - half my mortgage. As a single parent with 2 kids it ensures I live pay cheque to
pay cheque.
APCHA needs to grow a spine and call out owners who are cheating the system with their "service" animals.
Too many owners are full of shit when it comes to this, they have pets, not service dogs.
There needs to be continued support from APCHA for aging projects. There should be rewards programs for
those HOAs who have been able to reasonably maintain their properties and have reasonable Reserve
account savings. Conversely, there should be penalties for those who have neglected their properties and
failed to put any money into reserve accounts. People need to realize that the property must be kept up, not
just for the current inhabitants, but more so for future inhabitants.
HOA reserves and deferred maintenance are big problems. My HOA dues are approaching my mortgage
payment with no end in site. Poor construction of our complex has resulted in crumbling common areas that are

too expensive to fix. There is no incentive to make improvements when we are being governed by CPI
valuation increases. I feel lucky to live here but at the same time, I often think we have made a mistake buying
into subsidized housing. The future is grim.
I would like to see capital improvement policies improved. It is unfortunate to be tied to only the improvements
made by the original owner because of the caps on capital improvement. It seems if a resident is allowed to
improve the structure (as, perhaps, the second owner of the home,) your properties would be in better shape
upon transfer. I also think HOAs should be forced to use local attorneys if necessary, and as little as possible. I
wish APCHA would support the original docs, and if a board is not following what was established in the rules
and regs, a homeowner would not have to resort to an attorney at all to make sure his/her HOA board is
compliant.
Dog policies should be relaxed
Please complete Burlingame Phase III. APCHA should require all current and future housing developments to
have 80% of the required or more capital reserved and reserving. All capital reserves should be updated every
5 years and must be completed by an APCHA approved specialist. APCHA should be able to receive and
review this report and current financials. There needs to be a path both APCHA owners to get priority to
downsize their unit at or before retirement. I know of many people that would like to move into a smaller unit but
don't want to run into a compliance issue. We should provide a clear path for individuals to downsize.
HOA fees are a real concern, they are constantly being increased and are nearly the cost of your mortgage. It’s
suppposed to be “affordable” housing but when you are having to pay nearly $450 every month just for HOA
alone it’s a real struggle, especially when you are a single mother.
Get real about allowing pets in homes that are owned (not rented). Times have changed, let's not use the
emotional support animal "work around" for decades to come.
Understanding that the affordable housing program and all of its various designations is a complicated and at
times difficult program to administer (and notwithstanding how grateful I am for it), I would like to see APCHA
undertake a stronger education role in overseeing the program than an adversarial one. Strongly stressing the
governing documents of the relevant HOA to a buyer along with APCHA's guidelines and compliance rules
might help prevent unnecessary brain damage and hostility for all parties concerned in the future. Stressing
positively early on what is expected of a new homeowner and perhaps establishing contact with the new
homeowner's HOA board to also encourage educating that individual on the HOA governing documents might
eliminate possible confusion and non-compliance later on. The information "burden" should be shared by all
entities. Thank you.
I was very disappointed with the quality of my unit. I bought it brand new but it came with several defects. The
"warranty" program administered thru the city of Aspen does not work well. Several requests and lots of time
has passed and not all issues have been resolved yet. Last but not least, the property management at
Burlingame Ranch is awful. Inefficient, unresponsive and entitled. Nothing gets done and there seems to be a
lot confusion about roles and responsibility between the HOA and management. Overall chaotic and
disappointing. Lots can be improved.
Decision making by APCHA is sclerotic. The City Council needs to be more engaged with the problems with
affordable housing. Barry Crook acts as a barrier between APCHA and City Council and between homeowners
and City Council. City Council gives him directives that he ignores. Amazing that HOA's actually have to
engage in lawsuits in order to get any action. Pathetic.
Retirees should be valued and retained in employee housing. Many are essential long term community
members who contribute volunteerism, participation in local events and politics, and wisdom. Loosen the
restrictions on RO housing. Value caps should include reasonable ability to add value through maintenance,
and reasonable improvements and finishing out property. Consider modifying or scrapping the sliding scale cap
based on urban wage workers CPI. Individuals paying fixed mortgages shouldn't be punished based on a low
CPI during ownership or at time of sale. Add transparency by adding a link to the current CPI index increase
during any month and by adding an algorithm on APCHA website where owners can insert their purchase
value, length of ownership, type of deed restriction and calculate their value (CPI increase) at any time. This is
not easy for an employee to figure out on his/her own. Thank you for providing employee housing HOAs with
assessment enforcement assistance. Please publish all unwritten APCHA rules and policies so employee
housing owners receive fair and equal treatment and can understand how they will be applied.
Are there policies in place regarding APCHA ownership and disciplinary actions for perpetually offending
owners? My particular neighbor is a hoarder and she has an unruly, unsupervised teenage son who has
caused neighborhood destruction. Can those owners be forced to sell?

Get control of HOA's. Ours keeps raising the fees in what feels like a nonsustainable way. They also have no
governance. As a new homeowner is a pretty unfair situation to walk into as our HOA consists of our neighbors.
It would be better if APCHA hired 3rd party HOAs for every housing property.
Kick mulchahy out of employee housing already. He is making a mockery of the program, and emboldening
others to also ignore the rules. His piece of crap truck looks like junk parked sideways across the sidewalk
leaking oil leaving permanent marks in the cement. The rest of the junk that he calls art just clutters up the
neighborhood. Also in Burlingame, last year a letter to homeowners was circulated about cleaning up the
common area sidewalk/porches between units. Then, not only was there no enforcement, but when I asked
about it I was told "we were directed actually not to enforce that". Another shining example of incompetence for
enforcing rules already in the HOA.
APCHA should participate in ensuring that properties are maintained. Owners should be penalized for not
keeping up their homes when it comes time to sell. HOAs should undergo yearly inspections by an APCHA
agent to confirm that they are maintaining shared infrastructure appropriately. APCHA/City of Aspen should be
banking land close to the urban center for future housing development or open space reserves (why didn't they
buy the USFS land?!) Kicking workers out of units upon retirement does not support a healthy community.
APCHA board should remain comprised of dedicated community members, not elected officials, and should be
given more authority/decision-making power than they currently have.
APCHA SEEMS TO HAVE NO HELP REGARDING WOODY CREEK PLAZA COVENENTS
were Currently repairing our 2 bedroom at 516 Vine St. The process has been lengthy to say the least. The
HOA is slow to understand and resolve the environmental and energy deficiencies in the property. The current
system lacks the capital necessary to encourage a energy efficient and healthy built environment. This puts the
health of occupants at risk as well as contributing to unnecessary carbon pollution and high energy costs. The
repairs necessary can easily exceed the capital appriceation limits which is a discouraging incentive for HOAs
and individuals.CORE is helpful in providing education and rebates for energy but there’s a gap when it comes
to a healthier indoor environment yet the two go closely together.specifically “ air tightness “ as it relates to
energy usage and indoor air quality. Current design standards address these issues but the older housing
stock is in need of a solution. I am hoping to complete the repair of my deed restricted home soon and
hopefully live in a safer more energy efficient unit. It will undoubtedly cost more than I will receive in
appreciation or energy savings but I believe it is the right way to go. That’s the blessing and the curse of
“affordable “ housing.
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a detriment to employee housing at this point. We have tried to use
their help in the collection of default homeowners dues for our HOA, no help. They said they have avenues to
help, but don't. I do not understand why homeowners are not incentivized to invest in their home to make them
more energy efficient. Homeowners do not want to spend any money updating their homes because they are
not allowed to get that money out of them. The percentage of capital improvements allowed should increase
with the length of time someone is in the home, so they can make sense spending money upgrading
windows/floors/appliances, etc. It is no wonder APCHA receives units back in poor condition. Finaly APCHA
should incentivize people to downsize by increasing allowable income/asset to those people already in the
system, to open up larger homes for those with new families. It hurts no one to change that rule for those who
already have employee housing.
1. Build better quality, basic housing. The money the City and my HOA has spent to fix bad construction in my
complex is a total joke! 2. Enforce the housing rules, I know several owners who have or are currently openly
breaking the general housing rules and they know the chances of getting caught is slim to none. 3. Make sure
the HOA's are operated correctly and that the HOA rules are being enforced along with all city and state laws
and codes are being enforced at the properties.
I feel fortunate to have won a unit. It’s a bit irritating to know that due to the age of the complex bigger
maintence issues will be happening and that my HOA is probably not prepared for this and some long time
residents have gained financially by not paying their fair share. I’m stuck inheriting their financial contribution
shortcomings. I’d also suggest coming up with a modified tag line instead of “AH is a privilege not a right”. I
work full time, I follow APCHA’s rules, and maintain my unit well....it comes off a bit condescending.
Our HOA hasn’t had a meeting in three years and they refuse to comply. My neighbor always rents her condo
and now only had to work part time. Complaints aren’t followed up or I’m told it’s not their problem.
Be more helpful with hoa boards when it comes to how to run their units. No one at Apcha offers advice. There
is no one to turn to when boards need guidance

Please enforce or scrap the dog policy at Burlingame, everyone now has a dog. It is so easy to get a support
animal certificate online, and it’s getting abused. Also can we please set up a dog go to area around phase 2
for people to take their dogs to the bathroom, as lots of children play on the grass areas and just cleaning dog
poop of the grass doesn’t clean the grass and dogs peeing anywhere and then kids playing. It would be nice to
have a designated area for all pets to do its business.
I'm disappointed in our HOA and the city of aspen for not taking care of the buildings. we have invest a lot of $
in our unit and the building is falling apart.
some of the unfairness/infractions of purchase lies within those working for apcha itself; getting a larger unit
because of falsifications on applying. In a small town it is difficult to keep personalities out of decision-making
by the apcha department and/or individual condo assoc., so perhaps hire a person who is the director of each
assoc. who oversees the running of each complex? Also, the current attorney hired by apcha is a real joke totally inept in implementing and showing the proper behavior and decisions of a legally trained individual!
Stop people scamming the housing system. Abuse is taking place and abuse of property managangments
companies toward homeowners .
I love and I am thankful for the program but it is about to be stressed beyond governance. Centennial has
proven contributions to HOA’s are inadequate. I’m sick of living in fear. Fear that my complex will have a major
assessment. Fear that if I have a partner and stay at their house my neighbors will say I don’t live in my unit. If I
take work down valley or elsewhere temporarily to supplement my income I fear I’ll be turned in for
noncompliance. I wish I could buy my unit out right. I would pay alot more than its value under the deed
restrictions. If you are going to ask us to invest in our housing I believe it would be best if you made some
concessions as well.
We'd like to see less crap stored in people's covered parking/carport areas in Burlingame Phase 1.
Basically, you are totally out of touch with reality. Limit on $$ one can make, the crappy properties that are build
lousy and then to e pact owners to pay ridiculous HOA fees to try to maintain sub standard buildings. Then
owners have to sink so much money in and you wouldn’t put on the resale price and then you take a
commission. Basically, blood suckers!
I’m all for dissolving APCHA as it stands now. They are full of headstrong leaders who put ego before empathy.
They refused to help us as homeowners while our HOA abused us and showed zero aptitude for how they
could have been better. Shameful. Ron Erickson illegally manages HOA’s without the proper certifications from
the State of Colorado. Nobody cares though...
We were going to purchase a unit a few years ago but there were problems with code and health issues.
APCHA did not care about the issue and stated they would just sell to the next person. This engenders a
horrible culture that is not sustainable. The aging pool of units are about to have major issues and many HOAs
will not be able to handle the burden causing huge problems. The quality of the buildings also needs to be
addressed for current and any future development. There are units with mold, without proper insulation , with
poor materials and design. There is a need for more family housing. A shift in the management and general
culture of the department is desperately needed in order to maintain the vitality of the housing program.
Apcha needs to stop trying to control Smuggler Park which it keeps I assisting is Affordable housing but which
technically is not since it does not conform to the definitions of RO housing and has no cap on income, owning
other properties, appreciation, work requirements, etc etc
APCHA needs to be more involved in the governance/home owner associations of its inventory. The current
system is a recipe for failure. APCHA has a vested interest in the maintenance of its inventory and it must be
more directly involved.

Maintenance
Summary: Majority of comments around deferred maintenance and how it is now creating a large problem
with sales units. Comments about poor quality of build/materials used in APCHA contruction. Mentions of the
how Centennial has gotten to the current lawsuit.
1. There are far more people in employee housing who are responsible, rule-abiding members of the
community than not. Please recognize this. 2. The extremely poor build quality of the units is the biggest
reason capital reserves are low, not irresponsibility of homeowners. When you are fixing siding and roofs five or
ten years into the life of your complex, you are spending money that should be in the bank for 20 more years or
more. If you build quality units now, you will help save money in the long run. 3. Pegging appreciation to CPI
and then charging a 3 percent sales fee means that in some cases you are wiping out more than three years of
appreciation. That's not right. Since the city is not spending its housing dollars, ask them for funding, don't take
3 percent from a homeowner who is seeing less than 1 percent appreciation per year. 4. ANyone who calls the
housing office with a question or a concern is often confronted with a culture of "no!" Employee housing owners
are not the enemy and the housing office is not their overlords. You serve the community. We ARE the
community. 5. You have front and center on your website that "employee housing is a privilege, not a right." But
employee housing owners and renters do HAVE rights. You expect them to act like responsible owners, but
there's an implication that they're living in their units at your discretion. That kind of demeaning attitude is why
people are so reluctant to take your surveys. They don't completely trust you. Build that trust. You're all good
people trying to do the right thing. That really came through at the last meeting you had to explain capital
improvements and permitting. There was a clear attitude of, "We're here to help you." It was nice. Keep that up!
APCHA has been generally amazing. Centennial original construction sucked - noise and leaks. It ain't the wall
maintenance - walls should just need paint. Mold was discovered in ?95?
Protect the buyers and don’t let the sellers get away with making 3% on a home that they didn’t take care of. It
leaves the buyers to clean up their mess if they even have the money to do so. It doesn’t matter if there are 80
people bidding on a unit, the winner should not be forced to buy an expensive pig sty to be able to live here.
It is silly that all units have max $ amount for improvements. Units need repairs, updates etc. and people aren’t
doing them because they know they won’t get their money back.
Deed restricted HOA's must pay free market prices for materials and services for capital improvements yet are
restricted to less than free market rates of appreciation? It is our opinion that APCHA and/or the City should
assist Deed Restricted HOA's in resolving this inequity.
from what I see in the papers there are issues with people winning APCHA lotteries and finding the unit in bad
shape. APCHA should not have drawings on units that are not move in ready. also, APCHA housing should be
for people working in the valley who have low to moderate incomes. there are a lot of large expensive homes in
the inventory. the need for smaller units for single people and for low to moderate income families is more
important than subsidizing those who have large incomes. this is for both rental and owner units.
APCHA should own up to the mistakes made during the initial stages of the program. APCHA should take
responsibility for the lack of planning for the aging units and the lack of foresight for residents improving units.
As the "middle-man" in the buying/selling scenario, APCHA can't take the money and run away from the other
financial aspects of the transaction like it historically has done. The demand for housing has been high from the
beginning which created a system where there is no room for a lottery winner to remedy situations (inspections,
interior improvements and structural problems) that a normal homebuyer has the option to remedy prior to
closing. Historically, lottery winners have been forced to buy for better or worse because there are no other
choices. City Council and APSCHA have utterly failed to recognize that reality. They deny any responsibility
(even though the money goes into their coffers at each sale). Both entities refuse to address the toughest
problems. They're happy with building the inventory and depositing the checks.
Apcha is a fantastic program, and is why I am able to live in Pitkin the bulk of my adult life. I know that people
would sell their units and move somewhere else if they could afford to.any incentive to be able to sell move and
open up housing that is desperately needed. Instead what happens is housing that needs repair is being sold,
sometimes repairs are taken out of sale. I don't believe you should be financially penalized for owning an apcha
home. Whether it's in Woody Creek, n 40, or centennial. Affordability of necessary repairs to homes has to be
part of apcha. A drowning person needs a lifeline.

I’ve been an owner in employee housing for over 10 years; without the subsidized housing I probably wouldn’t
be living in Aspen. The system works but it’s in great need of updates for this day and age. We got “lucky” to
win a fixer upper and are stuck with major expenses and repairs because of neglect and the system failing to
keep up. Please be proactive and listen to those of us that are benefitting but suffering in the housing system.
We are repairing and restoring inventory that’s technically government property and the system isn’t making it
easy. We live in “affordable” housing yet are expected to shell out $10s of thousands of dollars in repairs and
upkeep. Thanks for your efforts to keep this system updated.H41-Build more housing -Require units to be built
instead of allowing expensive construction projects off the hook with mitigation fees -Require ADU/CDU units to
be occupied by local workforce/retirees -Increase building department fees to pay for units/capital
funds/maintenance -Build senior housing -Require CoA and PitCo to build a certain number of units each year,
using land that already own. Each year costs of construction increase, the longer they wait, the less likely it will
occur -Align actual costs of construction with mitigation fees -Do not rely on public/private partnerships -Build
playgrounds in affordable housing areas -Build livable, flexible units with storage that accommodates gear for
mountain living -Do not allow the political cycle to influence APCHA goals -Do not allow the purveyors of
overpriced real estate and opinions of their owners to cloud thinking as is relates to those that “serve” them
All properties should be sold in an, "up to code", condition.
What has APCHA done to find a solution for Centennial? Why isn't APCHA taking the lead on the single
biggest issue confronting it? I'm not a Centennial homeowner, but it is the elephant in the room. This needs to
be addressed to show the executive leadership of APCHA is good enough for the challenges that lie ahead.
Centennial needs your help, you have turned a blind eye to the terrible construction of the building, which has
caused misery and sickness to many residents!
I wish we could address the mold and sweaty windows.
More control over hoa management is needed in some housing complexes. Rules are selectively enforced and
everyday tasks are overlooked and ignored (i.e. snow removal, parking, common area light timers off schedule,
etc.) Walkthrough procedures with housing sale inconsistant. When we moved into current location, house was
a disaster, food still in fridge and cupboards, carpet nasty, cat hair everywhere (no pets allowed). When I
contacted apcha about said issues I was told "well if you don't want the place we can put it back on the market
or give it to the next person."
All of our lives in Aspen depend on liveable and sustainable housing. If our housing was built incorrectly, has
lack of maintenance due to funding from HOAs, and with volunteer HOA boards that can’t help fix their
buildings due to being under law suit, the City and APCHA need to step up to the plate and help their owners.
Many of our owner housing options are under law suite for poor construction, maintenance, and know
problems. This issues aren’t being addressed and managed on a practical timeline. I was denied by every bank
in town due Centennial being under law suit. Finally got a ARM loan which will only goes up and up every year
because our Centennial Housing is under law suit. We need help fixing the buildings that APCHA and the city
of aspen provide for us. Employee housing is the best! Please help keep employees in Aspen and help fix their
homes. Otherwise there won’t be anymore employees to work/life in the valley. I’ve been here for 12 years and
95% of my friend have left due to high housing costs. If we don’t have quality employee housing we won’t have
a work force to sustain this great Ski town!
New units should be a priority...not compliance. Come up with a plan for HOA maintenance for all properties in
system.
There are problems with Radon that needs to taken care of in Hunter Creek Phase 2
APCHA has to create a component to the program to deal with the maintenance of the buildings. It's not right
that the purchase price is subsidized yet the maintenance has to be paid for at free market prices, which, in
Aspen are above average compared to any normal city in the US. And, when we do capital
improvements/replacements (new roofs, boilers, etc) we should get a bump in our valuation equal to what it
cost each of us to do it.
There needs to be continued support from APCHA for aging projects. There should be rewards programs for
those HOAs who have been able to reasonably maintain their properties and have reasonable Reserve
account savings. Conversely, there should be penalties for those who have neglected their properties and
failed to put any money into reserve accounts. People need to realize that the property must be kept up, not
just for the current inhabitants, but more so for future inhabitants.
Spend more time on improvements to infrastructure and building more rental units. Stop the enforcement
emphasis that I've seen increasing. Try to not listen to the younger "entitled" complainers.

HOA reserves and deferred maintenance are big problems. My HOA dues are approaching my mortgage
payment with no end in site. Poor construction of our complex has resulted in crumbling common areas that are
too expensive to fix. There is no incentive to make improvements when we are being governed by CPI
valuation increases. I feel lucky to live here but at the same time, I often think we have made a mistake buying
into subsidized housing. The future is grim.
Our biggest problems with emplyee housing have been with quality issues... both with design and construction.
We have had to shoulder more than $50,000 of costs to repair roofs on our building that had major construction
defects (that were hidden from view until revealed by soft, rotted structural members and standing water inside
the roof space). We expect to bear further costs when spalling concrete on our porches starts to wear toward
the insides of garage floors (at which time we will need to re-do this concrete for all four units), and we expect
to bear more costs when walls and garage doors degrade due to repeated water exposure and soaking from
the fact that our garages have no floor drains (we are managing as best we can with floor squeegies and other
maintenance every time we park a snowy car inside... but it is a flaw that will lead to repairs that could have
been totally unnecessary if the builder had simply included floor drains). Our driveway is curved and has an
uphill grade; it could have been a straight, flat driveway, but putting in the curve made it so our free market
neighbors see a screen of landscaping trees instead of a view toward our parking area and porches. This is
nice privacy for us, but it makes our driveway a hazardous situation in winter. Things like this bother me
because while we are fortunate to have employee housing, we also have to deal with various silly features that
end up making the housing unaffordable in the long run.
The deferment of maintenance and inability to make proper investments without losing money is critical to
current homeowners success and happiness as well as future homeowners.
I love my apartment, I live at Centennial. APCHA really has to make sure the Maintenance is done yearly and
not left for years and years....
Focus on more units and preserving and improving existing housing
Certain complexes the program should NOT have been issued a Certificate of Occupancy - Period! In some
cases, the quality and design of the buildings are so dismal (i.e. interior materials being used on the exterior of
buildings - The Bavarian, one example) has caused many for-sale units to deteriorate MANY times faster than
a typical free market home. Local HOAs cannot keep up with the rate of deterioration. This situation, coupled
with the fact that personal investment in sale units cannot be recouped, has severely compromised the upkeep,
safety, and aesthetics of workforce housing complexes throughout Aspen and Pitkin County - as they all too
quickly become a blemish to the otherwise attractive urban fabric of our community. Sadly, workforce housing
is one of the worst and costly personal investments a local family can make!
When I purchased my 1983 mobile home (Smuggler Run), I did it because my daughter and I were in jeopardy
of losing our Truscott apartment and it was the best option for us at the time. I was thrilled that I won the
housing lottery, I still am. However, the inspection came back with several items needed and I was told that I
could either take it or leave it because someone would and that there was no room for negotiation. I was forced
to pay more than the home was worth. The sellers were able to live in a home, never maintain it or handle any
issues and then move out getting full price for the home. I found out a month after I had purchased the home
that I owned a retaining wall (NEVER DISCLOSED) and that is was in serious need of repair or it could
collapse. The cost would be $30K. I then had to replace the roof which is not a cheap ticket item (due to leaks),
the radon needed mitigated, the windows were cracked and needed new glass, the dryer they left caught on
fire, there were two gas leaks (one in the furnace and one in a line to the house), they left tons of personal
items I had to remove off of the property, the walls and floors were saturated heavily with smoke and had to be
painted and replaced, the roof had leaked and caused significant mold and water damage to the water heater
closet, the house still needs new siding/to be painted as it is molding and falling off the sides, the gutters all
need replaced, the front door has settled and there is a huge air gap and needs to be rebuilt. The costs are
SIGNIFICANT and also the reason the other trailers are not being maintained. Something has to be done about
this. These homes need to be restructured ASAP. This is not the way that these homes should be maintained
or the way that to treat the buyers. Yes, back when they were new, sure...it worked, but these need to be
restructured immediately. The buyers need the ability to make these repairs and the means to do so, you
cannot just put them in inhabitable homes and tell them to take it or leave it. It is not good business and I do not
believe any of you would want to be treated that way. Mobile homes need to be RO. They need to be looked at
individually because some need more repairs than others and these are not all just units within the same
complex with the same walls and same structures and equipment. Thank you.

I was very disappointed with the quality of my unit. I bought it brand new but it came with several defects. The
"warranty" program administered thru the city of Aspen does not work well. Several requests and lots of time
has passed and not all issues have been resolved yet. Last but not least, the property management at
Burlingame Ranch is awful. Inefficient, unresponsive and entitled. Nothing gets done and there seems to be a
lot confusion about roles and responsibility between the HOA and management. Overall chaotic and
disappointing. Lots can be improved.
Very challenging topic. Thanks for all the hard work! My comment on building defects is related to Burlingame
Phase 1 ending up in litigation and Phase 2 just voted to pursue legal means if necessary to remedy seven
figure issues that none of the owners had any part in the process. I think the development oversight process is
flawed.
I agree that APCHA gives affordable housing, but market upkeep. I have no problem paying for market upkeep,
but you need to be assured that you'll be reimbursed at market level. For example: our windows were 30 years
old so we paid over $15,000 because we NEEDED new windows, but that is already over our cap if we go to
sell a unit we've lived in for 8+ years. We also need to start looking at new siding and a new rough. Regular
maintenance for depreciating single family units either need a new category such as RO or need to have the
caps increased for market resale. Also, the process of RO homes NEED to be on a lottery basis. The fact that
it's "who you know" and how much you can pay defeats the purpose of APCHA. It should be the same process
for all categories.
APCHA should participate in ensuring that properties are maintained. Owners should be penalized for not
keeping up their homes when it comes time to sell. HOAs should undergo yearly inspections by an APCHA
agent to confirm that they are maintaining shared infrastructure appropriately. APCHA/City of Aspen should be
banking land close to the urban center for future housing development or open space reserves (why didn't they
buy the USFS land?!) Kicking workers out of units upon retirement does not support a healthy community.
APCHA board should remain comprised of dedicated community members, not elected officials, and should be
given more authority/decision-making power than they currently have.
APCHA has a very difficult job; The program has been amazing but needs to be re-visioned for the next 40
years. Things have changed ( not telling you anything) and the housing needs to remain viable for owners and
renters. Addressing upkeep of units by owners and financial returns available is critical for keeping units in
working order. Perhaps in the purchase agreements, from now forward, there could be an upgrade and
inspection requirement. Standard upgrades( painting every X years/ new appliances(?? etc) every X years and
the dates are firm for upgrades- regardless of turn over and ownership- If a new owner upgrades sooner then
that sets a new starting date. If new appliances etc (values) can be depreciated then the upgrades can be
afforded more easily by the owners ( works like free market value with regard to the upgrades- flooring,
appliances, cabinets, doors- permanent things should be depreciated.Paint etc. probably should not be
depreciated ( is there a way to lower labor cost if an APCHA approved contractor is chosen???). That would be
helpful too and could save APCHA $ in the long run if homes are maintained and valued at the MAX( thus the
transaction recovery at sale is greater).
Our metro does not enforce any rules. I would like to have help from somewhere
Don't bailout owners of their housing for deferred maintenance; no one bails out free market owners. Don't
provide anymore employee housing as it fuels growth; let employers figure out how they will house employees.
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a detriment to employee housing at this point. We have tried to use
their help in the collection of default homeowners dues for our HOA, no help. They said they have avenues to
help, but don't. I do not understand why homeowners are not incentivized to invest in their home to make them
more energy efficient. Homeowners do not want to spend any money updating their homes because they are
not allowed to get that money out of them. The percentage of capital improvements allowed should increase
with the length of time someone is in the home, so they can make sense spending money upgrading
windows/floors/appliances, etc. It is no wonder APCHA receives units back in poor condition. Finaly APCHA
should incentivize people to downsize by increasing allowable income/asset to those people already in the
system, to open up larger homes for those with new families. It hurts no one to change that rule for those who
already have employee housing.
I feel fortunate to have won a unit. It’s a bit irritating to know that due to the age of the complex bigger
maintence issues will be happening and that my HOA is probably not prepared for this and some long time
residents have gained financially by not paying their fair share. I’m stuck inheriting their financial contribution
shortcomings. I’d also suggest coming up with a modified tag line instead of “AH is a privilege not a right”. I
work full time, I follow APCHA’s rules, and maintain my unit well....it comes off a bit condescending.

I think there should be stricter rules for maintenance on the units. When I purchased my unit the person selling
admitted they hadn't done any maintenance in 8 years and it showed. I was unable to get any compensation for
broken or missing things in the unit and had to take the unit as it was or go back to the lottery to wait until I won
again (and how knows how long that could take, since I was in 18 lotteries before I won my poorly maintained
unit). Very frustrating that there is no accountability for maintenance.
Add houses to Aspen Village in the 10 lots they have available. Make people maintain houses they live in.
I think there should be a 3rd party rating system to rate the condition of units that are being sold & sellers
should be penalized for not keeping units up to certain standards.
I'm disappointed in our HOA and the city of aspen for not taking care of the buildings. we have invest a lot of $
in our unit and the building is falling apart.
There should be better structure when it comes to rentals. And not have property management just pick and
chose who they want in in big complexes like centennial for example. Let’s have a fair list. Also, sellers should
have a guideline of the minimum standard to sell their place. They shouldn’t be able to sell places with broken
roofs and/or appliances and get credit for it, just like buyer should expect a minimum standards when buying.
Thanks for working hard on our behalf? My big concern is that while I live in affordable housing I pay real world
pricing for maintenance without reaping any of the rewards for home ownership when it is time to sell. The 3%
per year profit is an absolute myth in that the CPI has been lower for years. I take great pride in my unit which
is a very small property with only a few units and spend a lot of money and energy maintaining the outside. I
could easily let it fall into disprepair as these improvements will go un reimbursed. I don't know the solution but
it upsets me that the money I spend being a good neighbor and resident is totally out of my own pocket. If it
was free market I would be doing this anyways but the understanding would be that I would possibly pay myself
back when selling. Thanks for your time!
They're rightfully should be radon mitigations on all new projects that the city builds. Also carpeting upstairs
units, especially now that everyone's cute esa puppies are turning into big dogs with no place to run.
We were going to purchase a unit a few years ago but there were problems with code and health issues.
APCHA did not care about the issue and stated they would just sell to the next person. This engenders a
horrible culture that is not sustainable. The aging pool of units are about to have major issues and many HOAs
will not be able to handle the burden causing huge problems. The quality of the buildings also needs to be
addressed for current and any future development. There are units with mold, without proper insulation , with
poor materials and design. There is a need for more family housing. A shift in the management and general
culture of the department is desperately needed in order to maintain the vitality of the housing program.
It would be possible to incentivize owners to better maintain domicile as well as move on at retirement without
using the metaphorical stick with punishment
Maintenance requirements!!!
APCHA needs to be more involved in the governance/home owner associations of its inventory. The current
system is a recipe for failure. APCHA has a vested interest in the maintenance of its inventory and it must be
more directly involved.
APCHA should assist in paying for issues that affect health and safety in owned units under their deed
restriction like high levels of radon

Capital Improvements
Summary: Many comments frustrated about the return they get on their capital improvements which
translated to many saying they had no incentive for upkeep. Comments about the state of units being bought
and how they would be in better shape if the previous owner had any incentive to do capital improvements.
Currently there are no regulations for current owners to uphold their properties. Then someone wins the lottery
for a place that has more repair needs in cost than total value. This individual is given ultimatum, pay for the
repairs or we’ll give it to the next person on the list. Completely unfair for someone to run a place into the
ground and get their money back. APCHA HAS to do a better job and fast. Everyone doesn’t have the luxury of
winning new Burlingame housing. I also don’t like the rule that an individual living in Burlingame isn’t
considered in complex when trying to move from phase 2 to phase 1. Moving from newer to older in my mind
makes sense and should be allowed. Having the restriction in for moving older to newer would still require
lottery.
Increase the home improvement alllcation from 10% home value to 20%
It is silly that all units have max $ amount for improvements. Units need repairs, updates etc. and people aren’t
doing them because they know they won’t get their money back.
Deed restricted HOA's must pay free market prices for materials and services for capital improvements yet are
restricted to less than free market rates of appreciation? It is our opinion that APCHA and/or the City should
assist Deed Restricted HOA's in resolving this inequity.
APCHA should own up to the mistakes made during the initial stages of the program. APCHA should take
responsibility for the lack of planning for the aging units and the lack of foresight for residents improving units.
As the "middle-man" in the buying/selling scenario, APCHA can't take the money and run away from the other
financial aspects of the transaction like it historically has done. The demand for housing has been high from the
beginning which created a system where there is no room for a lottery winner to remedy situations (inspections,
interior improvements and structural problems) that a normal homebuyer has the option to remedy prior to
closing. Historically, lottery winners have been forced to buy for better or worse because there are no other
choices. City Council and APSCHA have utterly failed to recognize that reality. They deny any responsibility
(even though the money goes into their coffers at each sale). Both entities refuse to address the toughest
problems. They're happy with building the inventory and depositing the checks.
Apcha is a fantastic program, and is why I am able to live in Pitkin the bulk of my adult life. I know that people
would sell their units and move somewhere else if they could afford to.any incentive to be able to sell move and
open up housing that is desperately needed. Instead what happens is housing that needs repair is being sold,
sometimes repairs are taken out of sale. I don't believe you should be financially penalized for owning an apcha
home. Whether it's in Woody Creek, n 40, or centennial. Affordability of necessary repairs to homes has to be
part of apcha. A drowning person needs a lifeline.
-Build more housing -Require units to be built instead of allowing expensive construction projects off the hook
with mitigation fees -Require ADU/CDU units to be occupied by local workforce/retirees -Increase building
department fees to pay for units/capital funds/maintenance -Build senior housing -Require CoA and PitCo to
build a certain number of units each year, using land that already own. Each year costs of construction
increase, the longer they wait, the less likely it will occur -Align actual costs of construction with mitigation fees Do not rely on public/private partnerships -Build playgrounds in affordable housing areas -Build livable, flexible
units with storage that accommodates gear for mountain living -Do not allow the political cycle to influence
APCHA goals -Do not allow the purveyors of overpriced real estate and opinions of their owners to cloud
thinking as is relates to those that “serve” them
I’ve been an owner in employee housing for over 10 years; without the subsidized housing I probably wouldn’t
be living in Aspen. The system works but it’s in great need of updates for this day and age. We got “lucky” to
win a fixer upper and are stuck with major expenses and repairs because of neglect and the system failing to
keep up. Please be proactive and listen to those of us that are benefitting but suffering in the housing system.
We are repairing and restoring inventory that’s technically government property and the system isn’t making it
easy. We live in “affordable” housing yet are expected to shell out $10s of thousands of dollars in repairs and
upkeep. Thanks for your efforts to keep this system updated.H41-Build more housing -Require units to be built
instead of allowing expensive construction projects off the hook with mitigation fees -Require ADU/CDU units to
be occupied by local workforce/retirees -Increase building department fees to pay for units/capital
funds/maintenance -Build senior housing -Require CoA and PitCo to build a certain number of units each year,

using land that already own. Each year costs of construction increase, the longer they wait, the less likely it will
occur -Align actual costs of construction with mitigation fees -Do not rely on public/private partnerships -Build
playgrounds in affordable housing areas -Build livable, flexible units with storage that accommodates gear for
mountain living -Do not allow the political cycle to influence APCHA goals -Do not allow the purveyors of
overpriced real estate and opinions of their owners to cloud thinking as is relates to those that “serve” them

Please allow us to buy homes that need major improvements to upgrade Them and get credit for the
improvements. We Could help update some of these out dated and Much need capital improvements. No one
wants to buy if we can get our money back. .
APCHA has to create a component to the program to deal with the maintenance of the buildings. It's not right
that the purchase price is subsidized yet the maintenance has to be paid for at free market prices, which, in
Aspen are above average compared to any normal city in the US. And, when we do capital
improvements/replacements (new roofs, boilers, etc) we should get a bump in our valuation equal to what it
cost each of us to do it.
The incentives to get people to upgrade their homes need to improve. We have lived in our home less than 2
years and had to replace our dishwasher, stove, washer, dryer, and garbage disposal. We had mentioned to
the last home owners that the appliances were old and on their last leg after hiring an inspector but APCHA told
them if they were working that they didn't have to do anything. It's been very frustrating and expensive!
Many of the rules are ridiculous and out of date. Our house is 30+ years old and it would be cheaper to tear it
down and replace it than to repair all the issues we inherited, but we are not allowed to do that. No common
sense to the system.
HOA reserves and deferred maintenance are big problems. My HOA dues are approaching my mortgage
payment with no end in site. Poor construction of our complex has resulted in crumbling common areas that are
too expensive to fix. There is no incentive to make improvements when we are being governed by CPI
valuation increases. I feel lucky to live here but at the same time, I often think we have made a mistake buying
into subsidized housing. The future is grim.
I would like to see capital improvement policies improved. It is unfortunate to be tied to only the improvements
made by the original owner because of the caps on capital improvement. It seems if a resident is allowed to
improve the structure (as, perhaps, the second owner of the home,) your properties would be in better shape
upon transfer. I also think HOAs should be forced to use local attorneys if necessary, and as little as possible. I
wish APCHA would support the original docs, and if a board is not following what was established in the rules
and regs, a homeowner would not have to resort to an attorney at all to make sure his/her HOA board is
compliant.
Our biggest problems with emplyee housing have been with quality issues... both with design and construction.
We have had to shoulder more than $50,000 of costs to repair roofs on our building that had major construction
defects (that were hidden from view until revealed by soft, rotted structural members and standing water inside
the roof space). We expect to bear further costs when spalling concrete on our porches starts to wear toward
the insides of garage floors (at which time we will need to re-do this concrete for all four units), and we expect
to bear more costs when walls and garage doors degrade due to repeated water exposure and soaking from
the fact that our garages have no floor drains (we are managing as best we can with floor squeegies and other
maintenance every time we park a snowy car inside... but it is a flaw that will lead to repairs that could have
been totally unnecessary if the builder had simply included floor drains). Our driveway is curved and has an
uphill grade; it could have been a straight, flat driveway, but putting in the curve made it so our free market
neighbors see a screen of landscaping trees instead of a view toward our parking area and porches. This is
nice privacy for us, but it makes our driveway a hazardous situation in winter. Things like this bother me
because while we are fortunate to have employee housing, we also have to deal with various silly features that
end up making the housing unaffordable in the long run.
How about if you guys make capital improvement under people decision? I mean you are telling the maximum
amount and owners decide what to do. That will be really helpful
It is imperative to either provide more 3 BR options for families, or allow growth of current structure with ability
to add as capital improvements. This growth can occur by building another level in housing that would fit
another floor, or building downwards towards a basement. There is no incentive to improve housing. And from
many accounts, when people have purchased their places, way too much work has to go in to make it livable
and comfortable.

Overall great job. I would like to see easier and more flexible options for upgrades to owner units. For example,
cabinets, oven, etc.
I have upgraded my unit as it is 28 years old and feel that I should be reimbursed.
Our unit is 40 years old and requires more capital improvements than we are allowed to make under the
current capital improvement guidelines. We think it would be good to let homeowners who want to keep
improving their units to have some kind of incentive program.
Certain complexes the program should NOT have been issued a Certificate of Occupancy - Period! In some
cases, the quality and design of the buildings are so dismal (i.e. interior materials being used on the exterior of
buildings - The Bavarian, one example) has caused many for-sale units to deteriorate MANY times faster than
a typical free market home. Local HOAs cannot keep up with the rate of deterioration. This situation, coupled
with the fact that personal investment in sale units cannot be recouped, has severely compromised the upkeep,
safety, and aesthetics of workforce housing complexes throughout Aspen and Pitkin County - as they all too
quickly become a blemish to the otherwise attractive urban fabric of our community. Sadly, workforce housing
is one of the worst and costly personal investments a local family can make!
When I purchased my 1983 mobile home (Smuggler Run), I did it because my daughter and I were in jeopardy
of losing our Truscott apartment and it was the best option for us at the time. I was thrilled that I won the
housing lottery, I still am. However, the inspection came back with several items needed and I was told that I
could either take it or leave it because someone would and that there was no room for negotiation. I was forced
to pay more than the home was worth. The sellers were able to live in a home, never maintain it or handle any
issues and then move out getting full price for the home. I found out a month after I had purchased the home
that I owned a retaining wall (NEVER DISCLOSED) and that is was in serious need of repair or it could
collapse. The cost would be $30K. I then had to replace the roof which is not a cheap ticket item (due to leaks),
the radon needed mitigated, the windows were cracked and needed new glass, the dryer they left caught on
fire, there were two gas leaks (one in the furnace and one in a line to the house), they left tons of personal
items I had to remove off of the property, the walls and floors were saturated heavily with smoke and had to be
painted and replaced, the roof had leaked and caused significant mold and water damage to the water heater
closet, the house still needs new siding/to be painted as it is molding and falling off the sides, the gutters all
need replaced, the front door has settled and there is a huge air gap and needs to be rebuilt. The costs are
SIGNIFICANT and also the reason the other trailers are not being maintained. Something has to be done about
this. These homes need to be restructured ASAP. This is not the way that these homes should be maintained
or the way that to treat the buyers. Yes, back when they were new, sure...it worked, but these need to be
restructured immediately. The buyers need the ability to make these repairs and the means to do so, you
cannot just put them in inhabitable homes and tell them to take it or leave it. It is not good business and I do not
believe any of you would want to be treated that way. Mobile homes need to be RO. They need to be looked at
individually because some need more repairs than others and these are not all just units within the same
complex with the same walls and same structures and equipment. Thank you.
Retirees should be valued and retained in employee housing. Many are essential long term community
members who contribute volunteerism, participation in local events and politics, and wisdom. Loosen the
restrictions on RO housing. Value caps should include reasonable ability to add value through maintenance,
and reasonable improvements and finishing out property. Consider modifying or scrapping the sliding scale cap
based on urban wage workers CPI. Individuals paying fixed mortgages shouldn't be punished based on a low
CPI during ownership or at time of sale. Add transparency by adding a link to the current CPI index increase
during any month and by adding an algorithm on APCHA website where owners can insert their purchase
value, length of ownership, type of deed restriction and calculate their value (CPI increase) at any time. This is
not easy for an employee to figure out on his/her own. Thank you for providing employee housing HOAs with
assessment enforcement assistance. Please publish all unwritten APCHA rules and policies so employee
housing owners receive fair and equal treatment and can understand how they will be applied.
Thanks for hiring the Compliance officer, it's time to clean up the program and make it true and fair for all.
Additionally, I'd love to see a formal program that allows homeowners to update/upgrade their units and be able
to recover a portion of the funds when selling. A proper program would encourage updates and help keep the
stock in good shape.
I agree that APCHA gives affordable housing, but market upkeep. I have no problem paying for market upkeep,
but you need to be assured that you'll be reimbursed at market level. For example: our windows were 30 years
old so we paid over $15,000 because we NEEDED new windows, but that is already over our cap if we go to
sell a unit we've lived in for 8+ years. We also need to start looking at new siding and a new rough. Regular

maintenance for depreciating single family units either need a new category such as RO or need to have the
caps increased for market resale. Also, the process of RO homes NEED to be on a lottery basis. The fact that
it's "who you know" and how much you can pay defeats the purpose of APCHA. It should be the same process
for all categories.
APCHA has a very difficult job; The program has been amazing but needs to be re-visioned for the next 40
years. Things have changed ( not telling you anything) and the housing needs to remain viable for owners and
renters. Addressing upkeep of units by owners and financial returns available is critical for keeping units in
working order. Perhaps in the purchase agreements, from now forward, there could be an upgrade and
inspection requirement. Standard upgrades( painting every X years/ new appliances(?? etc) every X years and
the dates are firm for upgrades- regardless of turn over and ownership- If a new owner upgrades sooner then
that sets a new starting date. If new appliances etc (values) can be depreciated then the upgrades can be
afforded more easily by the owners ( works like free market value with regard to the upgrades- flooring,
appliances, cabinets, doors- permanent things should be depreciated.Paint etc. probably should not be
depreciated ( is there a way to lower labor cost if an APCHA approved contractor is chosen???). That would be
helpful too and could save APCHA $ in the long run if homes are maintained and valued at the MAX( thus the
transaction recovery at sale is greater).
were Currently repairing our 2 bedroom at 516 Vine St. The process has been lengthy to say the least. The
HOA is slow to understand and resolve the environmental and energy deficiencies in the property. The current
system lacks the capital necessary to encourage a energy efficient and healthy built environment. This puts the
health of occupants at risk as well as contributing to unnecessary carbon pollution and high energy costs. The
repairs necessary can easily exceed the capital appriceation limits which is a discouraging incentive for HOAs
and individuals.CORE is helpful in providing education and rebates for energy but there’s a gap when it comes
to a healthier indoor environment yet the two go closely together.specifically “ air tightness “ as it relates to
energy usage and indoor air quality. Current design standards address these issues but the older housing
stock is in need of a solution. I am hoping to complete the repair of my deed restricted home soon and
hopefully live in a safer more energy efficient unit. It will undoubtedly cost more than I will receive in
appreciation or energy savings but I believe it is the right way to go. That’s the blessing and the curse of
“affordable “ housing.
RO housing gets no help financially so should not have any of your rules! Or you can help pay for infrastructure! It is almost impossible to make 1500 hours working 2 seasonal jobs in this valley. That number is a
joke!!
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a detriment to employee housing at this point. We have tried to use
their help in the collection of default homeowners dues for our HOA, no help. They said they have avenues to
help, but don't. I do not understand why homeowners are not incentivized to invest in their home to make them
more energy efficient. Homeowners do not want to spend any money updating their homes because they are
not allowed to get that money out of them. The percentage of capital improvements allowed should increase
with the length of time someone is in the home, so they can make sense spending money upgrading
windows/floors/appliances, etc. It is no wonder APCHA receives units back in poor condition. Finaly APCHA
should incentivize people to downsize by increasing allowable income/asset to those people already in the
system, to open up larger homes for those with new families. It hurts no one to change that rule for those who
already have employee housing.
Biggest suggestion is to find a better way to communicate with owners effectively. I've sent many emails in the
past with questions regarding requirements for capital improvements. I received zero responses. it feels like all
APCHA cares about at the end of the day, is sales and fees.
I feel fortunate to have won a unit. It’s a bit irritating to know that due to the age of the complex bigger
maintence issues will be happening and that my HOA is probably not prepared for this and some long time
residents have gained financially by not paying their fair share. I’m stuck inheriting their financial contribution
shortcomings. I’d also suggest coming up with a modified tag line instead of “AH is a privilege not a right”. I
work full time, I follow APCHA’s rules, and maintain my unit well....it comes off a bit condescending.
The cap allowed for improvements on our single family home if/when we sell is around $14,000.00. We met
that mark within the first 5 years of living here, and that was several decades ago. We need more incentives for
people to keep the housing inventory in good shape. Personally, we have invested much more than we will
ever see back, but we know of others who don't bother because they can't recoup any of the costs of the
improvements anyway. On another note, my husband and I have worked in the valley for many decades, and
plan to retire here. I feel we have earned the right to continue to live in our homes (especially without any
alternative housing possibilities?), and I feel that some of the regulations (such as applying for the Housing's

approval for retirees to take an extended trip?) need further discussion. Thank you for this opportunity to
comment.
Change rules to include assessments/repairs as recoverable costs when units sell (Centennial!)
I think there should be stricter rules for maintenance on the units. When I purchased my unit the person selling
admitted they hadn't done any maintenance in 8 years and it showed. I was unable to get any compensation for
broken or missing things in the unit and had to take the unit as it was or go back to the lottery to wait until I won
again (and how knows how long that could take, since I was in 18 lotteries before I won my poorly maintained
unit). Very frustrating that there is no accountability for maintenance.
There should be better structure when it comes to rentals. And not have property management just pick and
chose who they want in in big complexes like centennial for example. Let’s have a fair list. Also, sellers should
have a guideline of the minimum standard to sell their place. They shouldn’t be able to sell places with broken
roofs and/or appliances and get credit for it, just like buyer should expect a minimum standards when buying.
Implement incentive program for owners to maintain units and to ensure value of home matches income
category
I can’t believe how many units that were built 25 + years ago still have the original decor, appliances etc. it’s
pretty discussing.
Reduce substantially the city permit fees on any capital improvement or maintenance item requiring a permit.
Basically, you are totally out of touch with reality. Limit on $$ one can make, the crappy properties that are build
lousy and then to e pact owners to pay ridiculous HOA fees to try to maintain sub standard buildings. Then
owners have to sink so much money in and you wouldn’t put on the resale price and then you take a
commission. Basically, blood suckers!
Residents are not going to keep their units in good shape with such an inadequate allowance for
improvements. They are too costly in the valley at this point in time and you can do very little for the 10% you
can recapture
They're rightfully should be radon mitigations on all new projects that the city builds. Also carpeting upstairs
units, especially now that everyone's cute esa puppies are turning into big dogs with no place to run.
Apcha needs to stop trying to control Smuggler Park which it keeps I assisting is Affordable housing but which
technically is not since it does not conform to the definitions of RO housing and has no cap on income, owning
other properties, appreciation, work requirements, etc etc

Downsizing / Retiring in Unit
Summary: Many comments about the fear of being forced from home. Comments about the option (or lack
thereof) of downsizing from current units to something smaller.
Retirees should be allowed to stay in their units, if they have spent their lives working in this valley/City.
Perhaps there's some guidelines to help regulate so its not abused, not sure what those would be, but could be
length worked could correlate somehow, or a minimum number of years of service.
from what I see in the papers there are issues with people winning APCHA lotteries and finding the unit in bad
shape. APCHA should not have drawings on units that are not move in ready. also, APCHA housing should be
for people working in the valley who have low to moderate incomes. there are a lot of large expensive homes in
the inventory. the need for smaller units for single people and for low to moderate income families is more
important than subsidizing those who have large incomes. this is for both rental and owner units.
i dont believe that you can have planned for retirement prudently and still meet requirements and i dont think
you should have to move because you saved in your ira 401 k or possibly inherited a small amount of money
we do not want to be force out when we are old, because we live here for a long long time and we are teh one
who kept Aspen Alive.
You must address the retirement affordable units. Offer incentives to open up the single family homes to those
that have had kids leave. Help them to want to move out of the bigger units. Create a swap program where you
could mutually swap from a bigger place to a smaller place. Put a trade program into place.
Allowing preference for downsizing would free up many of the 3-4 bedroom units that are sitting with a single or
couple left in them right now.
Retirees contribute to our community. Please retain retirees in their existing employee housing after a
reasonable number of years of employment in/service to the community and allow them to qualify for other
units and incentivize downgrading to smaller units if appropriate, but please do not force retirees who have
worked in our community for an extended period of time (i.e. 20+ years) out of their homes.
Need retirement Housing.
Please complete Burlingame Phase III. APCHA should require all current and future housing developments to
have 80% of the required or more capital reserved and reserving. All capital reserves should be updated every
5 years and must be completed by an APCHA approved specialist. APCHA should be able to receive and
review this report and current financials. There needs to be a path both APCHA owners to get priority to
downsize their unit at or before retirement. I know of many people that would like to move into a smaller unit but
don't want to run into a compliance issue. We should provide a clear path for individuals to downsize.
A few specifics: 1. I don't understand how 1 million dollar plus homes in Burlingame best serves our
community. I understand surgeons need homes as well, but at some price point, don't free market options
become available? ...seems like we could have housed more intermediate income folks in that space. 2. The
city is selling off a home a co-worker was renting by the Ice Garden (featured in the local paper a couple
months ago - Hyman Ave?). The co-worker was a local Physical Therapist, his wife a Nurse in the HHS
building, and they have two children. The potential sale of the home they had lived in for years gave them an
opportunity to leave the valley, which they did. The valley lost two healthcare professionals, at least partially,
because the city put their employee housing up for sale. I want to make sure ALL the money from that sale
goes back into affordable housing, as the city has claimed will happen. I hope folks in the right positions are
keeping an eye on that property. 3. I appreciate the ramped up efforts to enforce rules and stop abuses of an
affordable housing system that we are very fortunate to have - enforcements should continue. However, as an
owner of a house in Aspen Village, I don't understand why I shouldn't be able to rent my property (airBnB etc.)
while I'm away on a vacation as long as I meet my obligations of 1500 hours working in the valley each year. I
think the regulations may need some refining. 4. Finally, I am happy with my house, which I couldn't own
without the work of the county and APCHA. But, many of my peers - 30-something graduate degree-holding
professionals, many with young families - are having a hard time making it in this valley because they have
very limited options for buying housing. I think this population of highly trained and specialized workers who
make good, but not great money, can sometimes get left behind in the system of subsidies. We make too much
to get help with things like healthcare and taxes. Any savings we have counts against us in the housing
categories system. We spend the great majority our money on taxes, housing, and daycare - the extreme cost
of living here doesn't allow us to get ahead in any way. We need skilled workers who can live prosperous lives

and retire comfortably at 65. As a valley-wide community, we need to put a lot of thought into how our housing
system helps retain those people who could live much more financially sound lives elsewhere.
I am very concerned about being able to keep our house when we retire after putting in over 30 years of work
in Pitkin County. I pray that you always allow people to stay in their homes.
I am not in a position to consider downsizing for a while. but when that comes, it would be great to create some
incentive to making me do it... I live in one of the best APCHA houses there is and I will eventually not need a 3
bedrooms. However, there is no incentive to downsize. One idea I have is to offer me a higher return on my
investment (5% vs 3%, for instance) so that I can afford to make the move to a lower free market unit possibly
or just move to another APCHA unit that fits my needs
Retirees should be valued and retained in employee housing. Many are essential long term community
members who contribute volunteerism, participation in local events and politics, and wisdom. Loosen the
restrictions on RO housing. Value caps should include reasonable ability to add value through maintenance,
and reasonable improvements and finishing out property. Consider modifying or scrapping the sliding scale cap
based on urban wage workers CPI. Individuals paying fixed mortgages shouldn't be punished based on a low
CPI during ownership or at time of sale. Add transparency by adding a link to the current CPI index increase
during any month and by adding an algorithm on APCHA website where owners can insert their purchase
value, length of ownership, type of deed restriction and calculate their value (CPI increase) at any time. This is
not easy for an employee to figure out on his/her own. Thank you for providing employee housing HOAs with
assessment enforcement assistance. Please publish all unwritten APCHA rules and policies so employee
housing owners receive fair and equal treatment and can understand how they will be applied.
APCHA should participate in ensuring that properties are maintained. Owners should be penalized for not
keeping up their homes when it comes time to sell. HOAs should undergo yearly inspections by an APCHA
agent to confirm that they are maintaining shared infrastructure appropriately. APCHA/City of Aspen should be
banking land close to the urban center for future housing development or open space reserves (why didn't they
buy the USFS land?!) Kicking workers out of units upon retirement does not support a healthy community.
APCHA board should remain comprised of dedicated community members, not elected officials, and should be
given more authority/decision-making power than they currently have.
We bought a 1967 trailer in Aspen Village at a whopping $340K because there was no 3 bedroom units ever
available under APCHA. There needs to be some way for folks to downsize after their kids move out so single
people don’t have 3 bedroom homes until they die. We had no chance in the current system. We are 2 long
time locals with 2 kids.
Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback. This is the first time we’ve been asked to contribute, and it is
refreshing. We are so lucky to have this program in our community, and it is just about the only thing that has
(barely) saved Aspen from becoming a hollowed-out shell, void of all but the one percent. As with so many
issues in Aspen, the genesis of the program is critical; it should be respected and honored. I believe it was
intended as community housing for people at all stages of live, not simply those in the workforce. It bothers me
that the current manager of the program is fostering a less inclusive narrative that runs counter to the original
Aspen value of appreciating all community members for their varied contributions. It is agonizing to see people
being pitted against each other, young vs old, in this retiree housing question, when the real cause of the
problem, the larger economic forces of inequality, go unquestioned. Aspen was a leader on this issue, and it
could be again. Just as those who created this program had to fight political battles and invest time and dollars
to make it happen, those who want to see more housing options today need to work within the system to build
more, demand more, and be creative, and not simply cannibalize the program we have now.
APCHA is basically not helpful at all and a detriment to employee housing at this point. We have tried to use
their help in the collection of default homeowners dues for our HOA, no help. They said they have avenues to
help, but don't. I do not understand why homeowners are not incentivized to invest in their home to make them
more energy efficient. Homeowners do not want to spend any money updating their homes because they are
not allowed to get that money out of them. The percentage of capital improvements allowed should increase
with the length of time someone is in the home, so they can make sense spending money upgrading
windows/floors/appliances, etc. It is no wonder APCHA receives units back in poor condition. Finaly APCHA
should incentivize people to downsize by increasing allowable income/asset to those people already in the
system, to open up larger homes for those with new families. It hurts no one to change that rule for those who
already have employee housing.
When an APCHA owner retires, there was some talk about allowing that owner to leave for 6 months per year
thus freeing the unit for another worker to live in for that period of time. Is this official already?

The cap allowed for improvements on our single family home if/when we sell is around $14,000.00. We met
that mark within the first 5 years of living here, and that was several decades ago. We need more incentives for
people to keep the housing inventory in good shape. Personally, we have invested much more than we will
ever see back, but we know of others who don't bother because they can't recoup any of the costs of the
improvements anyway. On another note, my husband and I have worked in the valley for many decades, and
plan to retire here. I feel we have earned the right to continue to live in our homes (especially without any
alternative housing possibilities?), and I feel that some of the regulations (such as applying for the Housing's
approval for retirees to take an extended trip?) need further discussion. Thank you for this opportunity to
comment.
Some ideas that would be nice : - more family-type units such as townhomes, duplexes, row houses, or modest
single family homes. -units with the ability to be expanded to add another bedroom/bathroom (at the owners
expense). -the ability to rightsize within the deed-restricted community. If I find a retired couple in a single
family home that desires to trade with my smaller condo, we should be able to approach APHCA to make such
a transfer happen with ease. Inter-program transfers so that size or location better fits current owners should be
encouraged by APCHA. -community housing is what keeps this town vibrant. We need retirees (who have
worked and laid down roots) to be able to retain housing where their friends and family are. Likewise for kids
who grow up in employee housing and want to continue to live and work in the hometown they love as adults. If
we only cater to seasonal young singles, there will be no investment in community. -a slight advantage in the
lottery for professions who serve the community with invaluable and highly specific skill sets such as teachers,
police, EMS/911 dispatchers, nurses, and physicians And . . . I am so thankful to be able to afford to live where
I work. I wish APCHA the best during these transitional times.
Build more affordable housing for sale or rent. There’s just way too many people traveling up and down in this
Valley who would like to live in Aspen but there isn’t place to live. I work at The Little Nell for 10 years and
housing it’s getting tighter and tighter to get, lot of good people are leaving because it’s too though to simply
find affordable place to live.
Downsizes. Better job. For retired long time locals at a fair price
It would be possible to incentivize owners to better maintain domicile as well as move on at retirement without
using the metaphorical stick with punishment
Simply put, more units are needed. The senior problem is over stated but VRBO and 2nd home uses are
creating more need by taking over formerly rented units.
I think an overall raise in the number of APCHA units is really important, and would also love to see more
incentives for downsizing by older or retired people living in homes with more bedrooms than residents since
the kids have grown and left.
There's been talk in the past of an incentive payment to encourage retirees to vacate. Some form of this would
be cheaper than creating new units.
I do believe that people should be able to retire in employee housing. If people have put in the time to serve
this community, they deserve to be able to stay in their current housing. I also believe that the age that
someone retires in employee should be examined. I would suggest that instead of only using the retirement
age, you also consider using time worked in Pitkin County. For example, either 30 years of employment or age
67. This way people who have worked hard, saved, and invested wisely can retire earlier if they so choose.
Forcing everyone to wait until 67 until retirement isn't fair to those that work really hard so that they can retire
early.
Allowing more time for seniors to travel and be away from their units.
My residence has worked out well for me but without any good options for downsizing or senior housing I will
continue to live in my unit with several empty bedrooms for the foreseeable future.

Unit Size / Capacity
Summary: Many want more units built to increase the capacity of APCHA sales units. Comments mentioned
more 3 bedroom / SFR rather than the focus on single person households. Handful of comments mention
building fewer expensive housing options (i.e. new Burlingame SFR).
Thank you for cracking down on people breaking the rules. Focus on low income housing not North 40 mansion
projects.
Yes, you need to change the way you place employees in categories. I know so many wealthy trust funders
living in low category housing and those of us that work are asses off cant even afford to live in the categories
you place us in because we are honest about our incomes and cant hide them. Why do you include a
percentage of our 401 & 457 retirement balances toward our net assets when you know we cant use that
money to purchase an employee unit, especially for those of us that have worked for the city for a long time
and plan on working another 10 plus years before retirement. I have worked for the city for 23 years and when I
retire in 10 years I will need to move because I cannot afford any employee units in my category. WHY??? The
category 1 & 2 units are the best units and tend to go to those that hide income. Category 3 & 4 are completely
un-affordable to any hard working single parent when you add in the monthly dues!!! If you can afford a
$500,000.00 unit why do you qualify for employee housing??? Need to do much better checks on people
applying for available units. I know one girl that made into a two bedroom lottery using her niece as the 2nd
person and her niece does not even live in CO. How did that happen??? and she is a trust funder who only
shows income on a part time job but receives a huge trust every month??? Also people purchasing free market
units under a trust or LLC and living in employee units?? This stuff is not difficult to find out about. Please, a
category 2 unit and the owners are driving around in brand new Range Rovers and traveling around the world
all the time, and yes neither one of them is currently working. Yes this is happening right now under your
noses, I personally know the couple.
Please construct catagory 3 and 4 single family homes.
-Build more housing -Require units to be built instead of allowing expensive construction projects off the hook
with mitigation fees -Require ADU/CDU units to be occupied by local workforce/retirees -Increase building
department fees to pay for units/capital funds/maintenance -Build senior housing -Require CoA and PitCo to
build a certain number of units each year, using land that already own. Each year costs of construction
increase, the longer they wait, the less likely it will occur -Align actual costs of construction with mitigation fees Do not rely on public/private partnerships -Build playgrounds in affordable housing areas -Build livable, flexible
units with storage that accommodates gear for mountain living -Do not allow the political cycle to influence
APCHA goals -Do not allow the purveyors of overpriced real estate and opinions of their owners to cloud
thinking as is relates to those that “serve” them
need more housing with good access to bus
New units should be a priority...not compliance. Come up with a plan for HOA maintenance for all properties in
system.
Spend more time on improvements to infrastructure and building more rental units. Stop the enforcement
emphasis that I've seen increasing. Try to not listen to the younger "entitled" complainers.
We need more inventory Aspen caractère is disappearing it’s work force living is diminishing every decades
It is imperative to either provide more 3 BR options for families, or allow growth of current structure with ability
to add as capital improvements. This growth can occur by building another level in housing that would fit
another floor, or building downwards towards a basement. There is no incentive to improve housing. And from
many accounts, when people have purchased their places, way too much work has to go in to make it livable
and comfortable.
Please complete Burlingame Phase III. APCHA should require all current and future housing developments to
have 80% of the required or more capital reserved and reserving. All capital reserves should be updated every
5 years and must be completed by an APCHA approved specialist. APCHA should be able to receive and
review this report and current financials. There needs to be a path both APCHA owners to get priority to
downsize their unit at or before retirement. I know of many people that would like to move into a smaller unit but
don't want to run into a compliance issue. We should provide a clear path for individuals to downsize.
Focus on more units and preserving and improving existing housing

A few specifics: 1. I don't understand how 1 million dollar plus homes in Burlingame best serves our
community. I understand surgeons need homes as well, but at some price point, don't free market options
become available? ...seems like we could have housed more intermediate income folks in that space. 2. The
city is selling off a home a co-worker was renting by the Ice Garden (featured in the local paper a couple
months ago - Hyman Ave?). The co-worker was a local Physical Therapist, his wife a Nurse in the HHS
building, and they have two children. The potential sale of the home they had lived in for years gave them an
opportunity to leave the valley, which they did. The valley lost two healthcare professionals, at least partially,
because the city put their employee housing up for sale. I want to make sure ALL the money from that sale
goes back into affordable housing, as the city has claimed will happen. I hope folks in the right positions are
keeping an eye on that property. 3. I appreciate the ramped up efforts to enforce rules and stop abuses of an
affordable housing system that we are very fortunate to have - enforcements should continue. However, as an
owner of a house in Aspen Village, I don't understand why I shouldn't be able to rent my property (airBnB etc.)
while I'm away on a vacation as long as I meet my obligations of 1500 hours working in the valley each year. I
think the regulations may need some refining. 4. Finally, I am happy with my house, which I couldn't own
without the work of the county and APCHA. But, many of my peers - 30-something graduate degree-holding
professionals, many with young families - are having a hard time making it in this valley because they have
very limited options for buying housing. I think this population of highly trained and specialized workers who
make good, but not great money, can sometimes get left behind in the system of subsidies. We make too much
to get help with things like healthcare and taxes. Any savings we have counts against us in the housing
categories system. We spend the great majority our money on taxes, housing, and daycare - the extreme cost
of living here doesn't allow us to get ahead in any way. We need skilled workers who can live prosperous lives
and retire comfortably at 65. As a valley-wide community, we need to put a lot of thought into how our housing
system helps retain those people who could live much more financially sound lives elsewhere.
Build some 3BRs! I have two kids in a 2 BR (and a dog). Burlingame phase 2 2030?
APCHA should participate in ensuring that properties are maintained. Owners should be penalized for not
keeping up their homes when it comes time to sell. HOAs should undergo yearly inspections by an APCHA
agent to confirm that they are maintaining shared infrastructure appropriately. APCHA/City of Aspen should be
banking land close to the urban center for future housing development or open space reserves (why didn't they
buy the USFS land?!) Kicking workers out of units upon retirement does not support a healthy community.
APCHA board should remain comprised of dedicated community members, not elected officials, and should be
given more authority/decision-making power than they currently have.
We need more buildings in Aspen. Build several high density apartment buildings on the outskirts of Aspen for
rentals. Build more 2-bedrooms to purchase.
With the number of families bidding on 3 bed units every time something comes up, clearly there is a need.
Don't bailout owners of their housing for deferred maintenance; no one bails out free market owners. Don't
provide anymore employee housing as it fuels growth; let employers figure out how they will house employees.
1. Build better quality, basic housing. The money the City and my HOA has spent to fix bad construction in my
complex is a total joke! 2. Enforce the housing rules, I know several owners who have or are currently openly
breaking the general housing rules and they know the chances of getting caught is slim to none. 3. Make sure
the HOA's are operated correctly and that the HOA rules are being enforced along with all city and state laws
and codes are being enforced at the properties.
Add houses to Aspen Village in the 10 lots they have available. Make people maintain houses they live in.
I realize housing is becoming harder to find and a big impact on that is the VRBO and airBNB properties as well
as older homes being purchased, remodeled and rented for a larger price tag, but this is an issue in most
places, not just RFV. It's happening on the front range and larger cities across the country. I have been living
here 25 years and it took over 20 to finally have the opportunity to purchase employee housing. It's hard to get
but it's also an amazing opportunity, not a right. You are literally winning a lottery. I know there is a vocal group
in Aspen that wants to make a lot of changes but housing is hard in many places, not just here, and you have
to get creative, live together, that is reality. The one change I can support is the possibility of increasing the wait
period to more than 4 years to purchase employee housing. That may help secure a population that is very
committed to the community for a life time. As someone who has been here almost 3 decades, our older, local
population adds a ton of benefit and character to this town and I would hate to see that get pushed out. The
APCHA has always worked well in my opinion, and at times I didn't live in employee housing, but you make
due, working as many jobs as necessary and having as many roommates as needed to stay here. It would be
great to have more rentals properties, as a business owner in Aspen, it is difficult to get and maintain

employees due to this issue, however it's not just a problem with the APCHA, it's valley wide and related to how
the whole home rental business is working now, as I mentioned above, and that is out of the control of the
APCHA.

APCHA is a program with an impossible task--to make the unaffordable, affordable. APCHA's task has become
even more challenging now that moving down-valley is not longer an affordable option. The new choice for the
Aspen working class is to secure APCHA housing or leave the valley for good. I believe APCHA's mission
should be to provide an opportunity for those who have committed themselves to the Aspen area the ability to
stay. This means providing housing in a variety of formats and sizes. I have noticed a propensity for 1-bedroom
housing to be built recently, which i great. I live in a 1-bed apartment and am lucky to have it. However, as I
look to the possible future of starting a family, I have extremely-limited options for a larger unit. We want to stay
in Aspen, but we can't live in a 1-bedroom apartment forever.
Build employee housing on the top of the Red Brick. Two stories, no land costs and walk to work advantages
More housing options are necessary. Mainly, a rental pool that is accessible to residents of Pitkin Cty who earn
between $40,000-$75,000 annually. This enables a population of people wishing to stay “up valley” the ability
to do so. This is especially important due to the growth and lure of the mid-valley. We need to keep a stable
workforce up valley (aspen/Snowmass) to sustain great service to guests paying top dollar to visit Year-Round.
It’s a real shame that there aren’t more APCHA housing developments
Spend some money and build more housing like Annie Mitchell. Quit waiting for Fornell and do it yourselves.
APCHA has plenty of money in the bank, spend it before Aspen is all old people and it’s too late. Make the
developers pay more, duh!!! They don’t deserve how easy they get out of employee housing.
Some ideas that would be nice : - more family-type units such as townhomes, duplexes, row houses, or modest
single family homes. -units with the ability to be expanded to add another bedroom/bathroom (at the owners
expense). -the ability to rightsize within the deed-restricted community. If I find a retired couple in a single
family home that desires to trade with my smaller condo, we should be able to approach APHCA to make such
a transfer happen with ease. Inter-program transfers so that size or location better fits current owners should be
encouraged by APCHA. -community housing is what keeps this town vibrant. We need retirees (who have
worked and laid down roots) to be able to retain housing where their friends and family are. Likewise for kids
who grow up in employee housing and want to continue to live and work in the hometown they love as adults. If
we only cater to seasonal young singles, there will be no investment in community. -a slight advantage in the
lottery for professions who serve the community with invaluable and highly specific skill sets such as teachers,
police, EMS/911 dispatchers, nurses, and physicians And . . . I am so thankful to be able to afford to live where
I work. I wish APCHA the best during these transitional times.
Build build build.
I love you guys. You made it possible for me to raise my family in Aspen! I came onto housing in 2001 when
there was a large amount of building the APCHA. I would love to see this happen more for the new generation
coming into our town. I do believe the next step will need to be a Valley Wide initiative. Thank you!
Employee housing is family-disincentive. If one wishes to have more than 1 child, the housing options are
extremely limiting
APCHA has given us nothing but hassles. Aspen village was already a subdivision in reality, since the mid
1960’s. We were forced to go under APCHA guidelines for approval of our “subdivision” 30 years later. There
was a bridge loan. It was paid with interest. But approval for our “subdivision “ was held up at the last second,
unless we agreed to come under APCHA guidelines. We need housing here. In general, I like and appreciate
the work you do to provide more housing. But in our case, we had our own housing. You simply forced/coerced
us under your program
I don't have any answers however having 2 children and a dog as a single parent here, our options were
extremely limited to say he least. I lucked out because I had savings and could buy a 2 bedroom however it's
not ideal lacing a bedroom. If we had to wait for a rental, we would have been forced to move out of the valley.
There were no other options other than to buy a mobile home.
More housing is needed. Lookat the traffic going down valley

I see a need for affordable housing that are bigger than 2 bedrooms. I have spoken to many young families that
are growing after 3-5 years and there is nothing available or new construction for bigger families that live and
work in town all year.
We were going to purchase a unit a few years ago but there were problems with code and health issues.
APCHA did not care about the issue and stated they would just sell to the next person. This engenders a
horrible culture that is not sustainable. The aging pool of units are about to have major issues and many HOAs
will not be able to handle the burden causing huge problems. The quality of the buildings also needs to be
addressed for current and any future development. There are units with mold, without proper insulation , with
poor materials and design. There is a need for more family housing. A shift in the management and general
culture of the department is desperately needed in order to maintain the vitality of the housing program.
Simply put, more units are needed. The senior problem is over stated but VRBO and 2nd home uses are
creating more need by taking over formerly rented units.
Our growing family (with 2 full-time, working parents) would love to see more affordable 3 bedroom units. Very
few come up per year. We are grateful for what we have, but would like to see less 1 bedrooms being built
(especially rentals that attract temp workers). Families need to be better supported in this community- and not
forced to consider leaving. Families with 3 children contribute a LOT to this community- food, education,
activities, etc.
I think an overall raise in the number of APCHA units is really important, and would also love to see more
incentives for downsizing by older or retired people living in homes with more bedrooms than residents since
the kids have grown and left.
There's been talk in the past of an incentive payment to encourage retirees to vacate. Some form of this would
be cheaper than creating new units.
Housing units with 3 bedrooms should have larger living/ kitchen spaces than housing units with 1 bedroom.
Need better housing accommodations for the Adult professionals that live here. That means even those making
in the range of 300k per household as that is what it takes to raise a family here but still not nearly enough to
own 90% of the homes from here to GWS 2-3 bdrm units that can house a family. Also need to find a way to
properly vet those entering housing. Enforcement for those already in housing really only needs to be if they're
renting on VRBO or to non Pitco employees.

Buy / Sell Process
Summary: A number of comments about the condition of units during the buying process and how if a
prospective buyer hesitates APCHA says "we will move on to the next person.
1. There are far more people in employee housing who are responsible, rule-abiding members of the
community than not. Please recognize this. 2. The extremely poor build quality of the units is the biggest
reason capital reserves are low, not irresponsibility of homeowners. When you are fixing siding and roofs five or
ten years into the life of your complex, you are spending money that should be in the bank for 20 more years or
more. If you build quality units now, you will help save money in the long run. 3. Pegging appreciation to CPI
and then charging a 3 percent sales fee means that in some cases you are wiping out more than three years of
appreciation. That's not right. Since the city is not spending its housing dollars, ask them for funding, don't take
3 percent from a homeowner who is seeing less than 1 percent appreciation per year. 4. ANyone who calls the
housing office with a question or a concern is often confronted with a culture of "no!" Employee housing owners
are not the enemy and the housing office is not their overlords. You serve the community. We ARE the
community. 5. You have front and center on your website that "employee housing is a privilege, not a right." But
employee housing owners and renters do HAVE rights. You expect them to act like responsible owners, but
there's an implication that they're living in their units at your discretion. That kind of demeaning attitude is why
people are so reluctant to take your surveys. They don't completely trust you. Build that trust. You're all good
people trying to do the right thing. That really came through at the last meeting you had to explain capital
improvements and permitting. There was a clear attitude of, "We're here to help you." It was nice. Keep that up!
Currently there are no regulations for current owners to uphold their properties. Then someone wins the lottery
for a place that has more repair needs in cost than total value. This individual is given ultimatum, pay for the
repairs or we’ll give it to the next person on the list. Completely unfair for someone to run a place into the
ground and get their money back. APCHA HAS to do a better job and fast. Everyone doesn’t have the luxury of
winning new Burlingame housing. I also don’t like the rule that an individual living in Burlingame isn’t
considered in complex when trying to move from phase 2 to phase 1. Moving from newer to older in my mind
makes sense and should be allowed. Having the restriction in for moving older to newer would still require
lottery.
Protect the buyers and don’t let the sellers get away with making 3% on a home that they didn’t take care of. It
leaves the buyers to clean up their mess if they even have the money to do so. It doesn’t matter if there are 80
people bidding on a unit, the winner should not be forced to buy an expensive pig sty to be able to live here.
If someone does sight unseen lottery and refuses, they should be banned from future lotteries for 1y
The incentives to get people to upgrade their homes need to improve. We have lived in our home less than 2
years and had to replace our dishwasher, stove, washer, dryer, and garbage disposal. We had mentioned to
the last home owners that the appliances were old and on their last leg after hiring an inspector but APCHA told
them if they were working that they didn't have to do anything. It's been very frustrating and expensive!
More accountability for those selling units to honor the sellers contract that they sign. To clean the unit etc.
APCHA does not enforce it. Get sellers to give $2000 to APCHA and they can get it back if the unit is passed
over clean and in working order.
When I purchased my 1983 mobile home (Smuggler Run), I did it because my daughter and I were in jeopardy
of losing our Truscott apartment and it was the best option for us at the time. I was thrilled that I won the
housing lottery, I still am. However, the inspection came back with several items needed and I was told that I
could either take it or leave it because someone would and that there was no room for negotiation. I was forced
to pay more than the home was worth. The sellers were able to live in a home, never maintain it or handle any
issues and then move out getting full price for the home. I found out a month after I had purchased the home
that I owned a retaining wall (NEVER DISCLOSED) and that is was in serious need of repair or it could
collapse. The cost would be $30K. I then had to replace the roof which is not a cheap ticket item (due to leaks),
the radon needed mitigated, the windows were cracked and needed new glass, the dryer they left caught on
fire, there were two gas leaks (one in the furnace and one in a line to the house), they left tons of personal
items I had to remove off of the property, the walls and floors were saturated heavily with smoke and had to be
painted and replaced, the roof had leaked and caused significant mold and water damage to the water heater
closet, the house still needs new siding/to be painted as it is molding and falling off the sides, the gutters all
need replaced, the front door has settled and there is a huge air gap and needs to be rebuilt. The costs are
SIGNIFICANT and also the reason the other trailers are not being maintained. Something has to be done about
this. These homes need to be restructured ASAP. This is not the way that these homes should be maintained
or the way that to treat the buyers. Yes, back when they were new, sure...it worked, but these need to be
restructured immediately. The buyers need the ability to make these repairs and the means to do so, you

cannot just put them in inhabitable homes and tell them to take it or leave it. It is not good business and I do not
believe any of you would want to be treated that way. Mobile homes need to be RO. They need to be looked at
individually because some need more repairs than others and these are not all just units within the same
complex with the same walls and same structures and equipment. Thank you.

I agree that APCHA gives affordable housing, but market upkeep. I have no problem paying for market upkeep,
but you need to be assured that you'll be reimbursed at market level. For example: our windows were 30 years
old so we paid over $15,000 because we NEEDED new windows, but that is already over our cap if we go to
sell a unit we've lived in for 8+ years. We also need to start looking at new siding and a new rough. Regular
maintenance for depreciating single family units either need a new category such as RO or need to have the
caps increased for market resale. Also, the process of RO homes NEED to be on a lottery basis. The fact that
it's "who you know" and how much you can pay defeats the purpose of APCHA. It should be the same process
for all categories.
APCHA has a very difficult job; The program has been amazing but needs to be re-visioned for the next 40
years. Things have changed ( not telling you anything) and the housing needs to remain viable for owners and
renters. Addressing upkeep of units by owners and financial returns available is critical for keeping units in
working order. Perhaps in the purchase agreements, from now forward, there could be an upgrade and
inspection requirement. Standard upgrades( painting every X years/ new appliances(?? etc) every X years and
the dates are firm for upgrades- regardless of turn over and ownership- If a new owner upgrades sooner then
that sets a new starting date. If new appliances etc (values) can be depreciated then the upgrades can be
afforded more easily by the owners ( works like free market value with regard to the upgrades- flooring,
appliances, cabinets, doors- permanent things should be depreciated.Paint etc. probably should not be
depreciated ( is there a way to lower labor cost if an APCHA approved contractor is chosen???). That would be
helpful too and could save APCHA $ in the long run if homes are maintained and valued at the MAX( thus the
transaction recovery at sale is greater).
Don't bailout owners of their housing for deferred maintenance; no one bails out free market owners. Don't
provide anymore employee housing as it fuels growth; let employers figure out how they will house employees.
The stringent category system coupled with the inability to get a loan is ridiculous . For example , someone who
makes too much money to qualify for category 2 yet cannot get a loan is a conundrum . Don’t ya think
Proposition to increase ,buying and selling fees, up to 3% , is inacceptable!! A $3,000 fees was more than
enough, knowing all your employees have been pay with our taxes , already. Thank you
I think there should be a 3rd party rating system to rate the condition of units that are being sold & sellers
should be penalized for not keeping units up to certain standards.
There should be better structure when it comes to rentals. And not have property management just pick and
chose who they want in in big complexes like centennial for example. Let’s have a fair list. Also, sellers should
have a guideline of the minimum standard to sell their place. They shouldn’t be able to sell places with broken
roofs and/or appliances and get credit for it, just like buyer should expect a minimum standards when buying.
Make RO units a lottery system like the rest. Right now you can only buy one if you know someone who is
selling, never listed for those that need it, and then it becomes a competition of who can pay more under the
table. This Is an open door to corruption that happens in a great number of the sales. I know too many who
have bought an RO unit that came with a $30,000 couch or a $50,000 lawn mower or more. If you want to stop
corruption this one is an easy fix, make all RO units go to lottery when sold.
I love and I am thankful for the program but it is about to be stressed beyond governance. Centennial has
proven contributions to HOA’s are inadequate. I’m sick of living in fear. Fear that my complex will have a major
assessment. Fear that if I have a partner and stay at their house my neighbors will say I don’t live in my unit. If I
take work down valley or elsewhere temporarily to supplement my income I fear I’ll be turned in for
noncompliance. I wish I could buy my unit out right. I would pay alot more than its value under the deed
restrictions. If you are going to ask us to invest in our housing I believe it would be best if you made some
concessions as well.
Basically, you are totally out of touch with reality. Limit on $$ one can make, the crappy properties that are build
lousy and then to e pact owners to pay ridiculous HOA fees to try to maintain sub standard buildings. Then
owners have to sink so much money in and you wouldn’t put on the resale price and then you take a
commission. Basically, blood suckers!

Compliance / Enforcement
Summary: Balance of comments based around happiness of having a stronger focus on
compliance/enforcement while another portion says we should focus less on this area and more on others
(maintenance, etc.)
I am extremely grateful for my employee housing unit and the APCHA program. I've been very impressed with
the recent focus on compliance & people scamming the system and think that is so important and should
continue. I do really think that the HOA issue has major room for improvement though. Capital Reserve Funds
in HOA's is the only way to hold all owners somewhat accountable towards necessary improvements and
maintaining units and it's a little crazy that APCHA doesn't even know if all the units have an HOA. I realize this
would be a major undertaking and could not happen quickly but my opinion is APCHA should manage all
HOA's.
Give the program & staff some teeth to enforce minimum standards. Get politics out of the process. Stop
responding to every editorial - build a solid foundation of policy and procedure and base things on that. It feels
now that APCHA is very reactive to public opinion. That cuts into people's ability to be proactive.
Other communities still continue to look to Aspen to model their programs after. The new'ish director of housing
is taking steps towards the right direction. Compliance position will hopefully keep program honest and in check
Thank you for cracking down on people breaking the rules. Focus on low income housing not North 40 mansion
projects.
I, although I’m a huge supporter of the affordable housing program, feel that there has been a somewhat
hostile and arrogant attitude from APCHA. Certainly with the enforcement department, which can basically
frighten people with the threat of losing their home. I do think residents absolutely must abide by the rules
though, but sometimes there might be some gray area, and APCHA shouldn’t just go charging in with all
barrels blazing.
be open to exceptions. I.e. a resident that has significant illness, or family members out of area that need
assistance. Keep names of residents under investigation confidential during investigation period, do not force
retired workers to leave friends and family
continue to beef up enforcement. also it seems that rules evolve and/or change based on who you speak to at
the housing office. Consistency if off. I try to get everything in writing and keep copies
I would recommend not expanding your control valley wide. You can barely control the abuses of Aspen and
Pitkin county housing. I live in RO housing. Two units have been sold at AABC Rowhouses with the owners not
living here during the first two years. Also the owners have over the $900k of assents allowed. The HOA also
doesn't have exterior structure insurance and very low reserve funds. If and when we sell our unit, we will have
to lie to the buyers as we were lied to when we bought the structure. I feel, instead of patting yourselves on the
back and considering expanding your reach, you should concentrate on controlling the corruption that already
exists in your system.
It is massive undertaking, but I do feel there is unevenness in the way things go. Some people break rules all
the time, and there seems to be no incentive to do the right thing, no punishment.
New units should be a priority...not compliance. Come up with a plan for HOA maintenance for all properties in
system.
APCHA needs to grow a spine and call out owners who are cheating the system with their "service" animals.
Too many owners are full of shit when it comes to this, they have pets, not service dogs.
Spend more time on improvements to infrastructure and building more rental units. Stop the enforcement
emphasis that I've seen increasing. Try to not listen to the younger "entitled" complainers.
seek out people who are using their housing for personal financial gain by renting to people who don't qualify
as legal tenants and force them to pay back what they overcharged the renters
Stop the fraud. Trust funders with employee housing is bullshit. Taxes returns should be received on a yearly
basis. Proof of employment in Pitkin County full time should be demonstrated.
Recent non-compliance sample of 20 by Bethany Spitz included us. Handled very poorly and in a very
threatening manner, all because APCHA had incorrect email address for us. We did not appreciate the heavyhanded implication that we were non-compliant when we absolutely were not. Could have been handled much,
much differently! Left us with a very poor impression of APCHA when previous to this event we had a very
different and positive feeling about APCHA, and an excellent relationship with the agency.
GET RID OF THE DISHONEST ABUSERS
Enforce employment regulations

Compliance enforcement is key. I am constantly amazed at the number of owners who are in non compliance
with APCHA rules yet continue to live in employee housing.
Are there policies in place regarding APCHA ownership and disciplinary actions for perpetually offending
owners? My particular neighbor is a hoarder and she has an unruly, unsupervised teenage son who has
caused neighborhood destruction. Can those owners be forced to sell?
Thanks for hiring the Compliance officer, it's time to clean up the program and make it true and fair for all.
Additionally, I'd love to see a formal program that allows homeowners to update/upgrade their units and be able
to recover a portion of the funds when selling. A proper program would encourage updates and help keep the
stock in good shape.
Kick mulchahy out of employee housing already. He is making a mockery of the program, and emboldening
others to also ignore the rules. His piece of crap truck looks like junk parked sideways across the sidewalk
leaking oil leaving permanent marks in the cement. The rest of the junk that he calls art just clutters up the
neighborhood. Also in Burlingame, last year a letter to homeowners was circulated about cleaning up the
common area sidewalk/porches between units. Then, not only was there no enforcement, but when I asked
about it I was told "we were directed actually not to enforce that". Another shining example of incompetence for
enforcing rules already in the HOA.
Keep up the good work on compliance
Every day I am very grateful for my affordable housing. With that said I have repeatedly notified Julie Kieffer on
a few people owning employee housing and renting it out and even supplied addresses where the violators
were currently living. In one instance she asked me why I had such a vendetta against this person and another
she was too busy a her desk to look into the complaint. She is even aware of someone violating in her own
neighborhood right under her nose. Some people in town say she is corrupt.
APCHA should work harder to qualify employees rather than work so hard to disqualify and exclude locals who
have worked and lived in Pitkin County for over 40 years. Asset caps can disqualify employees with limited
income and retirement savings.
If the rules are easily written, the compliance issues should be easier thus costing less money to operate the
association.
1. Build better quality, basic housing. The money the City and my HOA has spent to fix bad construction in my
complex is a total joke! 2. Enforce the housing rules, I know several owners who have or are currently openly
breaking the general housing rules and they know the chances of getting caught is slim to none. 3. Make sure
the HOA's are operated correctly and that the HOA rules are being enforced along with all city and state laws
and codes are being enforced at the properties.
Our HOA hasn’t had a meeting in three years and they refuse to comply. My neighbor always rents her condo
and now only had to work part time. Complaints aren’t followed up or I’m told it’s not their problem.
The impression in the community is that APHCA favors city & county employees and is not even handed. I
know of city & APCHA employees that were allowed to buy units with more bedrooms then they were qualified
for.
Please enforce or scrap the dog policy at Burlingame, everyone now has a dog. It is so easy to get a support
animal certificate online, and it’s getting abused. Also can we please set up a dog go to area around phase 2
for people to take their dogs to the bathroom, as lots of children play on the grass areas and just cleaning dog
poop of the grass doesn’t clean the grass and dogs peeing anywhere and then kids playing. It would be nice to
have a designated area for all pets to do its business.
I think increased enforcement is critical. There are too many units not being used according to the rules.
Stop people scamming the housing system. Abuse is taking place and abuse of property managangments
companies toward homeowners .
I love and I am thankful for the program but it is about to be stressed beyond governance. Centennial has
proven contributions to HOA’s are inadequate. I’m sick of living in fear. Fear that my complex will have a major
assessment. Fear that if I have a partner and stay at their house my neighbors will say I don’t live in my unit. If I
take work down valley or elsewhere temporarily to supplement my income I fear I’ll be turned in for
noncompliance. I wish I could buy my unit out right. I would pay alot more than its value under the deed
restrictions. If you are going to ask us to invest in our housing I believe it would be best if you made some
concessions as well.
Thank you for starting to police the housing. Abuse of our system by a some folks was getting A little out of
hand. As someone who played by the rules for 7 years and finally won the lottery, I appreciate our system. It’s
the gold standard of all mountain towns at the end of the day.
enforcement agents emit the wrong tone for Aspen, especially when APCHA is over budget

Allow more funds to investigate fraud. 2 owners in my complex do not work, or do not work the minimum hours
needed to own a unit, but they have a friend who is a notary who will sign off on their lies.
I know the the APCHA is trying to deal with non compliance issues. However valid those issues may be, it
appears that they are taking an aggressive confrontational tone. At least that is how they appear to me in the
media and on their website. Any opportunity to be positive and value all the thankful and compliant people in
employee housing would be much obliged. Thank you for this opportunity to give feedback. It is a good step in
the right direction.
Need better housing accommodations for the Adult professionals that live here. That means even those making
in the range of 300k per household as that is what it takes to raise a family here but still not nearly enough to
own 90% of the homes from here to GWS 2-3 bdrm units that can house a family. Also need to find a way to
properly vet those entering housing. Enforcement for those already in housing really only needs to be if they're
renting on VRBO or to non Pitco employees.
Keep working hard finding cheaters

APCHA Operations
Summary: Suggestions on new operating procedures and continued transparency.
1. There are far more people in employee housing who are responsible, rule-abiding members of the
community than not. Please recognize this. 2. The extremely poor build quality of the units is the biggest
reason capital reserves are low, not irresponsibility of homeowners. When you are fixing siding and roofs five or
ten years into the life of your complex, you are spending money that should be in the bank for 20 more years or
more. If you build quality units now, you will help save money in the long run. 3. Pegging appreciation to CPI
and then charging a 3 percent sales fee means that in some cases you are wiping out more than three years of
appreciation. That's not right. Since the city is not spending its housing dollars, ask them for funding, don't take
3 percent from a homeowner who is seeing less than 1 percent appreciation per year. 4. ANyone who calls the
housing office with a question or a concern is often confronted with a culture of "no!" Employee housing owners
are not the enemy and the housing office is not their overlords. You serve the community. We ARE the
community. 5. You have front and center on your website that "employee housing is a privilege, not a right." But
employee housing owners and renters do HAVE rights. You expect them to act like responsible owners, but
there's an implication that they're living in their units at your discretion. That kind of demeaning attitude is why
people are so reluctant to take your surveys. They don't completely trust you. Build that trust. You're all good
people trying to do the right thing. That really came through at the last meeting you had to explain capital
improvements and permitting. There was a clear attitude of, "We're here to help you." It was nice. Keep that up!
Currently there are no regulations for current owners to uphold their properties. Then someone wins the lottery
for a place that has more repair needs in cost than total value. This individual is given ultimatum, pay for the
repairs or we’ll give it to the next person on the list. Completely unfair for someone to run a place into the
ground and get their money back. APCHA HAS to do a better job and fast. Everyone doesn’t have the luxury of
winning new Burlingame housing. I also don’t like the rule that an individual living in Burlingame isn’t
considered in complex when trying to move from phase 2 to phase 1. Moving from newer to older in my mind
makes sense and should be allowed. Having the restriction in for moving older to newer would still require
lottery.
Give the program & staff some teeth to enforce minimum standards. Get politics out of the process. Stop
responding to every editorial - build a solid foundation of policy and procedure and base things on that. It feels
now that APCHA is very reactive to public opinion. That cuts into people's ability to be proactive.
from what I see in the papers there are issues with people winning APCHA lotteries and finding the unit in bad
shape. APCHA should not have drawings on units that are not move in ready. also, APCHA housing should be
for people working in the valley who have low to moderate incomes. there are a lot of large expensive homes in
the inventory. the need for smaller units for single people and for low to moderate income families is more
important than subsidizing those who have large incomes. this is for both rental and owner units.
Yes, you need to change the way you place employees in categories. I know so many wealthy trust funders
living in low category housing and those of us that work are asses off cant even afford to live in the categories
you place us in because we are honest about our incomes and cant hide them. Why do you include a
percentage of our 401 & 457 retirement balances toward our net assets when you know we cant use that
money to purchase an employee unit, especially for those of us that have worked for the city for a long time
and plan on working another 10 plus years before retirement. I have worked for the city for 23 years and when I
retire in 10 years I will need to move because I cannot afford any employee units in my category. WHY??? The
category 1 & 2 units are the best units and tend to go to those that hide income. Category 3 & 4 are completely
un-affordable to any hard working single parent when you add in the monthly dues!!! If you can afford a
$500,000.00 unit why do you qualify for employee housing??? Need to do much better checks on people
applying for available units. I know one girl that made into a two bedroom lottery using her niece as the 2nd
person and her niece does not even live in CO. How did that happen??? and she is a trust funder who only
shows income on a part time job but receives a huge trust every month??? Also people purchasing free market
units under a trust or LLC and living in employee units?? This stuff is not difficult to find out about. Please, a
category 2 unit and the owners are driving around in brand new Range Rovers and traveling around the world
all the time, and yes neither one of them is currently working. Yes this is happening right now under your
noses, I personally know the couple.
APCHA should own up to the mistakes made during the initial stages of the program. APCHA should take
responsibility for the lack of planning for the aging units and the lack of foresight for residents improving units.
As the "middle-man" in the buying/selling scenario, APCHA can't take the money and run away from the other
financial aspects of the transaction like it historically has done. The demand for housing has been high from the
beginning which created a system where there is no room for a lottery winner to remedy situations (inspections,

interior improvements and structural problems) that a normal homebuyer has the option to remedy prior to
closing. Historically, lottery winners have been forced to buy for better or worse because there are no other
choices. City Council and APSCHA have utterly failed to recognize that reality. They deny any responsibility
(even though the money goes into their coffers at each sale). Both entities refuse to address the toughest
problems. They're happy with building the inventory and depositing the checks.
Thankful to Housing Authority for our family’s opportunity to live and work and make here our home.
Apcha is a fantastic program, and is why I am able to live in Pitkin the bulk of my adult life. I know that people
would sell their units and move somewhere else if they could afford to.any incentive to be able to sell move and
open up housing that is desperately needed. Instead what happens is housing that needs repair is being sold,
sometimes repairs are taken out of sale. I don't believe you should be financially penalized for owning an apcha
home. Whether it's in Woody Creek, n 40, or centennial. Affordability of necessary repairs to homes has to be
part of apcha. A drowning person needs a lifeline.
APCHA has a hard job. It will need continual refinement as the program matures, and from what I hear, APCHA
is tweaking its managerial direction as such changes present themselves. Good Job in my opinion. Thanks for
your efforts!
Always city & assistant mgr scapegoating program. I have been in this program since 1980. I watch and see
contradictory actions regarding a good socialized program. Do something with lumber yard please.
If someone does sight unseen lottery and refuses, they should be banned from future lotteries for 1y
More Respect for Home Owners! Do not treat us like Renters! STOP violating recognized established Federal
Fair Housing Regulations!
I would recommend not expanding your control valley wide. You can barely control the abuses of Aspen and
Pitkin county housing. I live in RO housing. Two units have been sold at AABC Rowhouses with the owners not
living here during the first two years. Also the owners have over the $900k of assents allowed. The HOA also
doesn't have exterior structure insurance and very low reserve funds. If and when we sell our unit, we will have
to lie to the buyers as we were lied to when we bought the structure. I feel, instead of patting yourselves on the
back and considering expanding your reach, you should concentrate on controlling the corruption that already
exists in your system.
What has APCHA done to find a solution for Centennial? Why isn't APCHA taking the lead on the single
biggest issue confronting it? I'm not a Centennial homeowner, but it is the elephant in the room. This needs to
be addressed to show the executive leadership of APCHA is good enough for the challenges that lie ahead.
More control over hoa management is needed in some housing complexes. Rules are selectively enforced and
everyday tasks are overlooked and ignored (i.e. snow removal, parking, common area light timers off schedule,
etc.) Walkthrough procedures with housing sale inconsistant. When we moved into current location, house was
a disaster, food still in fridge and cupboards, carpet nasty, cat hair everywhere (no pets allowed). When I
contacted apcha about said issues I was told "well if you don't want the place we can put it back on the market
or give it to the next person."
Woody creek metro board is a mess. No oversight, no structure, if there was An option for our family with pets
to move to suitable housing we would in a second. This metro district has been a nightmare for the 14 years we
have lived here with no end in sight. Some kind of oversight from a governmental body would be awesome.
It is massive undertaking, but I do feel there is unevenness in the way things go. Some people break rules all
the time, and there seems to be no incentive to do the right thing, no punishment.
I don't see the listings in the Daily News any more. I think it's important to publicize those, either in the
newspaper or the APCHA newsletter. Both for-sale and rentals.
Many of the rules are ridiculous and out of date. Our house is 30+ years old and it would be cheaper to tear it
down and replace it than to repair all the issues we inherited, but we are not allowed to do that. No common
sense to the system.
Dog policies should be relaxed
Overall great job. I would like to see easier and more flexible options for upgrades to owner units. For example,
cabinets, oven, etc.
There has to be some better way then pulling names out of a hat for the housing lottery. Even if you've been
hear for 12 years you get beat out by people that have been here the minimum.
I love my apartment, I live at Centennial. APCHA really has to make sure the Maintenance is done yearly and
not left for years and years....
I think APCHA is moving in a positive direction and while it will take some time to improve, it will happen.
Treat your Pitkin County partners with the respect due "equal" partners. They started the whole program. The
city is a bully.

We are immensely grateful for the opportunity to buy an APCHA home; we would not be here, able to raise our
family, without this housing. This cannot be overstated. Yet, working with APCHA's bureaucracy and rulebound staff for more than a decade has been equally frustrating. We follow the letter and spirit of affordable
housing but anytime we have had to interact with staff, we are treated as if we are trying to get away with
something, met with skepticism and stiff arms. Despite all the gratitude I feel for our home, when I think of
APCHA, I feel disappointment. So much missed opportunity to engage and support the community.
Stop the fraud. Trust funders with employee housing is bullshit. Taxes returns should be received on a yearly
basis. Proof of employment in Pitkin County full time should be demonstrated.
More accountability for those selling units to honor the sellers contract that they sign. To clean the unit etc.
APCHA does not enforce it. Get sellers to give $2000 to APCHA and they can get it back if the unit is passed
over clean and in working order.
A few specifics: 1. I don't understand how 1 million dollar plus homes in Burlingame best serves our
community. I understand surgeons need homes as well, but at some price point, don't free market options
become available? ...seems like we could have housed more intermediate income folks in that space. 2. The
city is selling off a home a co-worker was renting by the Ice Garden (featured in the local paper a couple
months ago - Hyman Ave?). The co-worker was a local Physical Therapist, his wife a Nurse in the HHS
building, and they have two children. The potential sale of the home they had lived in for years gave them an
opportunity to leave the valley, which they did. The valley lost two healthcare professionals, at least partially,
because the city put their employee housing up for sale. I want to make sure ALL the money from that sale
goes back into affordable housing, as the city has claimed will happen. I hope folks in the right positions are
keeping an eye on that property. 3. I appreciate the ramped up efforts to enforce rules and stop abuses of an
affordable housing system that we are very fortunate to have - enforcements should continue. However, as an
owner of a house in Aspen Village, I don't understand why I shouldn't be able to rent my property (airBnB etc.)
while I'm away on a vacation as long as I meet my obligations of 1500 hours working in the valley each year. I
think the regulations may need some refining. 4. Finally, I am happy with my house, which I couldn't own
without the work of the county and APCHA. But, many of my peers - 30-something graduate degree-holding
professionals, many with young families - are having a hard time making it in this valley because they have
very limited options for buying housing. I think this population of highly trained and specialized workers who
make good, but not great money, can sometimes get left behind in the system of subsidies. We make too much
to get help with things like healthcare and taxes. Any savings we have counts against us in the housing
categories system. We spend the great majority our money on taxes, housing, and daycare - the extreme cost
of living here doesn't allow us to get ahead in any way. We need skilled workers who can live prosperous lives
and retire comfortably at 65. As a valley-wide community, we need to put a lot of thought into how our housing
system helps retain those people who could live much more financially sound lives elsewhere.
Get real about allowing pets in homes that are owned (not rented). Times have changed, let's not use the
emotional support animal "work around" for decades to come.
When I purchased my 1983 mobile home (Smuggler Run), I did it because my daughter and I were in jeopardy
of losing our Truscott apartment and it was the best option for us at the time. I was thrilled that I won the
housing lottery, I still am. However, the inspection came back with several items needed and I was told that I
could either take it or leave it because someone would and that there was no room for negotiation. I was forced
to pay more than the home was worth. The sellers were able to live in a home, never maintain it or handle any
issues and then move out getting full price for the home. I found out a month after I had purchased the home
that I owned a retaining wall (NEVER DISCLOSED) and that is was in serious need of repair or it could
collapse. The cost would be $30K. I then had to replace the roof which is not a cheap ticket item (due to leaks),
the radon needed mitigated, the windows were cracked and needed new glass, the dryer they left caught on
fire, there were two gas leaks (one in the furnace and one in a line to the house), they left tons of personal
items I had to remove off of the property, the walls and floors were saturated heavily with smoke and had to be
painted and replaced, the roof had leaked and caused significant mold and water damage to the water heater
closet, the house still needs new siding/to be painted as it is molding and falling off the sides, the gutters all
need replaced, the front door has settled and there is a huge air gap and needs to be rebuilt. The costs are
SIGNIFICANT and also the reason the other trailers are not being maintained. Something has to be done about
this. These homes need to be restructured ASAP. This is not the way that these homes should be maintained
or the way that to treat the buyers. Yes, back when they were new, sure...it worked, but these need to be
restructured immediately. The buyers need the ability to make these repairs and the means to do so, you
cannot just put them in inhabitable homes and tell them to take it or leave it. It is not good business and I do not
believe any of you would want to be treated that way. Mobile homes need to be RO. They need to be looked at
individually because some need more repairs than others and these are not all just units within the same
complex with the same walls and same structures and equipment. Thank you.

Understanding that the affordable housing program and all of its various designations is a complicated and at
times difficult program to administer (and notwithstanding how grateful I am for it), I would like to see APCHA
undertake a stronger education role in overseeing the program than an adversarial one. Strongly stressing the
governing documents of the relevant HOA to a buyer along with APCHA's guidelines and compliance rules
might help prevent unnecessary brain damage and hostility for all parties concerned in the future. Stressing
positively early on what is expected of a new homeowner and perhaps establishing contact with the new
homeowner's HOA board to also encourage educating that individual on the HOA governing documents might
eliminate possible confusion and non-compliance later on. The information "burden" should be shared by all
entities. Thank you.
I am not in a position to consider downsizing for a while. but when that comes, it would be great to create some
incentive to making me do it... I live in one of the best APCHA houses there is and I will eventually not need a 3
bedrooms. However, there is no incentive to downsize. One idea I have is to offer me a higher return on my
investment (5% vs 3%, for instance) so that I can afford to make the move to a lower free market unit possibly
or just move to another APCHA unit that fits my needs
I was very disappointed with the quality of my unit. I bought it brand new but it came with several defects. The
"warranty" program administered thru the city of Aspen does not work well. Several requests and lots of time
has passed and not all issues have been resolved yet. Last but not least, the property management at
Burlingame Ranch is awful. Inefficient, unresponsive and entitled. Nothing gets done and there seems to be a
lot confusion about roles and responsibility between the HOA and management. Overall chaotic and
disappointing. Lots can be improved.
Decision making by APCHA is sclerotic. The City Council needs to be more engaged with the problems with
affordable housing. Barry Crook acts as a barrier between APCHA and City Council and between homeowners
and City Council. City Council gives him directives that he ignores. Amazing that HOA's actually have to
engage in lawsuits in order to get any action. Pathetic.
This survey is a farce. Under the new executive director, APCHA has stopped serving the community and has
adopted a police-state approach to justify bigger budgets. $450/housing unit for a computer system?! A directelected board is the most obvious solution, as the current selection process lacks independence/backbone.
Get control of HOA's. Ours keeps raising the fees in what feels like a nonsustainable way. They also have no
governance. As a new homeowner is a pretty unfair situation to walk into as our HOA consists of our neighbors.
It would be better if APCHA hired 3rd party HOAs for every housing property.
APCHA should participate in ensuring that properties are maintained. Owners should be penalized for not
keeping up their homes when it comes time to sell. HOAs should undergo yearly inspections by an APCHA
agent to confirm that they are maintaining shared infrastructure appropriately. APCHA/City of Aspen should be
banking land close to the urban center for future housing development or open space reserves (why didn't they
buy the USFS land?!) Kicking workers out of units upon retirement does not support a healthy community.
APCHA board should remain comprised of dedicated community members, not elected officials, and should be
given more authority/decision-making power than they currently have.
Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback. This is the first time we’ve been asked to contribute, and it is
refreshing. We are so lucky to have this program in our community, and it is just about the only thing that has
(barely) saved Aspen from becoming a hollowed-out shell, void of all but the one percent. As with so many
issues in Aspen, the genesis of the program is critical; it should be respected and honored. I believe it was
intended as community housing for people at all stages of live, not simply those in the workforce. It bothers me
that the current manager of the program is fostering a less inclusive narrative that runs counter to the original
Aspen value of appreciating all community members for their varied contributions. It is agonizing to see people
being pitted against each other, young vs old, in this retiree housing question, when the real cause of the
problem, the larger economic forces of inequality, go unquestioned. Aspen was a leader on this issue, and it
could be again. Just as those who created this program had to fight political battles and invest time and dollars
to make it happen, those who want to see more housing options today need to work within the system to build
more, demand more, and be creative, and not simply cannibalize the program we have now.
RO housing gets no help financially so should not have any of your rules! Or you can help pay for infrastructure! It is almost impossible to make 1500 hours working 2 seasonal jobs in this valley. That number is a
joke!!
Work with the town of Snowmass to create fairness. Snowmass employees are eligible for APCHA housing
however Pitkin County employees are last priority in Snowmass Housing. A couple with 40 years combined
work history in Pitkin County has less priority than a single person with 1 year snowmass work history. Does
not make sense...
Don't bailout owners of their housing for deferred maintenance; no one bails out free market owners. Don't
provide anymore employee housing as it fuels growth; let employers figure out how they will house employees.

When an APCHA owner retires, there was some talk about allowing that owner to leave for 6 months per year
thus freeing the unit for another worker to live in for that period of time. Is this official already?
APCHA acts more like we are there for them rather than they are helping us.
think it would be great to allow APCHA home owners to allow a 1 week vacation rental. Many locals have
seasonal jobs and travel, and this could help with finances, and alleviate rental violations. Something to
consider.
APCHA should work harder to qualify employees rather than work so hard to disqualify and exclude locals who
have worked and lived in Pitkin County for over 40 years. Asset caps can disqualify employees with limited
income and retirement savings.
If the rules are easily written, the compliance issues should be easier thus costing less money to operate the
association.
More opportunities to rent out while away for extended time for seniors.
Biggest suggestion is to find a better way to communicate with owners effectively. I've sent many emails in the
past with questions regarding requirements for capital improvements. I received zero responses. it feels like all
APCHA cares about at the end of the day, is sales and fees.
The stringent category system coupled with the inability to get a loan is ridiculous . For example , someone who
makes too much money to qualify for category 2 yet cannot get a loan is a conundrum . Don’t ya think
APCHA is an excellent program which, unfortunately, was never reviewed comprehensively by elected or paid
governmental officials since the program's inception in 1972. The appointed Boards have been ineffectual in
part because of changes in the IGAs, as well as lack of leadership by prior directors and City/County
management and elected officials. As one of the community's greatest assets, it is appropriately undergoing a
comprehensive review. It is also imperative that the message to the public about this program which is integral
to the success of Aspen and the Roaring Fork Valley be presented in a positive fashion.
Be more helpful with hoa boards when it comes to how to run their units. No one at Apcha offers advice. There
is no one to turn to when boards need guidance
Proposition to increase ,buying and selling fees, up to 3% , is inacceptable!! A $3,000 fees was more than
enough, knowing all your employees have been pay with our taxes , already. Thank you
The impression in the community is that APHCA favors city & county employees and is not even handed. I
know of city & APCHA employees that were allowed to buy units with more bedrooms then they were qualified
for.
I realize housing is becoming harder to find and a big impact on that is the VRBO and airBNB properties as well
as older homes being purchased, remodeled and rented for a larger price tag, but this is an issue in most
places, not just RFV. It's happening on the front range and larger cities across the country. I have been living
here 25 years and it took over 20 to finally have the opportunity to purchase employee housing. It's hard to get
but it's also an amazing opportunity, not a right. You are literally winning a lottery. I know there is a vocal group
in Aspen that wants to make a lot of changes but housing is hard in many places, not just here, and you have
to get creative, live together, that is reality. The one change I can support is the possibility of increasing the wait
period to more than 4 years to purchase employee housing. That may help secure a population that is very
committed to the community for a life time. As someone who has been here almost 3 decades, our older, local
population adds a ton of benefit and character to this town and I would hate to see that get pushed out. The
APCHA has always worked well in my opinion, and at times I didn't live in employee housing, but you make
due, working as many jobs as necessary and having as many roommates as needed to stay here. It would be
great to have more rentals properties, as a business owner in Aspen, it is difficult to get and maintain
employees due to this issue, however it's not just a problem with the APCHA, it's valley wide and related to how
the whole home rental business is working now, as I mentioned above, and that is out of the control of the
APCHA.
I think the program is important and has great intentions. It is becoming overly administrative. Smart regulations
are fine, but careful about getting too over zealous.
APCHA is a program with an impossible task--to make the unaffordable, affordable. APCHA's task has become
even more challenging now that moving down-valley is not longer an affordable option. The new choice for the
Aspen working class is to secure APCHA housing or leave the valley for good. I believe APCHA's mission
should be to provide an opportunity for those who have committed themselves to the Aspen area the ability to
stay. This means providing housing in a variety of formats and sizes. I have noticed a propensity for 1-bedroom
housing to be built recently, which i great. I live in a 1-bed apartment and am lucky to have it. However, as I
look to the possible future of starting a family, I have extremely-limited options for a larger unit. We want to stay
in Aspen, but we can't live in a 1-bedroom apartment forever.

some of the unfairness/infractions of purchase lies within those working for apcha itself; getting a larger unit
because of falsifications on applying. In a small town it is difficult to keep personalities out of decision-making
by the apcha department and/or individual condo assoc., so perhaps hire a person who is the director of each
assoc. who oversees the running of each complex? Also, the current attorney hired by apcha is a real joke totally inept in implementing and showing the proper behavior and decisions of a legally trained individual!
There should be better structure when it comes to rentals. And not have property management just pick and
chose who they want in in big complexes like centennial for example. Let’s have a fair list. Also, sellers should
have a guideline of the minimum standard to sell their place. They shouldn’t be able to sell places with broken
roofs and/or appliances and get credit for it, just like buyer should expect a minimum standards when buying.
Make RO units a lottery system like the rest. Right now you can only buy one if you know someone who is
selling, never listed for those that need it, and then it becomes a competition of who can pay more under the
table. This Is an open door to corruption that happens in a great number of the sales. I know too many who
have bought an RO unit that came with a $30,000 couch or a $50,000 lawn mower or more. If you want to stop
corruption this one is an easy fix, make all RO units go to lottery when sold.
I love and I am thankful for the program but it is about to be stressed beyond governance. Centennial has
proven contributions to HOA’s are inadequate. I’m sick of living in fear. Fear that my complex will have a major
assessment. Fear that if I have a partner and stay at their house my neighbors will say I don’t live in my unit. If I
take work down valley or elsewhere temporarily to supplement my income I fear I’ll be turned in for
noncompliance. I wish I could buy my unit out right. I would pay alot more than its value under the deed
restrictions. If you are going to ask us to invest in our housing I believe it would be best if you made some
concessions as well.
Stop being used as a pawn of our govts elected officials and staff in order to make them feel morally superior
while they denigrate and castigate the owners and renters who are desperately trying to survive within this
flawed and neglected program
Spend some money and build more housing like Annie Mitchell. Quit waiting for Fornell and do it yourselves.
APCHA has plenty of money in the bank, spend it before Aspen is all old people and it’s too late. Make the
developers pay more, duh!!! They don’t deserve how easy they get out of employee housing.
The affordable housing program should be considered a critical infrastructure to this region. The current
program is something my family truly appreciates and is grateful for those who had the foresight to create and
grow the program. It truly helps make the economy work a bit smoother than without it. We appreciate your
time surveying your customers. It might have been helpful to inquire about which neighborhood the
respondents live to see if there are any noticeable issues specific to a particular area. Thank you!
Some ideas that would be nice : - more family-type units such as townhomes, duplexes, row houses, or modest
single family homes. -units with the ability to be expanded to add another bedroom/bathroom (at the owners
expense). -the ability to rightsize within the deed-restricted community. If I find a retired couple in a single
family home that desires to trade with my smaller condo, we should be able to approach APHCA to make such
a transfer happen with ease. Inter-program transfers so that size or location better fits current owners should be
encouraged by APCHA. -community housing is what keeps this town vibrant. We need retirees (who have
worked and laid down roots) to be able to retain housing where their friends and family are. Likewise for kids
who grow up in employee housing and want to continue to live and work in the hometown they love as adults. If
we only cater to seasonal young singles, there will be no investment in community. -a slight advantage in the
lottery for professions who serve the community with invaluable and highly specific skill sets such as teachers,
police, EMS/911 dispatchers, nurses, and physicians And . . . I am so thankful to be able to afford to live where
I work. I wish APCHA the best during these transitional times.
enforcement agents emit the wrong tone for Aspen, especially when APCHA is over budget
Implement incentive program for owners to maintain units and to ensure value of home matches income
category
APCHA has given us nothing but hassles. Aspen village was already a subdivision in reality, since the mid
1960’s. We were forced to go under APCHA guidelines for approval of our “subdivision” 30 years later. There
was a bridge loan. It was paid with interest. But approval for our “subdivision “ was held up at the last second,
unless we agreed to come under APCHA guidelines. We need housing here. In general, I like and appreciate
the work you do to provide more housing. But in our case, we had our own housing. You simply forced/coerced
us under your program
Reduce substantially the city permit fees on any capital improvement or maintenance item requiring a permit.
Basically, you are totally out of touch with reality. Limit on $$ one can make, the crappy properties that are build
lousy and then to e pact owners to pay ridiculous HOA fees to try to maintain sub standard buildings. Then

owners have to sink so much money in and you wouldn’t put on the resale price and then you take a
commission. Basically, blood suckers!
Support community involvement Lessen Employment as a service to the community Quit supporting employers
with indentured service
I know the the APCHA is trying to deal with non compliance issues. However valid those issues may be, it
appears that they are taking an aggressive confrontational tone. At least that is how they appear to me in the
media and on their website. Any opportunity to be positive and value all the thankful and compliant people in
employee housing would be much obliged. Thank you for this opportunity to give feedback. It is a good step in
the right direction.
The gals at housing can be really rude. The categories are rediculous.
I’m all for dissolving APCHA as it stands now. They are full of headstrong leaders who put ego before empathy.
They refused to help us as homeowners while our HOA abused us and showed zero aptitude for how they
could have been better. Shameful. Ron Erickson illegally manages HOA’s without the proper certifications from
the State of Colorado. Nobody cares though...
Apcha needs to stop trying to control Smuggler Park which it keeps I assisting is Affordable housing but which
technically is not since it does not conform to the definitions of RO housing and has no cap on income, owning
other properties, appreciation, work requirements, etc etc
I think you should have board members who are citizens of the awesome community to guide, assist, and
support the vision.
I do believe that people should be able to retire in employee housing. If people have put in the time to serve
this community, they deserve to be able to stay in their current housing. I also believe that the age that
someone retires in employee should be examined. I would suggest that instead of only using the retirement
age, you also consider using time worked in Pitkin County. For example, either 30 years of employment or age
67. This way people who have worked hard, saved, and invested wisely can retire earlier if they so choose.
Forcing everyone to wait until 67 until retirement isn't fair to those that work really hard so that they can retire
early.
Allowing more time for seniors to travel and be away from their units.
Need better housing accommodations for the Adult professionals that live here. That means even those making
in the range of 300k per household as that is what it takes to raise a family here but still not nearly enough to
own 90% of the homes from here to GWS 2-3 bdrm units that can house a family. Also need to find a way to
properly vet those entering housing. Enforcement for those already in housing really only needs to be if they're
renting on VRBO or to non Pitco employees.
More transparency please

APCHA Staff
Summary: Many positve comments about positives interactions with APCHA staff. Negative comments
surround rudeness and rules "changing" based on who you talk to.
1. There are far more people in employee housing who are responsible, rule-abiding members of the
community than not. Please recognize this. 2. The extremely poor build quality of the units is the biggest
reason capital reserves are low, not irresponsibility of homeowners. When you are fixing siding and roofs five or
ten years into the life of your complex, you are spending money that should be in the bank for 20 more years or
more. If you build quality units now, you will help save money in the long run. 3. Pegging appreciation to CPI
and then charging a 3 percent sales fee means that in some cases you are wiping out more than three years of
appreciation. That's not right. Since the city is not spending its housing dollars, ask them for funding, don't take
3 percent from a homeowner who is seeing less than 1 percent appreciation per year. 4. ANyone who calls the
housing office with a question or a concern is often confronted with a culture of "no!" Employee housing owners
are not the enemy and the housing office is not their overlords. You serve the community. We ARE the
community. 5. You have front and center on your website that "employee housing is a privilege, not a right." But
employee housing owners and renters do HAVE rights. You expect them to act like responsible owners, but
there's an implication that they're living in their units at your discretion. That kind of demeaning attitude is why
people are so reluctant to take your surveys. They don't completely trust you. Build that trust. You're all good
people trying to do the right thing. That really came through at the last meeting you had to explain capital
improvements and permitting. There was a clear attitude of, "We're here to help you." It was nice. Keep that up!
I, although I’m a huge supporter of the affordable housing program, feel that there has been a somewhat
hostile and arrogant attitude from APCHA. Certainly with the enforcement department, which can basically
frighten people with the threat of losing their home. I do think residents absolutely must abide by the rules
though, but sometimes there might be some gray area, and APCHA shouldn’t just go charging in with all
barrels blazing.
continue to beef up enforcement. also it seems that rules evolve and/or change based on who you speak to at
the housing office. Consistency if off. I try to get everything in writing and keep copies
Great job Mike and staff! Please keep yourselves independent.
APCHA has a hard job. It will need continual refinement as the program matures, and from what I hear, APCHA
is tweaking its managerial direction as such changes present themselves. Good Job in my opinion. Thanks for
your efforts!
What has APCHA done to find a solution for Centennial? Why isn't APCHA taking the lead on the single
biggest issue confronting it? I'm not a Centennial homeowner, but it is the elephant in the room. This needs to
be addressed to show the executive leadership of APCHA is good enough for the challenges that lie ahead.
housing office staff are great
Pam in the office is fantastic and has a great attitude and some great ideas for APCHA to be better for people
that follow the rules and actually take care of their properties you should listen to her. Others in the office are
rude and arrogant.
Pam in the office is fantastic and has a great attitude and some great ideas for APCHA to be better for people
that follow the rules and actually take care of their properties you should listen to her. Others in the office are
rude and arrogant.
More control over hoa management is needed in some housing complexes. Rules are selectively enforced and
everyday tasks are overlooked and ignored (i.e. snow removal, parking, common area light timers off schedule,
etc.) Walkthrough procedures with housing sale inconsistant. When we moved into current location, house was
a disaster, food still in fridge and cupboards, carpet nasty, cat hair everywhere (no pets allowed). When I
contacted apcha about said issues I was told "well if you don't want the place we can put it back on the market
or give it to the next person."
It has been a great experience and a wonderful opportunity to live and work in Aspen! Pam is amazing!
You guys are awesome - thanks for all your hard work and making Aspen a better place!
My recent contact to resolve an issue was handled in a quick and successful manner.
We are immensely grateful for the opportunity to buy an APCHA home; we would not be here, able to raise our
family, without this housing. This cannot be overstated. Yet, working with APCHA's bureaucracy and rulebound staff for more than a decade has been equally frustrating. We follow the letter and spirit of affordable
housing but anytime we have had to interact with staff, we are treated as if we are trying to get away with

something, met with skepticism and stiff arms. Despite all the gratitude I feel for our home, when I think of
APCHA, I feel disappointment. So much missed opportunity to engage and support the community.
Recent non-compliance sample of 20 by Bethany Spitz included us. Handled very poorly and in a very
threatening manner, all because APCHA had incorrect email address for us. We did not appreciate the heavyhanded implication that we were non-compliant when we absolutely were not. Could have been handled much,
much differently! Left us with a very poor impression of APCHA when previous to this event we had a very
different and positive feeling about APCHA, and an excellent relationship with the agency.
Decision making by APCHA is sclerotic. The City Council needs to be more engaged with the problems with
affordable housing. Barry Crook acts as a barrier between APCHA and City Council and between homeowners
and City Council. City Council gives him directives that he ignores. Amazing that HOA's actually have to
engage in lawsuits in order to get any action. Pathetic.
This survey is a farce. Under the new executive director, APCHA has stopped serving the community and has
adopted a police-state approach to justify bigger budgets. $450/housing unit for a computer system?! A directelected board is the most obvious solution, as the current selection process lacks independence/backbone.
Julie, Pam and Cindy are fantastic to work with. Thanks!
Every day I am very grateful for my affordable housing. With that said I have repeatedly notified Julie Kieffer on
a few people owning employee housing and renting it out and even supplied addresses where the violators
were currently living. In one instance she asked me why I had such a vendetta against this person and another
she was too busy a her desk to look into the complaint. She is even aware of someone violating in her own
neighborhood right under her nose. Some people in town say she is corrupt.
Be more helpful with hoa boards when it comes to how to run their units. No one at Apcha offers advice. There
is no one to turn to when boards need guidance
Office staff is very friendly and helpful
I think the program is important and has great intentions. It is becoming overly administrative. Smart regulations
are fine, but careful about getting too over zealous.
enforcement agents emit the wrong tone for Aspen, especially when APCHA is over budget
some of the unfairness/infractions of purchase lies within those working for apcha itself; getting a larger unit
because of falsifications on applying. In a small town it is difficult to keep personalities out of decision-making
by the apcha department and/or individual condo assoc., so perhaps hire a person who is the director of each
assoc. who oversees the running of each complex? Also, the current attorney hired by apcha is a real joke totally inept in implementing and showing the proper behavior and decisions of a legally trained individual!
The gals at housing can be really rude. The categories are rediculous.

Miscellaneous

Summary: Majority of comments thanks about the ability to live in the Roaring Foark Area, many said they would not be able

my customers here need me, the ski co uses me full time, my neighbors are great, And with out APCHA I may have to have left
I am very happy with my housing situation. Thank you very much. Oliver
APCHA has been generally amazing. Centennial original construction sucked - noise and leaks. It ain't the wall
maintenance
- walls
justthe
need
Mold
discovered in ?95?
The
more politics
areshould
involved
lesspaint.
you will
bewas
trusted
Other communities still continue to look to Aspen to model their programs after. The new'ish director of housing is
taking
steps
towards
N/A
- I’m
pretty
happy!the right direction. Compliance position will hopefully keep program honest and in check
Not at the moment. Thank you. Actually, because of this program I am able to work, live, and play in this amazing
community.
Thankwe
you.
W/O the program
would not still be living in Aspen. To my knowledge it’s the best ski town affordable housing
programcity
out&there.
So great
job and keep program.
up the good
work!
Always
assistant
mgr scapegoating
I have
been in this program since 1980. I watch and see
contradictory
actions
regarding
a
good
socialized
program.
Do something with lumber yard please.
Thank you!
If you’re determined to live here it’s possible
Thank you!
Thanks
So happy I'm able to live in this area and I have you and this program to thank for that!
Do a better job
thank you for providing housing for the workers who want to call aspen home
Thank you, buying my home was my dream and long time goal finally reached.
Even though our homes are deed restricted, it is important that we are afforded the ability to enjoy the rights and
pride of ownership. We are paying a much larger percent of our income towards our mortgage than the average
American homeowner. Some would say, “then go live somewhere else,” but I think our family (and many like ours)
brings much more to the community than second home owners. My spouse and I provide services to citizens and
visitors. We serve on boards of non-profits, coach, are involved with the local schools, and bring decades of history
Is it allowed for someone to build in Garfield County $85,000 improvement loan to build a single-family home on 10
acres
while a
they
own
a home inand
Aspen
through the
ASpen Housing
Authority?
It
has been
great
experience
a wonderful
opportunity
to live and
work in Aspen! Pam is amazing!
Keep up the good work
Solo-prenuers and remote workers also need affordable office space.
It’s my house and neighbors can suck it!
I’m not sure what APCHA does for my neighbor hood.
I'm am SO grateful for my employee housing!
HOA reserves and deferred maintenance are big problems. My HOA dues are approaching my mortgage payment
with no end in site. Poor construction of our complex has resulted in crumbling common areas that are too
I think it is wonderful that you are conducting this survey! Better lines of communication between the community
and
APCHA
are helpful
and
Thank
you APCHA
for all
youdesired.
do! You are great!
Thank you!
We are immensely grateful for the opportunity to buy an APCHA home; we would not be here, able to raise our
family, without this housing. This cannot be overstated. Yet, working with APCHA's bureaucracy and rule-bound
staff for more than a decade has been equally frustrating. We follow the letter and spirit of affordable housing but
I was a seasonal worker once, seasonal housing allowed me to get a foot in the door (Marolt Ranch) and I have
since rented (Centennial) and then owned 2 RO's. I believe I am an APTCHA success as now my wife and I have

A few specifics: 1. I don't understand how 1 million dollar plus homes in Burlingame best serves our community. I
understand surgeons need homes as well, but at some price point, don't free market options become available?
...seems like we could have housed more intermediate income folks in that space. 2. The city is selling off a home
a co-worker was renting by the Ice Garden (featured in the local paper a couple months ago - Hyman Ave?). The
co-worker was a local Physical Therapist, his wife a Nurse in the HHS building, and they have two children. The
potential sale of the home they had lived in for years gave them an opportunity to leave the valley, which they did.
The valley lost two healthcare professionals, at least partially, because the city put their employee housing up for
sale. I want to make sure ALL the money from that sale goes back into affordable housing, as the city has claimed
will happen. I hope folks in the right positions are keeping an eye on that property. 3. I appreciate the ramped up
efforts to enforce rules and stop abuses of an affordable housing system that we are very fortunate to have Thanks for creating this survey. Keep up the great work!
I’m thankful every day for the affordable housing home I received!
Very challenging topic. Thanks for all the hard work! My comment on building defects is related to Burlingame
Phase 1 ending up in litigation and Phase 2 just voted to pursue legal means if necessary to remedy seven figure
More surveys, please!.. and with even more specific questions too! Thank you.
Without APCHA the Roaring Fork Valley would not function as a community. Locals would never be able to live
here longhas
term.
Thedifficult
systemjob;
isn'tThe
perfect
but ithas
helps
a whole
lot people
call to
thisbevalley
their home.
Thank
youyears.
!
APCHA
a very
program
been
amazing
but needs
re-visioned
for the
next 40
Things have changed ( not telling you anything) and the housing needs to remain viable for owners and renters.
Addressing upkeep of units by owners and financial returns available is critical for keeping units in working order.
Perhaps in the purchase agreements, from now forward, there could be an upgrade and inspection requirement.
Standard upgrades( painting every X years/ new appliances(?? etc) every X years and the dates are firm for
IThanks
am a new
APCHA
homeowner
and feel
incredibly
tofirst
live time
in mywe’ve
homebeen asked to contribute, and it is
for the
opportunity
to provide
feedback.
Thislucky
is the
refreshing. We are so lucky to have this program in our community, and it is just about the only thing that has
(barely) saved Aspen from becoming a hollowed-out shell, void of all but the one percent. As with so many issues
in Aspen, the genesis of the program is critical; it should be respected and honored. I believe it was intended as
community housing for people at all stages of live, not simply those in the workforce. It bothers me that the current
manager of the program is fostering a less inclusive narrative that runs counter to the original Aspen value of
Work with the town of Snowmass to create fairness. Snowmass employees are eligible for APCHA housing
however Pitkin County employees are last priority in Snowmass Housing. A couple with 40 years combined work
I am SO GRATEFUL
The only reason my house is part of Apcha is when we subdivided the location where it is located and Apcha got
it's hands on it in a jurisdictional grab. Apcha had nothing to do with helping out , funding wise with the residents
Thanks
Good survey. You hit the important points.
so grateful for APCHA and the opportunity to live and work in Aspen. Thank you! Love Burlingame neighborhood.
Fairway III in Snowmass governed by whom? Pitkin County, APCHA.
Thank you for your hard work. Hang in there. Knowing where we are starting and what our values are is a great
to housing
start. Theis next
step will
reveal
Iplace
realize
becoming
harder
to itself.
find and a big impact on that is the VRBO and airBNB properties as well as
older homes being purchased, remodeled and rented for a larger price tag, but this is an issue in most places, not
just RFV. It's happening on the front range and larger cities across the country. I have been living here 25 years
and it took over 20 to finally have the opportunity to purchase employee housing. It's hard to get but it's also an
amazing opportunity, not a right. You are literally winning a lottery. I know there is a vocal group in Aspen that
wants to make a lot of changes but housing is hard in many places, not just here, and you have to get creative, live
together, that is reality. The one change I can support is the possibility of increasing the wait period to more than 4
We are living in our dream affordable house in a wonderfully realized neighborhood. It took us 22 years to get a
home
THANK
Get outand
of my
life. IYOU!
live in Aspen Village. Pitkin County did not subsidize Aspen Village one penny. You had no right
makeappreciate
us "employee
housing".itWe
for everything.
Youwork
should
be ashamed
yourselves.Without it and
Itoreally
the program,
haspaid
allowed
us to live and
in this
wonderfulof
community.
current
free
market
rent,
we
would
not
be
able
to
live
here
and
raise
our
kids.
The affordable housing program should be considered a critical infrastructure to this region. The current program is
something my family truly appreciates and is grateful for those who had the foresight to create and grow the

Some ideas that would be nice : - more family-type units such as townhomes, duplexes, row houses, or modest
single family homes. -units with the ability to be expanded to add another bedroom/bathroom (at the owners
expense). -the ability to rightsize within the deed-restricted community. If I find a retired couple in a single family
home that desires to trade with my smaller condo, we should be able to approach APHCA to make such a transfer
happen with ease. Inter-program transfers so that size or location better fits current owners should be encouraged
I love you guys. You made it possible for me to raise my family in Aspen! I came onto housing in 2001 when there
was a large amount of building the APCHA. I would love to see this happen more for the new generation coming
I wouldn’t be able to work 3 jobs and parent my children without my housing , I would have had to move out of the
valley
I don't have any answers however having 2 children and a dog as a single parent here, our options were extremely
limited to say he least. I lucked out because I had savings and could buy a 2 bedroom however it's not ideal lacing
Thanks for all the hard work. I know it’s not easy.
I know the the APCHA is trying to deal with non compliance issues. However valid those issues may be, it appears
that they are taking an aggressive confrontational tone. At least that is how they appear to me in the media and on
We’re grateful for APCHA.
Thank you for allowing us to own a beautiful apartment in this perfect town!!! THANK YOU APCHA
thank you
On question #4, my purchase of APCHA housing was affordable, today that is not the case. The prices are getting
out residence
of control for
unit's out
worth.
can not
stay here.
My
hasthe
worked
wellYoung
for mepeople
but without
anyafford
goodto
options
for downsizing or senior housing I will
continue to live in my unit with several empty bedrooms for the foreseeable future.
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POLICY MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
THRU:
DATE:
RE:

APCHA Board of Directors
Cindy Christensen, Deputy Director
Mike Kosdrosky, Executive Director
December 5, 2018
Responsible Governance Policies Assessment, Education, and Assistance
Plan for HOAs serving APCHA deed restricted owners

The APCHA Board was given the task to craft policy solutions to help resolve HOA deferred maintenance
and capital reserve funding deficiencies impacting deed restricted properties throughout the APCHA
program. On February 7, 2018, the APCHA Board directed staff to conduct a Responsible Governance
Policies Assessment, Education, and Assistance Plan to help HOAs evaluate their legal compliance under
Colorado law, particularly Senate Bill 05-100. The Board recommended APCHA execute this plan before
the City and/or County consider proposals to provide financial assistance to HOAs with capital reserve
shortfalls.
The 3-step Plan included:
1. ASSESSING each HOA’s current governance structure and status, including, but not limited to:
• Obtaining HOA Board of Directors contact information;
• Obtaining HOA property manager contact information;
• Surveying HOA compliance with Colorado’s Department of Regulatory Agencies; and
• Surveying HOA compliance with the State’s nine Responsible Governance Policies.
2. EDUCATING HOAs about their legal fiduciary responsibilities under State law and under APCHA’s
Employee Housing Guidelines. Also, educating HOAs about the opportunity to receive 3rd party
legal assistance through APCHA. Finally, educating HOAs about the importance of working with
APCHA during this process to become eligible for future financial assistance, should it become
available.
3. ASSISTING HOAs with 3rd party legal assistance to draft or update their nine Responsible
Governance Policies, plus aid HOAs with conducting or updating their Capital Reserve Studies.
Step 1 was to request Information from HOA Board of Directors on their current governance structure
and status. On August 17, 2018, a survey was e-mailed to 91 HOA contact’s APCHA had on file to reach
HOA Board of Directors. A second request was sent out on September 24, 2018. Out of 83 HOA’s, 54
HOA’s responded, with five of the 54 opting out of completing the survey. This left a response rate of 59%.
Below is a brief summary of the survey. A more thorough report will be provided to the Board in early
2019.
The survey was divided into 4 sections:
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•
•
•
•

Section 1 – HOA was given the option to not complete the survey.
Section 2 – Basic information on the HOA including composition and financial details.
Section 3 – Property Management and Bookkeeper information if applicable.
Section 4 – HOA Contact information.

Results (53 responses):
Q1 – Name of HOA Representative Completing this form:
54 responded
Q2 – Elected to Opt Out:
9% chose to opt out
Q3 - Number of units in HOA:
86% provided this information
Total Units: 894
Q4 – Composition of HOA (i.e., free-market residential, deed-restricted residential, commercial):
86% provided this information
Free-Market: 132
Deed-Restriction: 735
Commercial: 43
Q5 – What is annual 2018 operating budget:
79% responded
Average = $365,885 (one mixed project has a budget of over $11 million)
Average = $78,412 (excluding the mixed project budget of over $11 million)
Q6 – What is 2018 budgeted capital reserve annual revenue:
41 responded / 77% responded
Average = $84,959
Q7 – What is current Capital Reserve Fund Balance:
41 responded / 77%
Average = $129,419
Q8 – Date of fund balance:
41 responded / 77% of the 41 provided the 2018 fund balance
Q9 – Homeowners Operating Assessment:
40 responded
Lowest monthly operating assessment: Average $272.09
Highest monthly operating assessment: Average $1,135.07
Lowest capital reserve assessment: Average $68.81
Highest capital reserve assessment: Average $101.28
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Q10 – How are assessments allocated among units:
45 Responded
Equally – 27%
Per Square Foot – 36%
Per # of bedrooms – 10%
Other – 27%
Q11 – Is HOA part of a Special Taxing District:
47 responded – 4, or 7% are part of a special taxing district
Q12 – If yes, when established:
1998, 2001, 2016
Q13 – Has HOA completed a Capital Reserve Study:
40 responded
Yes (29) – 80%
No (10) – 27.5%
Do not know (1) – 5%
Q14 – If yes, when:
2010 – 5 / 17%
2011 – 8 / 27%
2012 – 3 / 10%
2013 – 1 / 2%
2014 – 1 / 2%
2015 – 1 / 2%
2016 – 2 / 7%
2017 – 3 / 10%
2018 – 5 / 17%
2019 (planned) – 2 / 4%
Q15 – Was Capital Reserve Study completed by a professionally designated Reserve Specialist:
Out of all of the respondents, 100% were completed by a professionally designated reserve
specialist
Q16 – HOA in good standing with State of Colorado:
44 responded – 100% in good standing
Q17 – HOA registered with DORA:
40 responded
Yes – 80%
No – 18%
Unknown – 2%
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Q18 – License expiration date with DORA:
24 responded
2015 – 4%
2018 – 17%
2019 – 79%
Q19 – Has HOA adopted 9 governance policies:
40 responded
Yes – 72%
No – 28%
Q20 – How is your HOA managed:
46 responded
Self-Managed: 65%
Property Management Company: 33%
Unmanaged: 2%
Q21 – Property Management information:
Provided: 87%
Not provided: 13%
Q22 – HOA use a Bookkeeper:
40 responded
Yes: 55%
Q23 – If yes, information provided:
55%
HOA Contact Information:
President Info: 72%
Vice President Info: 57%
Secretary Info: 60%
Treasurer: 62%
None Established: 6%
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POLICY MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

APCHA Board of Directors
Mike Kosdrosky, Executive Director
December 5, 2018
Addressing Deferred Maintenance through Minimum Standards for Maximum
Sale Price

ISSUE
Safeguarding the physical integrity of the housing inventory is an important policy objective for the
Aspen/Pitkin County Housing Authority (APCHA). Deferred maintenance, as applied here, is the
postponement of normal ongoing maintenance and upkeep of real property. From a property
management standpoint, deferred maintenance has a negative connotation because it means
delaying the maintenance or repairs of something beyond the point in time when it should have been
addressed, often becoming costlier, if not more financially burdensome, to address later.
Deferred maintenance, whether the responsibility of an individual owner or an HOA board of
directors, is a threat to the housing program and to taxpayers’ and deed restricted property owners’
pocketbooks. Not only can it decrease affordability, but in some cases, it can lead to serious health
and/or safety issues. Left unaddressed, deferred maintenance is a cancer that eats away at property
values, homeowner equity and cash flow.
BACKGROUND
Over recent months, the APCHA Board discussed its concerns with deferred maintenance. The Board
requested staff to investigate and make recommendations on ways to require individual ownership
units to meet minimum standards of livability and affordability to qualify for Maximum Sale Price.
DISCUSSION
In a recent survey, when asked what policy issues are most important for APCHA to focus its attention
on, 45% of deed restricted owners ranked “address deferred maintenance of units” as their number
one concern. When asked how they would rate the quality of their APCHA housing, 27% of ownerrespondents rated it as “average quality,” while a combined 16% rated it as either “low quality” (11%)
or “very low quality” (5%). Another way to say it is that 43% of owner-respondents believe the quality
of their APCHA housing is “average quality” or less. The good news, however, is that 57% of ownerrespondents rated the quality of their APCHA housing as either “good quality” (37%) or “very high
quality” (20%).
The 43% of owner-respondents who rated their APCHA housing as “average quality” or less were
likely to have ranked “address deferred maintenance of units” as one of their top five policy concerns.
Policy Memorandum: Amending Definition of Qualified Retiree
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The term “deferred maintenance” is mentioned only once in the Employee Housing Guidelines
(Guidelines) as part of the Supplemental Guidance on Marketability Standards adopted in July of 2016
under Appendix I. Marketability standards are broadly interpreted to mean building, livability, and
marketability standards for converting free market units into “newly” deed restricted units through
buy-down or conversion through the Certificates of Affordable Housing Credits program, often
associated with affordable housing mitigation. Deferred maintenance, however, is not mentioned
anywhere else in the Guidelines and not relation to individual homeowners or HOAs.
It is generally accepted by the APCHA board and staff that deferred maintenance is a growing concern
for the affordable housing inventory, particularly as the inventory ages. Now in its fifth decade, many
older ownership units have deteriorated beyond normal wear and tear, often the result of deferred
maintenance. The issue is only compounded when a subpar unit happens to be part of a subpar HOA
with insufficient capital reserves and/or deferred maintenance of common ownership areas, like
roofs or siding. APCHA recently conducted a survey of HOAs serving deed restricted properties to
assess the extent of common-area deferred maintenance and HOA capital reserve funding levels.
The APCHA serves as a Transaction Broker for most deed restricted home sales depending on the
deed restriction. This means that the APCHA represents both buyer and seller during the ten-week
sales process. The APCHA sales manager handles practically every aspect of a sales transaction,
including resolving disputes, or inspection objections, between buyers and sellers over physical
property issues. Inspection objections are handled through an inspection resolution process by a
deadline, which is the date a buyer and seller must negotiate any inspection objections found by the
buyer after completing an inspection or having a third-party inspection completed.
Part VI, Section 5(C) of the Guidelines covers Terms of the Sale Contract. Section 5(C)1 covers
inspections and due diligence. Much like in the free market, the APCHA sales process requires any
buyer of deed restricted property to hire, at his or her own expense, a certified inspector to conduct
a formal inspection of the unit and provide a written report.
The buyer shall work with APCHA and the seller in addressing repairs necessary
to bring the unit to Minimum Standards for Maximum Sale Price under
Guidelines. The seller shall make such necessary repairs prior to closing or the
cost for repair as approved by APCHA shall either be deducted from the sales
price, funds put into escrow until the repairs are completed, or a credit
provided to the buyer. The buyer shall have the right to inspect the unit
immediately prior to closing to verify the condition of the unit.
Part VI, Section 7 of the Guidelines, applies to the sale of an ownership unit and the listing of that unit
for sale. Unless otherwise stated in the deed restriction, affordable housing units shall be listed for
sale through APCHA. Despite handling all aspects of a sale in accordance with the Guidelines, APCHA
encourages both parties, buyer and seller, to seek legal counsel at their own expense.
Section 7, Part D, Minimum Standards for Maximum Sale Price, requires APCHA to provide buyers and
sellers a checklist of minimum standards in order for a sale to transact at maximum sale (or resale)
price. The minimum standards include, but are not limited to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean, odor-free interior;
Carpets professionally steam-cleaned within two (2) days of closing;
Surface scratches, marks, holes in doors, floors, walls, woodwork, cabinets, counter
tops, other than normal wear and tear, repaired;
Walls in good repair and paint-ready;
Windows and window locks in good repair; broken panes replaced;
Window screens in place and in good repair;
Doors and door locks in good repair; working keys for all locks at closing;
Light fixtures, outlets, switches secure and in working order;
Plumbing in good repair with no leaks;
Tile grout in good repair and clean;
Roof in good repair with no leaks (if home is a single-family); and
Safety hazards resolved.

In addition, the seller is required under Section 7, Part D(1), to complete a Seller’s Property Disclosure
Form prior to listing their unit for sale. Sellers are required to disclose and describe all conditions
meeting minimum standards and all conditions, items, fixtures, installations, etc., in the unit requiring
repair and/or cleaning.
Under Section 7, Part D(2), APCHA has the authority to conduct a “cursory inspection pointing out
items that may show up in an inspection report; however, APCHA’s inspection does not take the place
of the inspection done by an expert (emphasis added).” If a unit fails to meet minimum standards,
APCHA “may, at its discretion, require that the cost of necessary repairs be deducted from the closing
sale price” or that the seller “place into escrow the funds necessary to ensure satisfactory repairs.”
Minimum standards are also addressed under Paragraph 11(e) of the current deed restriction used
by APCHA:
To obtain maximum resale price, Owner must ensure that at the time of sale
the Property or Unit meets APCHA’s generally applicable minimum standards
for maintenance of the Property or Unit as determined by APCHA in its
discretion. This shall include requirements to clean the home, ensure that all
fixtures are in working condition, to repair damage to the unit beyond normal
wear and tear and the other requirements as stated in the Minimum Standards
for Seller to Receive Full Value at Resale, Exhibit “C”. If the Seller does not meet
these requirements, APCHA may require that Seller escrow at closing a
reasonable amount of money to ensure compliance or that the sale price of
the Property or Unit be reduced accordingly. (emphasis added)
The Minimum Standards for Seller to Receive Full Value at Resale, Exhibit C (mentioned above and
listed below) include most minimum standards found under Part 7, Section D of the Guidelines (also
listed above); however, minimum standards found under current deed restrictions are clearly more
specific and comprehensive than those found in the current Guidelines:
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•

EXHIBIT “C”
MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR SELLER TO RECEIVE FULL VALUE AT RESALE
Clean unit
Carpets steam-cleaned two or three days prior to closing
Major scratches, holes, burned marks repaired in hardwood floors, linoleum, tile,
counter tops etc.
No broken windows
All screens in windows (if screens were originally provided)
All doors will be in working order with no holes
All locks on doors will work
All keys will be provided; e.g., door, mail box, garage
All mechanical systems shall be in working order
Walls paint ready
Normal wear and tear on carpet; if carpet has holes, stains, etc., the carpet and
padding shall be replaced or escrow funds at current market value per square foot
for a comparable product shall be held at the time of closing to be used by the new
buyer
No leaks from plumbing fixtures
No roof leaks
Any safety hazard remedied prior to closing, excluding radon (not required in State
of Colorado)
All light fixtures shall be in working order

DEFINITIONS:
Clean Unit:
All rooms will be cleaned as stated below:
• Kitchen:
o Range – Inner and outer services will be cleaned.
o Range hood and Exhaust Fan
o Refrigerator and Freezer – Inner and outer surfaces of refrigerator and
freezer will be clean. Freezer will be defrosted.
o Cabinets and Countertops – Exterior and interior surfaces of cabinets
and drawers will be clean. Door and drawer handles, if provided, shall be
clean and in place.
o Sink and Garbage Disposal – Sink and plumbing fixtures will be clean. If
garbage disposal provided, this must be in working order.
o Dishwasher – If provided, must be in working order and inner and outer
surfaces shall be clean.
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• Blinds, Windows, Screens:
o Mini-blinds, Venetian Blinds, Vertical Blinds, Pull Shades – Will be clean.
o Windows – All window surfaces, inside of the unit, shall be clean.
o Screens – Screens will be clean and in place with no holes or tears (if
provided).
• Closets: Closets, including floors, walls, hanger rod, shelves and doors, shall be
clean.
• Light Fixtures: Light fixtures will be clean and shall have functioning
bulbs/florescent tubes.
• Bathrooms:
o Bathtub, Shower Walls, Sinks – Bathtubs, shower walls and sinks shall be
clean.
o Toilet and Water Closet – Water closets, toilet bowls and toilet seats will
be clean. If the toilet seat is broken or peeling, the seat shall be
replaced.
o Tile – All tile and grout will be clean.
o Mirrors and Medicine Cabinets – Mirrors and medicine cabinets shall be
cleaned inside and out.
o Shelves and/or Other Cabinetry – All other shelving or cabinetry shall be
cleaned inside and out.
• Walls, Ceilings, Painted Doors and Baseboards: Painted surfaces must be cleaned
with care to ensure the surface is clean without damaging the paint.
• Floors: Floor cleaning includes sweeping and mopping and could include stripping,
waxing and buffing. Types of floor surfaces include wood, wood parquet tiles,
linoleum, asphalt tile, vinyl tile, mosaic tile, concrete and carpet. If carpet, all
carpets shall be cleaned at least two days prior to closing.
• Interior Storage/Utility Rooms: Storage/utility rooms shall be cleaned. Properly
cleaned storage/utility rooms will be free from odors, removable stains, grease
marks or accumulations.
Safety Hazard: Any item that provides a safety hazard shall be fixed. This would include,
but is not limited to, exposed electrical wiring, ventilation for gas hot water system, etc.
If a radon test is done and it is found to be higher than normal levels, per Colorado law,
there is not a requirement to mitigate.
Walls Paint-Ready: All holes shall be patched; all posters, pictures, etc., shall be removed
from all walls; all nails, tacks, tape, hardware used to hang items, etc., shall be removed
from all walls; and all walls shall be clean and ready for the new buyer to paint. If
wallpaper has been placed on the wall and in good condition, the wallpaper can remain;
if the wallpaper is peeling off, the wallpaper must be removed.
Windows: If a window is broken, including the locking mechanism, the window shall be
replaced and/or the locking mechanism repaired.
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Most APCHA buyers use third-party inspectors, but third-party inspections are not binding on the
seller. Rather, property issues uncovered by an inspector and/or buyer, or disclosed by the seller, are
generally negotiated through APCHA between the buyer and seller.
To date, APCHA has transacted 43 ownership resales in 2018. The following breaks down the
inspection objections and resolutions for those 43 resales:
•
•
•
•
•

91% had an inspection objection listed;
7% of seller(s) agreed to address all concerns/objections listed during the inspection
resolution process;
9% of buyer(s) did not list an inspection objection during the inspection resolution process
(this does not mean they couldn’t have, however);
47% of seller(s) agreed to address all inspection objections; and
37% of seller(s) refused to agree to address any or most inspection objections.

In the 37% of cases where sellers refused to agree to address inspection objections, sellers might
have understood that they could refuse to negotiate and move on to the next buyer. In such cases,
buyers are at a disadvantage because they have little to no leverage to negotiate property issues.
They also recognize there is always another buyer right behind them willing to accept less.
CONCLUSION
In the free market, it is perfectly acceptable for a homeowner to refuse to negotiate with a buyer.
However, in a price-capped housing market like APCHA’s, demonstrable property issues should not
be passed on to buyers without a reasonable reduction in sales price, even if buyers are willing to
accept those risks and costs. Although buyers should expect normal wear and tear, they should not
be expected to accept costly deferred maintenance that jeopardizes their affordability and quality of
life.
In free markets, prices are the great equalizer. To the extent possible and where appropriate, APCHA
policies and prices should send appropriate market signals. Deed restricted sales prices, for example,
should reflect the condition of a unit, and not just the category a unit. No seller should be financially
rewarded for failing to maintain and take care of their deed restricted property and then passing their
problems on to the next buyer.
There is no defensible policy reason for allowing deed restricted owners to accept maximum sale
(resale) prices for failing to meet minimum standards. Unfortunately, current policies do not give staff
enough authority to intervene on behalf of buyers. The current system favors sellers.
Staff requests support from the Board to consider amendments to the Guidelines to establish sales
prices based on improved property condition criteria, including a possible grading system used to set
prices based on unit condition and HOA health. Staff also recommends amending the sales process
to require APCHA certified third-party inspectors through more rigorous and defined minimum
standards than in place today.
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